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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

1'1 e

The first,section of this sttidy provides.background foe several

proposals for the development of glvironmental education. It is -

necessary, before suggesting.innovations in environmental education,
.

to assess what is already.being done in the field. And ikr order to
...

,,
t -

. ,.. .
...

. prescribe ap educational response-to the problem, the problem itself

needs to be described. The,four cha'pters in this secyon attcmpt t9 .

. , 4 ,

4

present a particular perception of the problem to whict environmental
, .

. ..,
_

education is a responie and.to'summarize the potPntial and reality of
.. ,

,

education:s response.-- These few pages--cannot do a,complete job of

this, for many books have been written describirrg the problems and

prescribing solutions. A few works have been published in he field

of invironmental'education,lhough the field and it's literature Are -

4

young an.r? immature. All that-is possible here-is to orient the ?balder.

1

to the views of,06 environmental problemt and resOonses to them that

i
have-led tO the speFific-orientatitm toward environmental eclucatiln

4I .- .

I.

that wil 'fbe described in the later soct.ionsof this study..
.

1

,
,

,
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CHAPTER' I

A CH-ALLENDE FOR EDUCATION: THE WORLD MACROPROBLEM

\
a 4

The first step.in this study is to describe the environmental

roblem to which education is trying to respond. A comprehensive

descriptiOnii. nofpossible, but an overview can be presented. The

..

importance of 6 clear view of environmental problems for the educator

framing a .response.'is obvious, 3iet such a 'view can be'difficultto

achieve because of-the great scope, complexity, number and interaetion
'43 r

of these problems. There.is noi even universal agreement as to

exactly what the problems are. 'An54rie people classify pntoblemis as

"environmental". which others do not. .Definfn'g the problem then, is

not as easy as.it perhaps at first seems to be.

A very useful deseription of'the problem was offered several

years ago by Harman. He galled it thetworld macroproblem" and definea

it as "the composite of all the problems,that have been brought about,

771
by a combination of rampant technology application and industrial

development, together with high population levels. . .(l)." Thise

many.problemste cast into three groups; the first of which was

"problems of the ecosystem" such as ecological,imbalances, environ-

mental pollution resource depletion, and,overpopulation. 14!e second

category, less readily identified as'envirommehtal problems by many '

0 4

observers, he called the "have/have-not" gap. He'referred here to the

problems of inequity in the distribution of wealth which haye recdntly
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emerged clearly into public consciousness as "have-not" nations,have.

demanded equity and In some cases organized_themselves into cartels

to conirol the flow of essential and scarce natural recsourcii to

"have" nations. ,Harman expetcts the gap to increpingly affect politics

.
.

and create dissension as resource depletion progreses ind industri0

society continues to expand.

The'third group of problems comprising the macrOproblem Harman
1

calls "technological threats." These inciude the thibats of modern
"

armaments, the increasing capability for "Agineering" the human body,'
1

"

mind, foetus, and.genetic transmission, and the siresses associated

. , 4 4

with complex living. Humans 'have developed remarkable'tools, and,
l's,*

some,of these have thejcapacity for greatintentitnal destruCtjpn and

severe unintentional damage through the "side-effect".phenomenon-

Side effects are unintended conspuences Of the applltation:oftech-
,

. .

nology, and they can,sometimesbe very damaging, as in the much
:-

publicized 'example of tha.11domide..

rvi
'- Pesticides: An Próbiem

,

The issue of pesticides provide;one ex'ample. Sinee humans.
.

. /
. . 4,...

.

x
began to domesticaWplants, there ifive been pests: ,Tfiese were

-. -,--. .. .b
A 1 -,

animals, fungi,plants, bacteria and viruses that damilged 'the crops ;

I

."T '

4

people were trying to grow. For almost nine thousand ybars little
. ..

progress was,madg,in controlling pests until scientifit study produced

understanding and technology thA was helpful for developing effective

pesticides. In the 184es the vine powdery mildew pest was controlled

in Europe through applications of lime sulfur tO the'infected plants,

and the chemical attack on the pest problemrwas underway (2). ourtng
,

the ensuing century both pest problems and ability to cope with them
4.

46.

I.
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.

increaied. *The problems increased becese technOlogical innovation

lo.d tb industrialization which drew people fr the countryside info
vA

.
.

large cities. 'Greateragricultural efficiency was necessary to feed
...

the city dwellers which led to mechanization and intensification'and .

specialization in farming. M15s production became profitable on

,the farm, and-hu9e fieldTpearing.a single plant sPecies apPterad.

This created ideal condition s.. for the.pests who used'that plant', If

the pests prevaired in this situation, severe financial losses Cotild

ruin farmers.

The'applied science (4 economic.entotnology arose to cope witti

this situation, ati4 chemists develOped compounds, mostly arsenicals,

to'control the pests. Success was aChieved"iii many instances put '

not.withódt incurring vartbus risks. ArseniC pesticides damaged plant

foliegg.- Farm animalswere.poisoned, and apiculture scattered severe
'1

lot4es. Many physicians beJieved hat chronic arseniCism occurred in

!LC

humans as* a"consequence of pesticide application am) human ingestion

in sma 1 quantitivs, but this.:Was diffiCult to provt, Agriculture-
, 4

lists were pleased with the control being achieved40e associated

. problems seemed reiatively minor, apd the search vasAvesied fOr more

. complete pest contro) methOds.
. ,

-,' In 194? 6 Swiss scientist
4
discoveredthe insecticidal properties

/

of synpetic chlorinated organic chemical ftht-synthesized.in 1874.

It ies called DOTIdichlov-diphenyl-trichloro-ethane) and was very

toxic-to inecilt*(1). Dur;ing World War IIPDOT: was very effective in

.
coritr011ing body-lice and fleas, stopped the typhus'epidemic in 1aP1es,

and proved to,be a breakthrough in broad scale insect pest control.

The ilar also produced another powerful group of insecticides, the

0
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or ophosphorus compounds, which were low cost and effective bUt

toxic o huriant and warm-blooded animals-. ^

1

-

The future for pest
,

control and increased agriculttiral produc-
.

tion looked bright in the decade after World War IL. It s'eemed that'
the battle had,been won and almost any pest, disease, or weed problem

*1 could be solved by chemical treatment. Crop losses were cut and

insect-vectored human diseases such as malaria were brought under

control, with millions Of human liv s saved'(4). Then, in the 1950s

problems began to appear.

4kPesticides vary greatly in their toxicity, persistence and

solubility, and'it was the chlorinated hydrocarbon compounds like

DDT that emerged as secierely disruptive of ecosystems. While they

were aPplied to control a Single pest species, they were non-specific

and affected whole ecosystems. Persistentand fat soluble, they became

widely dispersed and concentrated in food-chains. Sublethal effects ~.

on reproduction and behavior severely affected populations of verte-

t:rates at higb trophic levels and were ecologically significant, and

reduction in species diveesity often occurred'inceasing the.instabillity

of ecosystems (5). Perhaps most teoublesome was the phenomenon.of

resistance wherein the process of natural selection resulied in

pestIcide-reSistaht strains of pest species (6)1 This last effect'

of chemicalpe'st control was of great significance because it indicated

that the broad-scale chemial aPproacK to pest control-was worsening

ine.problem in the long run. The prospect was for an escalation of

chemical warfare gainst pests; with contilOpTalteration of ecological

coMmunities, incr ased expenditure of capital on pest control, and a

continuing potential for ecological And human,health problems.
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RacherNersoh published her expose' qf the pesticide situation

in 1962. She described_the-problems associated.with chemical pesti

cide bse,. and 'Counseled caution.

It is not mi.contention-that chemical insecticides must
never be used. I do contend that we have put poisonous
and biologically-potent chemiciIS indiscriminately into
the hands of persons largely -ortivholly ignorant of their
potentials for harm...',IsOntend, furthermore, that we
have allowed these chemicals'to be used with little or
no adVance investigation a their effect* soil, water,

wildlife,iand man him$elf.. Future generations are un-
likely to condone oOt laCk of ptudent con 'rti for the

integrity of the 'natural world that supports all life (1).

She did not argue that.chemical Pest control be abandoned, for clearly

agricultute had become so dependent on the chemical'approach that to

drop the approach woOd be disastrous sconomically and reiult in
,

significant'Teduction in some types of agricultural output. Rather,

she argued th:i.agriculture might try to gradually wean itself ft.7

itS total dependency on chOicals, while turning its attention to a

search for alternatives'.

Carson's book-SlintSprimi was met by a storm of protest from

the agricultural and chemtcal industries. The response,to-the book,

both pro and con, is described in some detail in Frank.Graham; Jr.'s

Since SilentSpring, the industrial response being especia11,9 interesting.

The chemical and agricultural industries saw Silent Spring

not as a scientific challenge but as a public relations

problem. Yheir champions in the scientific world. . .

attacked the book on much the same ground that, a century
before, Louis Agassiz had chalTenged Darwin's Origin of

Species: !A scientific mistake, untrue in its facts, un-
scientific in its method, and mischievous in its tendencies

(8)-*

Yet ttie book held up under Criticism. While some minor inaccuracies

were found, the essential message of the book was clear and correct (9).

Rudd defined the essence of the book in his review oNtwhen he wrote,
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"Silent Spring_ is a btological'wareng, social commentary and moral

reminder. .Insistertly she.calls upon technological man to patise and

take stock (10)."

The publication of Sileat_5prino and the response to it are

gignificant because they reveal important qualities of many envirop-

-. mental problems today. _Problems occur as t ,effects to useful

applications of technblogy. Once the usefulness of a technology is

established it often is ificorporated into marketable products which,

are mass-produced. These products become established, involve jobs

in their production and distribupon, arid are enjoyed by consumers..

They become difficult to remove from the marketplace, except when

they constitute a clear and immediate human healtA hazard, as deter-.
1.

mined by the Food and Drug.Administration, the Envirollental Protection

Agency, or some other regulatory agency. In the case of pesticides,

it has taken two decades to limii use of the most harmful chlorinated

hydrocirbon pesticides in the United States.

Th!..rsticide controversy illustrates also the presence o the

"expert syndrome," the premise that the,"summed knowledge of experts

constitutes wisdom (11)," which in the case of pesttcides it did not.

It also illustrates the problem of communicati6n between scientists

an4 the laypeople who u ilize the products of scientific information.

Frank Egler has studied the problem a communication of :scientific

knowledge as it occurred witOthe pestcide issue. He notes:

What has developed. .,.is not only the feebleness of an
existing science of ecology, but also. . .the very dis-

turbing inability of this ecologic knowledge to communicat
itself to other parts of the human ecosystem once it clods
exist. "And finally, there is the even more disturbing
flood of.literature supported by special "experts" who
speak from their one-strand vantages dn the ecosystem
web (12).

s
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.People base thei ction what theithinicis "right" for them inla

.4ircuthstance. Their d Initlon of t° is molded to ome extant

byquiowledge of tis and benefits. Th inadequate infbrmation

described by Eyler in t. pesOcide case led to a problematical ecolo-

gical situation. Thousands anq perhaps millions of peopledmake

decisions on the.basis of desire opinion-and knowledge, and in the

case of pesticides their numerous riiicro-decisions added up to a

macroprobleth which Icight'hive been prevented had scfentists and tech-

nologists definedrand exercised a moral obligation based on ecological

knowledge. This inadeqUate ecologicallYethiFal and moral stance

underlies many environmental problems. Such an ethic, even at the' ;1
%

current limited levO of ecologIcal understanding counsels prudende,
. I

which is foresight and caution, as Rachel Carson' argued. An ecologica,l

approach to science and a prudent technology will reflect a human'.

modesty and humility that is essential:to avoiOance of environmenta

problems. Such modeity ana prudence was lacking in agricultural

scientists and technologists who sought and applied pesticides. Paul .

Goodman has written:

Immodesty is always.a danger of free.enterprise but when -'

the same disposition is financid by big.corpora ions,
technologists rush into production with neat solutions
that swamp the envirotithent (13).

The pesticide.episode in technology demonstrates'immodesty, which 11._

one 'primary human condition thit hos led to the world macrUproblerq,

This pesticide episode reveals the following attributes of

macroproblem:

-- It is ecological and occurs because the natural world is an

interconnected system yet is not perceived as suchle many

people.

12
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It involves the:interaction of populatioh growth and-tech-

nological development and application.- Technologies-such

as thqse of agricultural chemistry emerge to i'mprove crop

yteldi to feed a-growing population. DifficultieS-result

'from the application of the technology, as descrited by

Carson and others.

It emerges from actions tiken with onl good objectives in

mind. Pesticides help produce better crops contribute to ,

higher profits, and save lives. Yet t damage ecosystems.

-----The--"si-de-effectsr" 'negate- 4;-a -and-many7students----

of the problem feel that the long-te n dosts of current

actions Such as heavy application of chemicals in pest control

may far outstrip short- and long-term benefits (14).

It involves problems, of value. Ch9iceslaA made for one

value over anbther, as in the case, of choosing to spray a

commercially-valuable, forest with DDT despite evidence of

damage to breeding stocks df birds of prey (15). The phoice

is for commercial values over ecological value$.

occurs in part because af the opertion of the "technolo-

gical imperatAve which contends "that any technology that

.,can be deviloped, and any knowledge that can be applied,

$

should be (16)." This is the opposite of Goodman's prudence.

There is ieadequate,flow of necissary knowledep and informa-

tion aviilable'foi' ecologically responsible decision-making (17).

-- It is a consequence of the mistaken belief that humankind is

separate from nature and'can transcend'its'rUles, and froM

the belief that humans can control nature.

I 3
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The pesticidg case illustrates, in summary, that many humahs believe

themselves to be living by diffvent, rules than the rest of nature.

It seems that they believe that they can establish or bend the rules

of the game of life to their 'values and purposes, though nature indi-

cates otherwise. Despite the cont'rary ihdications, many believe

.what they wish toi continuing with business in blind indifference to

growing problem until these problimt becbme so large that they cannot

be ignored,

The World Food,problem

Another set of problems illustrate othir dimensions of the macro-
,

problem. This is collectively referred to as-the world food problem.

The population of the world is growing rapidly. World population as

of mid-I977 was estimated to ,be 4,083 million and growing at a rate

Of 1.8 percent annually. If this rate were to continue for 38 years,

the world population would double (18). This rate of population in-

crease is not uniform Worldwide. The population of the United States)

for initance, was increasing in 1477 at the annual rate of 0.6 percent,

while that of India Was 2.1 percent, of Ethiopia 2.5 percent, of

Brazil 2.8 percent, and of Mexico 3.5 percent, The rate of growth

in recent years sems to be slowing from a peak around 1970, but the

arithmetid%of growth remains frightening (19). In 1976 world popuia-

tion increaseclby 64 million,.or 178,000'peeple per day 420). Such

an absolute' -increase in people to feed illustrates the.simple arith-

metical population aspect of the 'world food problem..

This increase in demand for available food results in a problem

of several dimensions. People must be prov ded quality diets, which
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illeans'enough calories and nutdents. Systems muq be developed to

store, transpok4and dtstribute.food. People must have pnou0 money

.-- to be oble* purchase foa&of sufficient, quality an8 quantity.

Finally, fetod production must be. increased.w4thout irreparable

degradation of the 'envitonment.

FOod production has nearly doubled between 1950 ana 1975,

but constraints that will slow future groor0) in production have

appeared. Land under cultivation has expanded, prriding some

growth,'but increases in the productivity of land already under

cultivation account for most of the growth-in food supply (21).

The Green Revolution developed and introduced high-yield varieties

of.wheat and rice, expanding production of those grains. In addi-
,

tion, increased fertilizer use and agricultural use of energy for
-

mechanical Power led to a steady rise in cereal yield. The world's.

fish catch tripled during this period with intensified fishing and

4mproved technology., Fish are a source of high protein, as are

beef cattle ana soybeahS. Cattle herds have expanded, and soybean

productioh ii.creased.

Th d-spiipties,,h6wever, has been a time of slowtog'growth

in food prodik,tion. Most good cropland has been brought under

cultivation, and expansion into new cropland will require expensive

fertilization and irrigation. The growth in yields per unit cultivated

-has been.interrupted because marginal land_ has _been troughtto pro-

duction, energy and fertilizer costs have risen, fallow cycles have

been shortened in order to produce more crops resulting in_lowered

cropland fertility, and increased topsoil erosion has occurred (22).

The rise in fish catch in general has slowed in recent years and has
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dropped in terms of per capita catcii. Expansion of the world's-
. .

cattlefurd has led to,extersive ovei-graz ng, and high grain prices

haxe reduced theamoUnt of grain fed to cattle thus reducing the
0.

potential of herd exparision in feedots. Despite ihese and other
. 4

constraints, there is unrealized fdodlOroduction potential, the

greatest obstacles to which are political *(23).,' Land settlement

and ownership patterns and food Price policies reduce farmers' in-

centivs to innovat e and invest in the Third. World.countries where
-

the potential exists. estei-Brownsummarizes thO situatitin ihat

emerges from all pf, th .as follows:
'

.tteconditiqds under which the world's farmer and
fishermen-will a tempt to expand output during the fina)

. quarter of this entury are less fivorable than conditions

of the past. ..,. Barring some dramatic increase in.the

priority giveP'family plannin0 and food production, a

future typified by more or less chronic.scardity enlivened

only by occasionAl,surpluses dCa local and-short-lived ._

ture appears to be in store. The steady rise in food

--'production costs,-axise-associatePwitlithe employment

-of marginal.land apd low-grade water resources, may make

global inflation progressively more difficult to manage.

At.the same,time, the international community's failure to

respond effectively to crop shortfalls in poor countries

may make seyere nutrttional stress and sporadic rises in'

death rates more commch (24).

Thii summary of the populatiOn andfoed supply situation reveals a

world condition'in which hunger, in the form of undernutrition and

malnutrition is a severe problem, but that is only part of the story.

Distribution of wealth is an important factor in the hunger

. problem, and that distribution is quiti-o9even around the world.

Wealth is necessary to grow or buy food and the parts of the world

with food-supply problems are short on wealth, as the following table.'

illustrates.
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FIGURE I

POPULATjQL1NCOME PER CAPITA AND TOTAL INCOME 1970
IN U $ WITH PURCHASING POWER (P.P.) IN POOREST
'C (UNTRIES, WORLD AND FOUR GROUPS OF COUNTRIES

Vorld Third World Industrialized
puntriesa - countriesb

Total
world

(11 (2)

Populatio-iilmlns)

Total income
billion $

Income/capita
U.S. $ per

1970

3667 2,588

1,526 1,90

rson 41S. 190

Poorest
tenth
worldi%

Total
",..4,World

Richest
tenth
world

,() (4) (5)
-

368 1,089 368

31 925 405

1,410 1,100

. a
: Countries included 1 lower.decile: Afg14pistati, Burma, Chad,

Dahomey,,Ethiopia, Indonesia, Malawi, Mali, Nepal, Niger, Pakistan +"
Bangladesh (part), Rwanda, Somalia, Upper Volta, Yemen Arab Republic,
Zaire.

Coqntries inc1uded in upper decfle: Belgium (part), Canada, Denmark,
France, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, United States, West Germany.

Note: Incomes im1970 U.St $. Incomei of richest Countries divided
by 2.25 as a correction for higher price )evel and for duplication
(Tobin-Nordhans) and corrected for,price level difference (David

. .4/9 rule).

Source: Trends in Developing_cduntries, World Bank, Washington, 1973 (25).

_

-Nearly half of the world's pebOle live in poverty, and some 900 million
: *

People are estimated to live on incomes of less Wan $75 a year. ftig

-aispafity in annual incomes ranges fromiclose to seven thousand dollars

In the United States to a hundred dollars a year or less in countries

flki Indonesia and Zaire (26). Income differences arionly a crude
,

1/
economic indicator, ttut when incomes are very low nearly all pertonal

income must go for food, which puts millions of people in a precarious. .
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position in a world of fluctuating food prices. The disparity

between good and inadequate nutrition in the world corresponds ratiler-

closely with income-levels, Lester Brown notes,

The wide.differences in food cOnsumption among societies
is perhaps the most troubling social disparity between .

rich'and'poor. ,Per capita grain use, a useful inpication
of dietary quality, varies from less than 200 kifograms

Rer year in some tountries to more than 700 kilograms in

a feof of,the more ifflueht arpas (271.

The food problems of the worllts poor have been exacerbated in

recent years by exploitive economic development. Bad weather in

many parts of the morld in theearly 197Q's reduced food production

in many parts of the globe. Popu1at4n grew rapidly, world food-

demands increased, and world grain.reserves' dwindled% This shortage
r

led to price increases on,world grain.markets, and many poor people

were viced out of basit foodstuffs. This was also a-per$Rd of in-

,treased inflation in industrializeciecolintries and prices of ,agrjcultural

-fquipment rose., Prices of RestTcides, herbicides, and seeds rose, as

did that of oil, very important as ar energy inPut in industrialized

agriculture. Shorges of natural.gas led to increases in fertilizer

prices' (28). All of this further contributed to price increases in

food.

People in r ch nations contribute to.thisfood problem through

their consumption pattirns. As TiWergen and his colleagues note, be-
.

tween 1951 and, 1971 world grain produttion doubled, and at least one-
,

third of the increased demand during .that period-reflected increases, .

not in population, but in the.diet of affluent countries129). North

American Ter capita eonsumption of cereals rose from 1,000 polvis

yearly to nearly 1,900 pounds. Only a small fraction of this grain

is
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was,gaten directly, the remainder being co

form.of meat, milk and eggs: Thus do affl

bute to growing de5lind and higher prices.
'

Additionally, wealthy grain producin

States produce andleil grain so'is to Mai

iniure economicstability and growth el ho

1

sumed iniirectly.in the

ent eating ha6its contri-

countries like the United

tain price levels and't.

e. They essentially control

, the market`by regulatirilg.grain supply and thus intentionally keep f

prices high. 'In this way the affluent s4ndarAf living in.developed.

countries-is maintained at the expense of,the developing countries.
4

, All of the responsibility for hunger in the Third World cannot,

however, be laidat thejloor of affluent nations. Third World countries
AF

have_added to the problem in many-ways. .Eor example, leaders in some

developing nations have not given food pooduction forsdomestic use

high enough priority; preferring Intead1 to put scarcl/capttal into

'prestige" projects. India's investmen s in nuclear' technology provide

efase in point. Developing nations, if their desire to induqriaIiie

nd command a greater share of world trade, have sought to produce

lcapital.by growing cash crops for the industrial world tather than

devote their agricultural lands to produce food. And s40 have pursued.'

policies designed to padify urban constituencies which have kept

domeitic.prices of agriculture so low that farmers haYe had no incentth

to increase prouction .\

4 This summ040 of the worldjood problem, and it has little more
. ,

than touched 'the surface of this extreniely complex issue, reveals

seyeral attributes ok the ma6vproblem that Are not evident in the

.pesticide case. The fo14g attributes pner,ge:

-- Rapid wulation growth Underlies many problems.
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Agrowing population increases demand for scarce resoueces, "

driving up-prites anC1nCreasing rates of depletion. .

s-

-- It is a problem of approaChing ltmits. "Food supp141;
J

rapidly becoming a conqraint to population groWth and in

some rwects to economic growth as well.

-- There is a problem of equity, and, this Troblem is the con-
.

sequence of an.entrenchea world ecodomic system which is

resistant to change.

-- Economic 'interdependence is a feature of the modern world,

and ft is an interdependence among unequal partners.

-- It is a problem of complelethical importance. Whatis the

responsibility of the haves to the have-nots? How shoyld

this responsibility be caeried out?

-- It is'a world problem and noecon ned to regions or locali-

ijes..

is a soClal'problem in that biological and.physical limits,

as in food production,.have not been4iached, but soeial

policy his creataii ineqUity, reduced incentive, and thterfd.red .

with application of effective tachnjque.

The goal of this chapter has been,a summary discription of the

world macroproblem which reveals the major qualities of that problem.
o.

It emerges as a problem of ecological and social character. The popular'

conception of the problem is that it is one primarily biological and
4

physical in nature, but clearly that is only partially the case. The

actions of people:which derive from decisions based on indivtdual and

group values, are the s4rce of
00

problem. It is truly a global

the difficulttes.described as the macro-

problem of values and responstkility,
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for what people decide to buy in North AMerica affects what people

'are able to buy in Southeast Asieor East Africa. It is not a problem

that has recently appeared. It has been;building through centuries

as human groups have for§ed their conceptions of themselves and their

torld.

tY The two example(
-,

reveal the,complexity of the macroproblem. It

,seems'that people act withAthe best of intentions, to develop and apply
4

Is

technology whi
or

,gh will impretie their situation and that of other people.
. ee.

But many actions lead to problems because of limited knowledge and

perspectiye in the actori. The Problems are multidimensional: th'ey

'are scientific in that natural systems are disturbed; they are social

4

in that,as environments are disturbed,so are people, and Ohese.social
f."

problems involve economic/and political factors; they are philosophical

in that perceptions of the very nature of humankind and its place in

A

titui.e, of purpose:and Value, are involved. In short, the macroproblent

is ecological, extending throughout the fabric of natural and cultural

systems. Efforts to cope with the problem muSt, it seems, extend to

w the foundatiOn of belief and value that underlies the daily activity

of contemporary people. .Part of this effort may be undertaken in

education, which is an important contributor tb-the construction and

-

maintenance of ele belief am' valpe system that popetuates the world

macroproblem-Briefly stimmarized here.
I.

4.

2
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CHAPTER II

SUGGESTIONS FOR COPING WITH THE MACROPROBLEM

It is-not possible to propose a comprehensive solution to the

viorld maCrOproblem as such becau.se of itp composite nature. Solu-
,

tions to individual problems comprising it are much easier *to visualize,'

but attending to each problem separately is not likely to resu't in

effective-solution of the whole. The idea of thicomposite problem

is useful 'rot-the assistance it gives in envisioning the valuativ.ep

conceptual1,-and structural changes in world.societies that stem neces-

sary for successful coping with.modern environmental stresses. As lith

the proverbial forest and trees, preoccupation with the details of

coping with many separate but related problems may interfere with the

. necessary business of examination of the comprehensive problem. People

may believe when they design and implement a program to alleviate

hunger in a region, rehabilitate a dyer,- or control a pest species

in an ecologically benign way, that they are solving the macroproblem,

but their solution may not rectignize the need for undeaving change in

thought ana action which will solve problems in the Loling term and

assist in coping with related problems. What generalprescriptions

for coping come fronPstydy,of the whole problem, of the macroproblem?

This chapter will summarize some of these prescriptions as a preliminary

to examination of the role that education may play in carrying out the

prescriptions.

19
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Willis Harman has noted that societies often attack their problem

directly and then experience unexpected and unintended ou comes. %.
.

Hardin has described these outcomes as "side effects (1) ' They.dccur,

accOrding to Harman, because of inadequacies in the belief and .valve

system that guides decisionmaking.

It seems that these-,manifest problem are in a sense
symptoms of underlying conditions that arp more perva-
sive and less easy to objectify. At another level.

these problems 'reside in.the institutions of the-
society, in built-in power distributions, in the tra-
-ditional roles to whickpersons are trained, in the
time-hallowed structures and processes. At a still

deeper level they involve the most basic assumptions,
attitudes, and felt values held by the individua/ and

, promoted hy the culture.. The most carefully designed
social measures will not achieve their desired goals
unless they involve not only ration lly-designe0 pro-
graw and structures, but also chan ; in deeplY-rooted

beliefs, values, attitudes, and beha or .atterns, both ,

of the individuals-who constitute "the ,. lem popula-
tions" and of the self-righteous others who assume they
are nOkimplicated (2).

(4
Human groups haVe, in effect, a collective self-image, whiCh has developed

-

over centuries. Thts image is part of the perceptual apparatus of indi-

vidual and groups and can'serve as a screen, allowing only partial

perception of situation. Diffitulties sometimes occur'when only part

of the consequences of an'action are considered, other.potential con-.

sequences having seen screened out,. Harman stiggests that beliefs,

values,and attitudes that comprise the perceptual screen mint be exaM-

ined and perhaps changed in order that "correct.' behavior in terms of

problem solving can occur4 This self-examination maysbe a process akin

to pychotheraoy.

In the end the neurotic discovers that he was divided
against Wiself, and is in a'sense-lying to himself to
conceal that condition. So it may be with ow.. social
problems that the significant copstructive change is
first of all an inner one rather than outer, and in the

1

9
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direction of recognizing 04 hidden 141 and,resolving,
the hidden divisions. To put it.in someOhat different
terms, just as it is possfble for a person to have a
pathological set of beliefs about himself, Kit ma,v
be possible for our society to possess a disfunctional
belief and value system (3).

.

lther-students of the macroproblem heee come to similar conclu-

v
sionS, and have.attempted to engage in the self-ex mination recommended.

by Harman, Jhey-have identified troubles in the belief and value

systems of industr441 society which result in environmental disruption.

One of them is E.'F. Schumacher, an economisi who argues that the

macroproblem has' several klq dimensions. It a-problem of scale,

for giantism and abstraction-prgyaikwhile people are reduced to numbers

and statistics; a oroblem cif-ifmitst fq*modern 'imPtttyles are consuming
441

the "irreplaceable capital' on which 'they are based; a pr'oblem oevalue

in that fulfillment is seen in the pursuit of_wealth, in materialism:

His perception of these difficulties leads to the conclusion that what,

is needed is a new lifestyle .with new methods of prodUction aid

_new patterns of consumption: a lifestyle designed for permanence (4).'

This lifestyle must be baked on wisdom, which is knowledg7 'about how to

use knowledge. Currently knowledge is applied through 6chnology for

unlimited economic growth. This is not, in Schumacher's view, very

wise,.for . .the idea of unlimited economic growth, more and more

until everione is saturated with wealth, needs to be seriously questianed

on at least two counts: the avaiTabilfty of basic resources and,

alternatively or additionally, the capacity of the environment to cope

,...J
with the degree of interference,implied 0)." Further, economic growtht

invo ves the expansion, and in-deeo tire Cultivation of needs, which in a

finite world leads to -strife and to a loss of freedom. Wisdom Involves,.
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-controlling grawth and

a'new orfentatian of-science and technology towards
the organic, the-gentle, the non-viq)ent, the elegant
and beautiful. . We must look for,a revolution in
technology to give us inventions and madhinis which,re-
verse the destructivetrends now threatening us all (6).

*

The way to this visdom will be difficult to follow, for itbucks"

the t4de th0 has been-flowing since the industrial revolution, but

to Schumacher there is little choice. Without attainment of wisdom,

the macroproblem ". . ywill become'worse and end in disaster, until

or unless we develop a new lifestyle which is compatible with the

needs of humaiThature, WIth the health.of living nature'around.us, and

,oltith the resource-endowment of the worl4 (7)." Development of a new

lifestyle along the lines Schumacher proposes will certainly require

the difficult ;eprientation of belief, attitudes, and values that

Harman preicribes.

HermarrDaly, another economist, has suggeSted changes akin to

thOse of Schumacher. He argues that developed, industrial societies

should work to achieve a steady-stati:economy, where ". .the total

population and the total stock of physical wealth are thaintained con-
4

stant a5t sothe desired level by a 'aiiirimar rate of.maintenance through-
,

put (i.e:,'by birth and death rates that are equal at the lowest

feasible level, and by physical production.and eonsumptidn rates that

are equal at the lowest feasible level) (8)." Such an etonomy will

require a radical reorientation away from ecbnomic policy aimed at con-

stantly increasing stocks, at economic growth. 'Soda} institutjons

will have to emerge to control growth. ,Various proposals ranging from

compulsory sterilization to voluhtary family planning have been forwarded

fmcontrolling populatton growth. Effective programs will unjou6tedli
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. involve some degree of coercion, possibly a situation of "mutual

coercion mutually agreed upon (9)." Other proposals are extant for

maintaining constant physiCal weafth. Daly suggests that quotas be

% 'set on new depletion of basic resources during a-given time. Such

ere necessary because market mechanisms have not controlled over-
, ,

exploitation of limited and scarce resources, but this idea is

anathema to the neoclassical growth economists who dominate economic.

.policymkking today. They argue that a."free" market will adjust to

scarcity,And tosome extent it will,, but overexpfbitation continues.

The problem of distributiOn, the have/have-not gap, is Critical,

r as has been noted,_ and- Daly has a proposal for working on it as well.

In his steady-state paradigm'Oere must be an upper limit to.the

standard of llying, while.there is no such limit'in the "growtham.0 "

paradigm pf current economic thought.

The basiOnstitution for controlling distribution is
' very siMple: set maximum and minimum limits on wealth

and income, the maximumfrlimit on wealth being most
important. . .when some own a great deal of it and
others have very little, private propertydikomes an
instrument of.exploitation rather*than a guarantee

-against it. .4.. The proposed institution of maximum
-Lind:minimum wealth.and income,limits would remedy-this
severe defect and nike.private property legitimate
again (10).

Such an idea seeMs'outrageous in a society which claims to place no

limits on aspiration and which measures success in terms of wealth

and income, but Daly is convincing in-his contention that some dis-

tributist mechanism is essential-to sticcess of thesteady-state economy,

Like Schumacher; he recognizes the difficulty of his,proposals'owhich

_require good will, commitment,.and moral growth fo'r, their achievement.

Daly notes-, 4owever logical,and necessary the above outline of the

steady state, it is on the assumption of static morality, nothing but'
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a dream. The physically-steady economy absolutely requires-moral growth.

-beyond the present leyel (11)." Schumacher, on the sub3ect,of wisdom,

notes that it can be found only,in the self.' "To be able to findit,

one has first to liberate oneself fivm such masters as greed and envy.

The stillness following liberationeven if only momentaryproduces

the insights of wisdom which are obtainable in no other way (12)."

ath men recognize that their ideas challenge the basfc assumptions,

structures, and processes commonly peld, but convince&that.the status

quo may lead to disaster, they counsel the same-deep self-examination

and critical reassessment pf thinking and behaving that Harman does..

Their prescriptions for coping with the macroproblem not involve

tilikering; they involve restructurth.

Amory B. Loyins is,a physicist who has stimulated much debate

aniong energy..4Recialists with his ideas about energy strategy. His

prescriptions in thit area also challenge convehtional thinking. The,

.energy issue which.has occupied Lovins has been it the forefrent of

much., tossion in recent years because demand worldWide, but particur

larly in the United States-, has increased rapidly. This has led to

Won4lof non-renewable energy supplies, such as petroleum, and to a

rusrio increase.energy prdduction by whatever means possible. The
'

1- 7;
,

.
prospects ef increasing scarcity, higNii.. prices,.and Oollution fro.m

.1, .

stepped-up production effortsmake energy a.problem area. Also, energy

is the blood of the thoderif industrial organism, and the conventional

,ytew is 4i:growth energy 'production ls essential to a healthy

a,
econo ich is, of course; a-growing economy,

-
Lovins contributed significantly to the energy debate in 1976 with

Ac,

a seminal manerin-which he asks questions about America's de facto
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energy policy.- Where is it leading? What alternatives to the policy

'might be sIggested: Lovins identifies two'paths, and contrasts them..

The first path resembles present federal policy and is
essentially an extrapolation of the recent past. It

relies on rapid expansion of centralized high technolo-
gies to increase supplies of energy, especially in-the
form of electricity. The second path combines a prompt
an4 serious commitment to efficient use of energy, rapid
deVelopment of renewable energy sources matched in scale
and in energy quality to end-use needi, and special
transitional fossil-fuel technologies. This path, a
whole greater than, the sum of its parts, diverges radi-
cally from incremental past'practices to pursue long-_
ter*, go7 als (13).

He proceeds ta reveti 4y problems associated with the centralized
,

high technology path, among them high capital cost, inefficiency and

waste, loss of personal choice and freedom, system inflexibiliC

pollution, and non-renewable-resource-depletion. He finds much to

recommend the second path, which he calls the "soft energy path."

Advantages include flexibility, reliance-On energy incomeyather than

on depletable energy capital with consequent sUstenanie over%time,

diversity' and appropriateness for particular cirCumstances, and a

matching in/tale of production and quality of energy tiend use needs.

'Lovins argues that the soft and decentralized energy strategy

offers the best path technologically and socially toward solution of

the energy supply and demand problems. He recognizes the difficulty

-of adopting his choice, that it will,involve reorientation of thinking

away from the idta that bigger Cs better and more of everything is

necessary. He suggesti that people must rid themselves of the belief

that abstract limitless wants are worth striving for, and recognize

that concrete needs which are achievable are more rea7istiC and satis-

fying on the/finite earth. He notes that, "Underlying energy choices

rr!
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are real but tacit choices of personal values (14)7" tAch values as

=thrift, simplicity, diversity, neighborliness, humility and craftsman-
-"

ship underlie the choice of the soft path and will be sustained by it.

ps with the prescriptions of Schumacherand Daly, Lovinss ideas.

are anathema to people making oblicy decisions today; There is much

support in governmental and business circles :for h,a)rd, energy paths

and not much for the soft-Alternative. The common practite in assess:.

ing energy demand for the future is to project the rate of increasing

demand in the historical-past 'especially the recent past into the

future. A large and important industry hai developed to meet the ever-

growing demand, and this industry certainlY wishes to Survive and grow.

Its projections of energy demand take on the character of self-:fulfilling

prophecies. Its "growth is based on p-roliferation of goods and services
7+

which requiee energy. It takes energy, for iiistance, to build autb-

mobiles and pleasure boats, to power them along wtth hair dryers and a
_

greatyariety of hnme appliances, and to produce metals and synthetic

substances.1(ke'plasttcs. Industry constantly creates'new products,

then creates markets for the products by advertiiing and creating wants.

And. so It;gbes, with more wants satisfied by more products requiring

more energy to construct, maintain arid operate. Along comes Amory

Lovins who argues for such values as thrift and simplicity, and there

is much resistance from those producers and consumers with vested,

tnterest in waste and a complex lifestyle. Lovins does not argue for
%

no-growth, butdoes question the assumption that if increased energy

supply and demand was a blesstng,in the past, it will continue to be

so in the future.

Civilization in this Juhtry, according to some, would
be inconCeivable if we.used only, say, halfas much
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electricit as now. But that is what we did use in'
1963, when were at least half as civilized as now. .

What would life be like at the per capita levels of ,

primary energy that we had in 1910 (about the present.
-Britith level) but with doubled-efficiency of enerqy

. .use and with important but not very'energy-intensive
amenities we lacked in 1910, such as telecommunications
and modern medicine? Could it not be at least as
agreeable-as life today? Since the energy needed today
to produce a unit of-GNP varies more than 100-fold .

: depending on whaf good or-service is being peoduced,
and since GNP.in turn hardly measures socialvelfare,.
why must energy and welfare march forever in lockstep?
Such questions today ben be neither answered nor ig- ..

"nored (15).
..

.. .,

Lovins raises telling and difficult questions and invites reassetsment

of current policy directions. He Challenges not only 'the corporate and

governmental 'executive, but also the American who directly and in-
,

directly'consumeS energy wastefully. Energy lies at.the heart of

modern -industrial society', and values, concepts,.and structures have

evolved in relation to,it. -The-critiCal Self-examination prescribed

by ilarman must focus ok,the central preblem of energy, and ,Lovins has

provided a controversial but important approach to this examination.

,Yet another icholar'whose Wark foilowsjiarmin'i:preseriPtion is.

Erich FromM. Sone of his'recent'work,.particularly The Revolution of4.

Hope, (1960 and To have or tolie (1976), has focused on problems of

conteMporary society and their solution. :In the latter book he argues

that the "Great Promise ofindustrial Progress" which was 4 promise of

domination of nature, material ibundance, geneeal happiness, and great

personal freedom,.has failed. Its failure has beCome evident to people

who hOre concluld that materialwealth and well-being are not the SaMe

that.freedom is Considerably abridged by institutions of modern in-

dustrial Society, that economic progress haS.nOt been universal, and

that technical progress ". . .itself has created ecological dangers and
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the dangers of nuclear war 'oither.or both rif'Whicil may pu an end

to all civilization and possibly to all life (161 He observes that

two preiises under14,thepeit Promise,'one of them-beIng that the aim,

of"life is maxiffial pleasure, and the other tnikt selfishness and greed.

are necesSary to the funttion of the systemand lead to harmony and

peace. Thesepremises have led to a philosophy and economy which-must,

.in Fromm's view, IblitIchanged if.catastrophe is to be,avoided.

The need-for profbund human change emerges not only as
.4; aeethical or religious demand, not only as a.psycho-

logical demand arising from the'pathogenir hature Of
our_present social character, but also as a condition

s-for the sheer survfval of the human re,4;
is no'longer only the fulfillment of an ethical or
religious demand. For the first'time in history the
physical survival of ihe huMan race dependi on a radi-
cal change of the 4uman heart. However, a change of
the human heart is possible,only to the extent that
drastic economic and social,changes occur that give

-the hurnan heart the chance for change and the courage
and vision to adhieve it (17).

-

This is a large order, but Fromm goes on to'suggest the natureof the

change that seems necessary and,proposes meaiures that will help it

obcur,,-

He accepts,the serioysness of the macroproblem, dimension of

wtich describes'in 'both books, eipecially The Revolution of

Rom. A search for the cause of the problemleads him tothe distinc-

tion that has been' made for ages, most notably by Buddha, Jesus,

Master Ekhart, and Karl Marx, between having and being. He finds that

.emptrical anthropological and psyehoanalytic data tend to demon-

strate that having and being are two fundamental modes of experience,

the respective strengt6le which determine the differences between the

characters of individUals and various types of social character (18)."

The mode of experience which-dominates industrial society is the having

a
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Mode. It apea1n what Fromm calls the °marketing character" which

he theorizes has developed *since the industrial revolution, which,
.4.'

ipawned°00industr1al religion.' This, "religion" involved submission
,P-- . , .

.
.

_
,to male adthoritieS', strongkfeelings of-guilt for disobedience, ind

,

. .dissolution of the bands of humanlblidarity by the supremacy of

self-interest and Mutual antagonism (19)." Sacred in the religion were'

-wdrk, property, profit, and power...Gradually these values gained as-

cendancy up to the preserlt in which greed and materialism have reached

scale that thteatens to deplete the resources upon which.human'ltfe

and cultute depenl. -

The mode of experience which Fromm calls "being" involves a break-

ing out of the egotism inxolved in defining one's value in terms of

property, whether that property be land, knowledge, strength power, or

something else; it involves li activity, birth, flowing out, pro-

ductive expression of one's4ower. . It is not selfish but selfless,/

4111. invokes a desire to-share, to give, to sacrifice. .

Fromm thjnks that tendencies toward "having") and "being" exist

in human beings and that social structure in a society decides which

of the two becomes dominant. Both tendencies are natural and adaptive.

The having mode ". .owes its strength in the last analysis to the

biological factor of the desire for survival. . .the.other, o be. .

owes its strength to the specific conditions of human existence and the

inherent need to overtome dne's isolation by oneness with others. (20)."

These are human potentials, and societies cultivate one or the othet

of these potentials.
4

A'soccity whose principles ate acquisition, proiit, and
prolierty produces a social character oriented around
having, and once the dominant pattern is established,
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nobody wants to be an outsider, or indeed an outcast;
in order to avoid this risk everybody adapts to the .
majority, who have in comma only their mutual antago-
nism.

'As a consequence of the dominant attitude of self-
ishness, the leaders of our sociéty'believe that people
can be motivated only by the expectation of material ,

,advantages, i.e., by rewards, and that they will mot
react to appeals for solidarity and sacrifice. .

Only a radically different socioeconomic structure
and a radically different picture of'human natuee
could show that bribery is not the only way (or the -

best way) to influence people (21).

All of this'selfishness arid *Materialism leads to environmetital

'4roblettts, which Fromm-Sees as coming front a flawed character structure.

His prescription for coping with the macroproblem calli, thAefore,

for a change in this character structure, which he thinks is possible.

It can occur/Xf people are aware of ill-being and of its origin,'pee- .

ceive a way out,of the difficulty, and accept'the necessity for changing

., life norms and.practices. This is a large order, but Eromm believes

such large-scale characterological change is possible if certain

measures are implepented. These measures include

-- a "Humanistic Science of Man," the .gol of which fs ". . .not

control over nature but control over technique and over irra-

tional 'social forces and institutions. . . (22)."

-- the orienting of productioM fee `Isane consumption,!" which will

change patterns ofconsumption.

-- the realization of "industrial and political participatory

dembcracy" through decentralization of4industry and.politics,

replacement of bUreaucratic With humanistic management, and
1,

*creation of a more effective information dissemination system

than the current one.

Such measures will enable an evolution to a "New SoCiety" to ocótir, the
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function of which will be the emergence of a "New Man." The character

structure of this new person will evolve'towa'rd the being mode wherein

one knows and accepts what and who one is rather than struggling to

define-one's self in terms of the money and power and other possessions

one has. 'People will accept responsibility for their lives, wIll

give and share with theirfellows, willllove and respect all life and

strive to live-without illusions. The goal bf living will"be growth .

of self and one's fellows, and action will be

oneness with all life and recogriition of the

tempered by a sense of

need,to understand and

cooperatr with nature.

While all of ,this sounds utofian and idealistic; Fromm is not .

unaware of the obstacles to achieving this new society and new.man.

Those who tindertake efforts in tHis direction must be "hardheaded

realists, shed all illusions, and fully appreciate the difficulties (23)."

Fromm considers Jilmselef such a realist, and concludes 4,

.the .chances for necessary human and social changes

remain slim. Our only hope -lieS in the energizing at-.
traction of a,new vision. . .. The "utopian' goal-is
more realistic than the "realism of today's leaders.
The realization of the new society and new man ii pos-
sible only if the old motivations of profit, power, ,
and intellect are replaced by new ones: being, sharing,

understanding; if the marketing character is replaced
the productive,.loving character; if cybernetic re--

ligion is replaced 14 a new'radical-humanistic spirit (24)."

The purpose in describing Eric Fromm's ideas here at such length

is that his -d-IeTsptfon orthe macroproblem and hii vision of a solution

are deep and broad. The measureS' he prescribes qcompass those of
0

Lovins, Daly,,Schumacher, and Harman. His probe for a cause of the

macroproblem reach4s back lough contemporary philosopNY to its ante-

cedents. He reveals how teep-seated and well established are the

,
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problematical elements of-modern belief and value, anl he boldly states

that "character" must be changed. His analysis reveals thedimensions,'

-',0006 the scale; of theichallenge posed by the macroproblem. It becomes

clear that tinkering wtth the mechanisms of industrial culture will

not be sufficient for solving the problem. Changing the foundation

and structurewill be-necessary.

These scholars have examined the'contemporaty world and, found in

it a problem of such dimensions that radical treatment is prescribed.

Others have done so as well, among them Ferkiss (25); Stavrianos (26),

'Laszlo (27), Pirages ahd Ehrlich (28), Henderson (29), RoszaK (30),

and lllich (31).- 'They can see no way to.lessen enVirpnmental stresses

in the long term except through .soCial change, the altering of values,

pekeptions and premi_es. Some write of changing the "paradigm"

that has gtiided action which has resulted in the Macroproblem, in. the

character"structure criticized by From and the ethic-, attacked b,Y-

Scilumacher, Daly and Lovins. A paradigm is a way of perceiving, think-

ing, valulng and doing associated with a particular perception of
,

reality (32). Thus changing a paradigm means changing an understanding,

altering a perceptual screen, that a culture imparts to its members

through their experience, it is not taught but is acquired. The

individual people who embrace the economy that Schumacher and-Daly:

criticize, who crave more things and display the problematical character

structure From,describes, are simply acting as they have learned to act

throughout their.experience. They perceive themselves and their rela-0

tions to other people andbto nature according to the,lifeways of th0r

group. What emerges from a review of the students of environmental

problems iind their solution is the conclution that a concerted, planned
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Ofort to alter the paradigm of induitrial culture is essential for

adaptation to environmental constraints.

This view is derived from neW information. It was not possible

to suggest such a transformation and support it with ecologieal argu-

ments until recently when science_described the physical dimensions

of the constraints. Harman, Sehumacher, Daly, Lovins, and Fromm,

among others,,have attempted to go beyond description of the physical

constraints to their social implications.' They agree that conceptions

of human needs must be changed, that the scale of human institutions

-

must be lestened to be more appropr ate to human need satisfaition,-

and that a more humane and ecologic 1 ethicimust govern action in the

modern world in general and the in ustrial world in particular. These

--conclusions come to them through t e process of analysis that Harman

prescribes, a Orocess which more prople must experience, ahd to which.

educationccan Contribute.
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CHAPTER* III

HOW EDUCATION,MIGHT RESPOND TO THE MACRDPROBLEM

What role,can and should educatlon play in coping with the macro-
.

problem along the lines suggested in the previous chapter? It can

assist in the'critical examination'and change of.the troublesome values,

perceptions, and premises. It can contributedto.creition of the con-
.

.ditions necessary for the deep-seated changes that have been prescribed.

Several caveats relatii4 to education must be made'at this sta e

of the discussion. The term "education" is used broadly here. Its use

is not confined to formal educational environments, like schools, but

. refers to thesseries of directed learning experiences that .contribute °

'significantly to human growth in the course of a person's life. Secondly,

wpile the macroproblem is the worldwide problem and must,be addressed

by education all 'over the-world, discussidn here will be focused on:

education in the United States, The:problems 'and posiibilities of.mount-

ing en educational response to environmental problemi in the, United

States with its dimocratic polftical system and egalitarian educational
,

tradition is unique in many ways. Discussion will, therefore, be On-

'fined to the United States, though=clearly-jnpights gained in this study

may be fruftfully applied elsewhere. Thirdly, it seems clear,that

education not only socializes people to the lifeways of the group? main-
,
;

taining order by teaching acceptable value orientations and 6ehaviqr

41
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paiterev,,but also is a part of the process of innovation and reviSion

that cultures constantly experience.. This.occurs especially in a

demob.acy where'people have th:g freedom to question traditibnal valties

and mores if they have the destre and the will to do so. An important

and related point is ethat'the United States is a pluralistic society',

and'the varied viewpoints people can bring tb problem-solving are a

resource to be preserved. Yet another related point is that environ-

mental management,in the end comes down to individual perisons making

choices. This process of choosing involves both feeling and thinking.

Thus 4duoation related to deCiion-making'involves the whole person,

not fust the ratienal.being or thi emotionil being, avicme would have it.

ttons about the nature of humankind that

muse be admitted before considering the macroproblem as an.educational

problem. Humans are viewed as beipgs with'great caPacity,for growth

and achievement, as possessing:logical thinkingcapacities, spirit, and.

imagination. They.are motivated by needs which*range from the Tthysical

needs for hunger-and shelter to needs for beauty and selflesSness.

Abraham Maslow summaHles this view of human nature.

We can certainlY hoW assert that at least a reasonable,
theoretical, and empiricAl case 'halebeen made for thee

presence within the Moan being'of a tendency toward,

or need for growing in a direction that can be sum-

marized in general as self-actualization, orpsycholo7
gical health, and sfeOfically as growth toard 'tech

and all of the sub-aSpects of self-actualizatiOn,-i.e.,
he has within him a pressure toward unity of personality,

toward spontaneous expressiveness, toward full individ-

uality and identity, toward seeing the-truth rather than

being blind, toward being cr6ative, toward being good
and a lot else (1).

Thus it ft argued that humans can'and do change collectively and individ-

ually, can grow in new directions and adopt different values ;that are
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less problematiC and more lifk.sustaining than those which have gaten

them into Irouble. Jiumans can become aware of the need to adapt.their

behavior to environmental constraints, and most can come to this

awareness as individuals. This,view seed no Ated!or leviathan, for

benevolent dictatorship or planned behavior modification on a large

social scale. If given sufficient information; freedom-of cfloice,

necessary thinking skills, a supportive environment, and self-confidence,

people are capable of making the "right" choice leading to'adaptation,

to coping with environmental constraint. This is an "article of faith"

ia human nature which makes educational approaches to environTental

problem-solving seem worthwhile.

Havin ma e these preliminaryobservations, the task is to explore

how the macroproblem may be attacked with the tools and processes of

education. Erich Fromm revealed part of the educational task when he

argued that only a characterological,change could save us from Catas- .

trophe. He argued that human character could'change if several, conditions

exist:

1. We are suffdring and are aware that we are.

2. We recognize the origin of our ill-being.

3. We recognize that there is a way of overcoming our ill-being.

4. We accept that in ordei. to Overcome our ill-being we must

follow certain norms for living and change our present

practice of life (2).

This 9117being" of which Fromm writes is both a contributor to, and

result of, the macroproblem, and education will play a large role,in

creating these conditions that Fromm desetibes. Educators whe,are aware

of the dimensions and imperatives of the macroproblem can purposefully
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set out to raise awareness of "suffering. This may teem an odd' task

for educators, yet ignorance may, in fact, be blistful for a while,in

the affluent industrial nations while problems mount elsewhere which

may eventually upset the lives of people in thoie induitrial nations.

People may, for instance, believe that there is no population and

hunger problem if their environment is not crowded and they have plentp

to eat. Only'if they are informed of the dimensions of the problem

through the media,' school programs, and elseirhere, and learn that they

,contribute to the,problem through their consumption habits, will they

become aware of a "suf7ering" of which they are a part. Only when they

examine various trends in population growth and food production and

consumption and project them into their personal ft-ftures will ttiey

become aware of potential problems for themselves. The task for edu-

cators is certainly not to contribute to "suffering" but to raise aware-

ness of ,it.

Perhaps educators can help people to undbrstand that the condition

.of general malaise which they fraguely feel, their low-grade tension

and uneasiness, described as alienatidn and,"anomie" by some observers,

is related toda feeling of heiplessr!ess directTY'tractrable-to-the-scale

of the world in which they live. Their world has Slipped beyond,their

control. Prices go up, the young are confused about values, and people

have no idea wtlat causes this situation or how to,correct it. Perhaps

they can be telped to see that the constant anxiety they feel is at

east'pakially a conseqUence of having sacrificed seIf-reSpect'in pur-

suit of power or material goals. Educators may help people understand

that their suffel:ing,is tied to values and a problematical way of life.

Michael Maccoby, for example, helps corporate executives becomeaware

4,
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of their troubled condition, which lies in the demahds which their

work makes upop.them. His analysis-of their problems and their'

response to it indicates that they may undergo the 'change of heart"

prescribed by Fromm (3).

This is not to suggest that anxiety and other elements of ill-

being detive solely or in many cases even primarily from problems such

as those Fromm describes which are related to'pursuit of "having"

power, material well-being, and other attainments. Other factors_ such

as dehtimanizing work, scaIe-of'institutions and consequent emdeonal

distance from people, ahd dfminished sense of personal responsibility,

to name a few, contribute to this condition. 'The complexity of the
_

situation has been revealed in the works of Frankl (4), Slater (5), -

MoustakaS (6), May,(7)', and Wheelis (8), among many others. The -poiht

is that a condition exists in many peopler:referred to by 'some students4

of the sitlirtion as the "'existential neurosis (9),a which Fromm calls

"ill-being." This condition, whatever its specific sources, is attri-

butable to cultural conditions, whiO'can be changed if.the will to do

so is present. This will is deriiied in part from knowledge of the

-Prett.

-."

--

self. The change can,.as Fromm notes, contribute to

,solution of the dlffiCulties that have been described in this study

as the world,macroproblem.

-Psychologists like Fromm and Maccoby-are, in their respective

ways, educators working to create the second of FroWs conditions-for

ctvaq.er change, that of recognition of the origin of ill-being.

[ ,

Aeturning for a Moment tojiillis Harman's point maae in the last,chap-

ter, this is the part of the process in which self-examination is so

important. Such examination obviously plays an important role in

45'

r, .
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achieving the first of Fromm's conditions, but is essential'to achieve-

meht of the second.,. One asks, "Why do I feel this way?6 and may come
.-

up with various answers. lhe tension headache is recognized, for

example, as resulting from a'hectic day at the office, and one pre-
.

scribes an,aspirin and goes back to work the next day. But perhaps

to truly understand the origin' of thepain one must ask why.one.is

at the office and.why things go the way that they.do there. In, str,-

what caused the painT- Several years agcra comaissiOner of the,Federal

Communications Commission, in writing aboutj11-being and its causes

and television's role,in it, made the point very well.,

Theheadache remedy commercials are among the most re-

vealing. A headache is often our body's way-of tellin9
us something's-wrong.- What is wrong-may. have to do-with--

the bad vibes one picks up working in big corporations'

office buildings or( shopping in their stores. The best

answer may be to stay out of such places. Cthviously,

such a solution would be as bad for the corporate state

generally as for the headache-remedy business in particu-

larSorthe message is made clear: Corporate jobs and

shopping trips are as American as chemical additives in'

apple pie. You must keep driving yourself through both.

An -when those mysterioos headache devils appear for no

re son at all, you swallow the magic chemicals (10)%
,

This po emical statement ill trates why self-examination is difficult
,

in contemporary society. . People have to some degree chosen the way of

life that they experience and are threatened by the .possibility of

change, elien though*change might be good for them. Many institutions

of modern society, ith vested interest in retaining the prevailing-

social values and beha or, try to.convince people that their ilf-

being can be easily and painlessly alleviated and thus avoid change

which might be damaging to business. They foster an illusion which is

powerful. They pose a great challenge to educatort and others who are

convinced that the condition of Ill-being can only be alleviated by

4 6
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deep-seated change ir belief, value ard beWavior.

Willis Harman has specifically identified some of the problems

with opdern thought which contribute to social and environmental ills
,

_and which must be changed. He calls these "pathogenic premises" and

includes among them tke belief that any'technology whicb can be

\ developed should be, and should be applied; the reductionist view of -

,

people which.suggests that humans are "machines" which can be under-

\I

stood and manipulated by means ofilechanistic processes and which leads

I to dehumanizing ways of thinking about and treating humans; the-premise

of separateness that allows people removed from others In time and

s ace to ignore them and take no responsibility for tbeir welfare or

k---thereofi-the-separateness_ from nature idea which leadsto exploita-

'tion and control rather than cooperation with nature; and the "econOmic

man image" that leads to a system of growth and expenditure Of irre-

placeable resources (11). These and other premises must be changed,.

argmes Harman, and education must participate in the changing of them.

He.suggests how this might be dine.

. .the world macroproblem will not be solved by top-down
control of population and technology alone; specific .

changes in basic premises, perceptions, and values will
be required. In particular, emotional and intellettual
awarenesses are needed Of the tneluctibTe-fact that we N

are one race, on one-Olanet, with total responsibility
for the future of both. Some sets of operative values'.
are compatible with the fulfillment rifman's votential
and the achieving of a high quality of life; others are
not.

Undertaking this task implies the engagement of emo-
tional and conative, as well as"cognitive, faculttes.
It is not enough that we be intellectually aware that
nationalism is now a suicidal course, or that values
Amust be altered if the course of the increasing "hbve-
have-not" gavis to be reversed. //If deeply held pre-

, mises and values are to be reexamined for possible
change, educational experiences must be contemplated
that are akin to psychotherapy in that they aim at

rt.



bringing the individual into closer touth with him- -

self. In suck inner exploration, he may discover a'
felt realizatiqn of the inevitability of one in-
separable world.,, and ar-fe-W-sk-i41-4n-kis-deepest
personal values and mosrasic premises (12):

'Harman recognizis the, difficulty oflthe task, but argues that only

such analysis will lead to meaningful understanding. ef the-origin of

Fromm's "ill-being."

This examination can be achieved ,in various ways. One way is

thit pursued by people like Fromm, Schumacher, Harman, Rqszak (13),

Illich (14), and other social critics and analysts. They attempt to

show, in,their writings, the causes of the suffering. Theirs is a

highfk:intellectual and abstract approach' and Kill reach only a 'small

part of the population which has the'time and skill,to study their

4altings. 'Their contentions must be simplified and presented in various

'forums, such as in mediw.and educational programs. Another way that

self-examination is beingeursued is through the process of valUes

clarification that is being ,ittiltized in schools, churches, and other

places where people gather to think and &Neuss. Much more will be.
.

said about this approach in later discussion. The point here is that
-

-edutation.can'and must assist people'to recoghize the origin of their

ill-being.

Fromm's third condition is that people reCogniiet ill-being

can be overcome. Thit involve§ instilling in them knowledge of skills

.and strategies for overcoming their condition of ill-being and confi,dence

that theyi can apply them to achieve their goals. To become aware of

"suffering" and of iis origin, yet have'no idea about how.to improve

this,condition, is to despair. People like Schumacher, Daly, Lovins

4

and other students of the macroproblem have ideas about the specific
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societal changes that need to be,made, such as moving toward "appro-
.

priate" technoll9y, institutions of more huaan scale, and less

wasteful,ways of resource consumption. Fromm describes th To Have or

To Be the "new society" where many problems that concern him will be

solved. These ideas can be described to iiiople held up as goals

toward' which to work:

it would be misleading to suggeit that experts understand aT1

of the strategies necessary to achieve these goals. Far more have

described the macroproblem than have envisioned solution's. Yet new

ideas are constantly emerging and ,will continue to come out of the

very proCess of becoming aware and studying causes that occur in meeting.
4,

frit -two-conditions._ Many. stritegies ..f.or_transformat i on are cur-

rently being tried. L. S. Stavrianos has recently attempted to describe

the various efforts being made arOund the world to adopt humane techno-

. logy that is not ecologically iiisruptive, to decentralize decision-

making in the orkplace and the government, and to restOre community

and the value of cooperation.in human activity (15). Alternatives to

Growth conferences,have produced ideas helpful to designing strategies
,

for coping with environmental-constraints (16). 'And many individuals

have suggested strategies for adap/ing and changing to a healthier life-
,

style, among themelloszak, Edberg (17), Theobald (18), Leonard (19), and

Peccei (20). Their ideas provide hope and suggest paths out of the'

condition of ill7bein9.

Education can also contribute.6 develbpinent'of skills necess9ry

to overcoming this condition. These skills will be varied; ranging

frOm skills necessary for sOf-examinatien to social skills for working

with diverse people, to cognitive skills necessaty for unaei'standing
,

0
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problems, and problem-solving skills., Donald Michael has summarized

the set ot."ahilities" which he thinks necessary for long-range pian-

ning and for working out of broad-scale social difficulties.

We must put vastly more.emphasis on educating for
certain intellectual.abilities. We must educate people
to have long-range perspectives, to think in terms of

'many variables related to each other as probabilities
rather than certainties and related to both"cause and .
effect-of each other. We must educate for logical skillA
in recognizing and working through the ethically and
morally tortuous dilemmas implicit in the assignment of'
social.priorities and in the risks involved in seeking
to attain them. 'This logical skill must'be complemented
by deep familiarity withAhe history of i'deas and of .

comparative ethics, since the recognition and resolution
of ethtcal issues is as,much a matter of extrarational
factors--historical accident and traditional .values--as
of purely-rational assessments. . .. With regard to the
education of the feelings, the self, the emotions: we
must educate forTempathy-compassion_,..trust,nonexploit-
.1veness, non-manipulativeness, for self-growth and self-
esteem, for,tolerance of ambiguity, for acknowledgement
of error, for patience, for suffering(21),

-

-This is a large order for education and will require effort directed at

all levels of learners in all available educational environmenti. It

may be argued in the face of such a mandate that education in America

is not very successful at imparting basic cognitive skills so"it is

most un)ikely that it can facilitate learnings of such higher order

in many'popple: Michael,believes that only a "special cadre" of

people Gan acqUire the specified abilities, and this may be so, but

even if this is the case, such people can move toWard necessary refoilm

of thought and lifestyle.

He also notes, as does Harman, that changes in educational insti-
.

tutions must occur for such learnings to be achieved. Which comes

first, the learning of the skills or the- educationat envirdhmeq facili-

tative to the learning of such skil Undoubtedly they,Will ftogress
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together, With enlightened educators making institutionar changes and_

J.
4

,

providing learning experiences that result in learners with the skills

Michael describes, who in turn:change learning processes and environ-
.

0

ments by their-demands, and so forth as the change progresses slowly

and in an evolutignary way.

The fourth necessary cpndition that Fromm identifies is acceptance

of thelact that'escape from ill-being will require the adoption of new

norms for living and change of lifestyle. How can education contri-

bute to this condition? It does not seem that this condition can be

separated very well from the others. Awareness of suffering, under-

standing of the sources-thereof, and recognition that feasible means

for changing are at hand, should lead a person to the condlusion that

,all that remains is.for one to take aCtion. .This is a problem of,

!hot:Nation. The task'for educators at this point is to enpurage .

action, to point out avenues. of action and to provide:opportunities

for action where possible: .Obviously this is not a task*onli for edu-

cation, but certainly educition will have a role to play. It Will be

argued,rater than experiential approaches to learning will release

intrinsic motivation in learners that will result,in'action. This

arguthent is founded on the premise mentioned earlier that people tend
-

toward growth, have a desire to move toward resolution of pro ms.

Maslow tas noted thit

All the evidence that we have (mostly clinical evidence,

but already some other kinds of research evidence) indi-,

cates that it is reasonable to assume in practically

every human being, certainly in althost every newborn

baby, that there is an active will toward health, an

impulse toward growth, or toward the actualization of -,

human potentialities (22).

This potential can be released, and as people strive to grow and
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. actualize potent alities, within the context of tbe first tWee condi- ,

tions, they will be actively moving toward definition of the new

lifestyle that Frown-and others see as a necessary retponse to the world.

0
macroproblem. Education can facilitate the release of thit potential,

and the specifics of how it can do so will be discussed later.

Critics of this "human potential",approach may argue that it is

of limited usefulness because it focuies on the self rather than the,

group; and what is needed above all for coping with the macroproblem is,

A new sense of community and cooperation among the world's peoples.

Such critics characterize the human potentialinovement as too selfish

and inner-directed. Certatnly a risk of selfishness exists, bdt Maslow

argues that achievement of personal potential is not necessarily in
,

conflict with that of the groups to wbich the person belongs. The.

idea of the synergetic society ins-central .to Maslow's thinking, a

society in which a person pursuing his own interest'benefit the society

as well: Such' a society might evolve as people come to see their wel:

4

fare inextricabli tied to that-of the group, and certainly one of the

insigbts th3t, is gained through study of the world macroproblem is
k

that the welfare 'and destiny.of each person are inextrficably connected

to thope of-everyone else. Perhaps this will lead to the realization

that a person's growth depends on.growth in the sottety,,and greater

so -cial synergy will' emerge. The idea of a synecgetic or Eupsychian

sdciety, as Maslow referred to it, is very similar to Fromm's idea for

a 411wrSocietY,

The task,,then, seems to be one of applying motivating'strategies

in an educational process. There a nuMber of such strategies that can

be described, and those involved in humanistic educatonal processes
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will be suggested here as holdingthe-greatest potential-for moving

people to action. These strategies involve thinking and feeling and

engage the entire person rather than either thinking or feeling in

separation. Again Karmen has summarized the task ai well as anyone.

. .what characterizes education toward re-examination
of Premises and values is not so much contentwhich
might cover a mide range of relevant material--but,
rather "upending" cognitive, perceptive, and evaluative
experiences and opportunities conducive to "unlearning"
to be free to adopt a new response pattern or perception.
'In spite of the fact that a great diversity of content
can be adapted to this pUrpose, two types appear es-
pecially useful. Ana is,the history or present experience
of the individual himself. The second is the intellectual
history of mankind, which is replete with examples of
"obvious" and "self-evident" beliefs aiid perceptions that
were either demonstrably (in retrospect) pathogenic or for
other reasons were rejected by future generations..

Processes are required that foster openness, authen-
ticity, free exploration, and willingness to risk and
that Are supportive of the.individual while he re-examines
deeply held.values,-perceptions, and premises (23). ,

q-

Harman's descrtption-xonjures up images of groups of people of all ages

in uni ersities, churches, puiblic schools and elsewhere, meeting to

examine questions .which force them to analyze personal and cultural

history.. Their intefactions will take the form of lectures, discus-

sions, simulations, role plays, values clarification exercises,

engagement of moral dilemmas, and maw other processes currently

available and others yet to be developed. Leaders concerned about

the macroproblem will 44cilitate these inquiries, attemptip-all the

while to maintain an open and supportive environment in which people

will be free to share their views without feS of embarassment and

reOisal. People will come to these interactions because they feel a

need to do so, because they recognize ill-bein nd have come to see

that only their action can change anything. aming the government,
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the "corporate state," the boss, or anyone else does nothing fo imp ove

matters. Only understanding which leads to action based on under-

standing will her0, andspeople may become aware Of this and seek help

.in finding their way. They may come to educators, among others, for

help,.for these are the people whose business it is to help others

learn and grow and reach the understanding they seek. Those already

if an education system.can'examine values, perceptions and premises

in the Course a their general curriculum.

This perhaps:sounds optimiitic, even utopian, for if people al-
,.

ready feel ill-being today, why are they not seeking underitanding as

envisioned here? Perhaps they Are, tprough personal psychotherapy

and such Movements-as THnscendental-Meditation, Arica and EST. They

may be helped.in their coping by such programs, but do not gain insight

into the macroproblem underlying their malaise. iinew role for American

education may be emergtng from all this, one which many, probably the

majority of, Merican educators are-not ready to embrace.. It involves

social reform, alid most educators do not perceive reform is part of

their business. When and if awareness of the macroproblem emerges in

the educatiohal community, then it may respond in such a way as to offer

help to people who need it Mcel Maccoby's exPerience itudying

corporate leaders lends sqpe credence to-this possibility. When execu-

tives learned that Maccoby hakachieved significant inOight into their

situation, many came to hlm asking for his help in understand ng

selves and their circumstances. Perhaps an'analogous situation will

A
emerge with education and the community at large (24).

- People wiil come together to discuss and learn and grow because

they befieve_that the future'can'be better/chan the past. This future

54
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is their personal . future a well as that of:their faMily, cqmmunitY,

'society, meta mankind generally. Their greatest concern will of
as.

Aurse be for themselves and tteir,immediate families. They will ask

how they can liNp more effktively within their life situationS, how
4r

their world functions, and what changes need to be made to make it

s "function better. The role.of educators will be to help in the framing:
4 4

of.thete queitiO and in the process of exploring for answers.

Rober4t. Theobald haSnoted that

. .every experience of true individual learning must. .

recognize the .oensiqiints of the past, must hold a hupe/
belief,for the future, ahd must act in the present for it
is only in this way that,we can mesh the necessities of
the past with the potential of the future. The future is
not determined: is create4 out of our actions and in
light of our hopes and fears (25).

Education will mot, of course, do the whole job of coping with the

croproblem b'y itself. It will completent efforts tn*nuTny-qthei, sec-

tors. It-is a relatively slow and long-term approach to environmental

action. lt will be promoted by.and will in turn promote efforts in

'the coUrts and legislative arenas',-by "t4-dowe administrati4 and

technical efforts tp control pollution, land use, and other problems.

Educators., administ,rators, lanakers add others will wdrk on the prob-
.

'-

lems separately, yet all of their efforts 1 coalesce into an effective

who3e that will yield results.

Final)y, the fact that education is a constantly ongoing process

e

in evem sodttpimpels:anyone concerned about the macroprob em to
.. .e .

- e . ,

exendie-it foi-*ays'At can-be utilize4 in probleM solving. u14.4kTnes
..

. . .

. . .

, unique.potition on earth as-its mott broadly adapted species is a con-
,., ..' .

sequence of its'educational experience. People have learned how to

-Tive,'how to adapt to environMental .deman,ds,, arld this knowledge has been
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passed pn ahd accumulated through the generations. Environmental educa-

r ,v

tion is simply a continuation of this process. It assists modern,

people.in adapting to thei'r environment by providing .knowledge and

tools to interpret that knowledge and ta acquire more, Rolf Edberg

has_otserved that up to now humankind has used its knowledge to try

to "master" nature., The information currently being received from
, - -

nature, in the form of pollution and constraint, inditatei that such

%.

mastery has rift been achieved. Thus he concludes that the test may

pe uto to matter ourselves.*' He goes on:

In this corner of the universe man is the only being
that knows that evolution is going on. This is know-
edge-64wly won, hardly more than a century old.
Throligh that knowledge; our existence has gained a
perspective for the first time.

Man is the only being who can effect his own evo-
lution, and that'imowledge is a child of the present

generation. He has reached a stage -at which he not
only can but must take the responsibtlUy for his own
continued development and for his plan41 home. The

obligation to dathis was the price of 6is knowledge.
There is noway back (26). 4

The point here is simply that this situation -imposes a new responsi-

biiity upon humankinct, a responsibility that may not be suctessfully met

. unless many people understand the knowledge of whicn tdberq writes.
,

The achieverneht Of this understanding falls squarely on the shoulders

'of what-4s broadly defined as education-
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CHAPTER IV -

EDUCATIO1,1S RESpONSt: RtVIEW AND ASSESSMENT

How has education responded to the challenges of environmental

problems? While a ,pomprehensive and detailed answer to this question

is not possible here, an overview of work currently being done in

-whatmhas recently come to be called "environmental education!' is essen-

tial to the task of suggesting dtfections which education mfght,take

in,helping to cope with the world macroproblem. The suggestions will

comein the next section of this paper. This background section will

conclude with a historical -sketch and review of education's efforts in

thelinited States and:in lesser detail, other parts of the world.

,". When the earliest settlers came to the.New World from Europe in

the 16th'Century, they found'there a struggle fo meet theiebasic needs

for foodf"shel.ter:, safety and security. They also found a land of

Vjrtually limitless opportunity with millions of acres of forests and

yrairies and a storehouse of resources. They set out to capitaliie

on the opportunity, and American history tan'be studied as.the process

of exploitihg resourtes in the building of tile nation. 'As powerful,
-

ideis concerning destiny and purpose and work stmported ambition, people

very early begah to do damage to the American'environment. Udall has

written of the "myth of super abundance" which.deluded people into

thinking that there was an endless supply.of all natural resources (1).

54
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Thinking that these resources had been placed here for their_beneftt,

people used the.foresti, sdils, wildlife and other resurces with

little ihought for the future.

There was indeed an.abundance of resources in the coldfital era,

yet even then a few people counseled care in using the'land. Among

them'were George Washington and Thomas Jefferson who were concerned

about'the cdreless husbandry that waS' destroying tobacco land in

Virginia. John and William Bartram John Jambs Audubon;. Francis

RaAmea4Ralph Waldo Emerson, and Henry David Thoreau were prominent

among naturalists and thinkers who began io explore nature and reflea,

)-on its Value befdre the*middle of the nineteenth century. They recorded

their observations,and their writingt and paintfngs may be regarded as

early educational efforts to increase appreci .4 ion floo nature.'

1The concerns of such naturalists and phil sophers were of little

importance'to'frontiersmen and entrepreneurs, and their efforts.did
. .

.

little to stem
i
the rolling tide of resource exploitation. The second

i

. half of the nineteenth century in America was a period of wanton

destruction of the natural environment as people scrambled to grow

-

rich or. at least comfortable. George Perkins Marsh, John Wesley Powell,

. John Burroughs, John Muir, Gifford Pinchot and othersyrote'extensively

to-educate the public to problems that'were emerging during this time.

Sometimes they were succetsful in building appreciation and concern,

and somitimet they failed. John Muir, for instance, observed havoc

being wrought by grazing and other utilization of the beaü1fü1.Yosernite

Valfey in California and launched a furious writing campaign in such'

periodicals as 11212111. .cfEllif/mogazine, glailtj11_,tionthl, and various

Leyewspapelik He succeeded in publicizing his concerns to the point of
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rallying support for preservation of what became Yosemite National Par .

, ro

He educated the public to a problem using the,most powerful media ,

available at the time, a d the public and.its politicians'responded
,., .

with preservation. Mui 'also provldes an example of failure, for Hetch

,Hetchy Valley, comparable in many ways to Yosemite, waS lost to a dam,

despite Muir's best efforts. Though many natural.resources. were wasted

ana land destroyed, the overall effect of the efforts of such people

in the second half o he century as to raise the general awareness

of the public of resource management problems to-the point where

President Theodore Roosevelt could act decisively to control reSource

exploitation. During his two Administrations, Roosevelt set aside over

150 million acres of national forest land, established the first wild-
.

life sanctuary, withdreW eighty million acres of potential mineral-

bearing land from the public domain, and established game refuges,

national parks, and national monuments. Gifford Pinchot was one of

. his *ey advisors,, and this pioneer forester's ideas about resour6e

husbandry and conservation were Central to RooseVelt s work. The;

President established a National Conservation-Commission to oversee

his-natural resource Programs and called a itite House Conference on

Conservation in 1908. All of Roosevelt's 'conservation action was ln

part:made politically possible by increased public awareness of problems

that had arisen from three hundred years,,of reSource exploitation and

neglect, and this awarehess occurred in part as a consequence of the

educational efforts of people like Muir and Pinchot.

It was during this "preservation phase" of the "conservatism

movemett" that aspecifically educational movement appeared. This was

,nature educaiion and it:s.goals wereto help people Understand and ob-

.; 6



serve the natural-environment. The assumption seems to have been, as

pointed out, that if people coilid Uecome interested in nature,

eyArotad. ome,concerved about environmental problems (2). Wilbur
.3,

Jirkman.publi4hed NatureiStildy for the Common Schools in 1891 and was

instrumental in bringing the nature.study idea to'the attentidn of

*educators. In 1896, Cornell University's College of Agriculture wc-

cepted the responsibility "to encourage nature study in rural schools"

and began a long period of leadership in 64 field (3). The writings

of Liberty Hyde Bailey and.Anna Bostford Comstock of Cornell gave

iMpetus to the'nature study movement. -Tile American Nature Study,Society

.
waS formed in 1908 ahd is.still active today. .0ver the years it,has

supported nature study through firsthandNexperiente, encouraged preserva-

tiOn'and educational use of natural.areas, and sought'to make nature ,

study an important part'of formal and nonformal education. It has not

focused,on environmental problems tiut 'rather has emphasized knowledge

and awareness of nature.

Despitethe emergence of the niturettudy movement, little 1;rogress

in directing schools toward conservation education was made during the

first th"ree decades of the twentieth century. Swan notes that the

education 1 philosophy of the period did not approve of study of cur-
,

rent rob eps in schools (4). The Great Depression and environmental

, catastrophes such as_the American dust bowl changed this,philosophy

somewhat. Peolite's attention was drawn to the need for conservation.

. The Civilian Conservation Corps put three'million young Americans to

work on conservation projects, The Sof1,;Conservation Service set out,

to educate.fariers in erosion control and farm rehabilitation. Other

respurte management agencies., such as the Forest Sece and Fish and

6 2

Si
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EducaLional PIA:jes,,Commiss',on publi.;h!J

i'icit ot the effect of chis,Awareness eclOcat:.-..1a1 -

Li.

Forests, soils, grasslands, water, mioo-41, oils.

fish, game, and scenic beauty areamong the rich 'nature

,o!oWinents of the area of the North American continent

owl s.4 hy the United States. Realization of.the basic

.)!H! 0: to utilize

t",?. too:. :;1c,c planning,

i(Ine, 11 tcilu. Apo!'o)riV- and pre-'

fro,:pt;%':s thu harks of

.,c-iteJ citizen: Since and safety

1,Tund ort. those things, the schools may well assume

considerable responsibility-for thecking the ravages,

upon the heritage of the nation made by ignorance; in-

difference, carelessness, and unbridled selfishness (5).

This view was widely embraced in the educational community and, couplu,

with the emergence of numerous government, resource management agencie,

.

and the formatfon of' private conservation organizatibns, led to leg's-

.

lative action authorizing conservation education programs. These

11 were rA low,10, 11.0 htnied,-but the .mandate and

ic J. S.

d7Jcati

.0,% educa

.#

attracted significant attention of educators by that time.

Conservation-education overlapped soMpw_hat with nature educat en,

At its concerns went-beyond knowledge and awareness of the natural

world to the problems of managing natural rocoa. hos

tg*., TAr, ,1'

1

, , #

aiq 410
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fully the'characteristics, distribution, status, uses,
problems,.and poliaies regarding natural resources. The

movement was an eYfort to awaken,Americans to the de-
-gradation of our naturalresources, to'help.the public
better understand the Importance of natural resources
o our society, and,to develop citizsn support for
natural resource management programs (6).

It was concerned with probleai solving, for the ravages of.such disasters

as soil erosion and forest,resource depletion were evident to Many
ao

people-who sought ways.Of copingilth the situation. There were limita-

6
tions to conservation education, as Aldo Leopold noted in Sand County'

, Almanac-.

Conservation is a state of harmony between men and land.
Despite nearly a.century of propaganda, conservation still
Tiroceeds at a snail'svace; progres still consists large-

-. ly of letterhead pieties and convention oratory. On the

back forty we still slip two steps backward for each
forward stride.

, The usual answer to this dilemma is "more conservation
education." No one'will debate this, but is it certain

° that only thevolume of education needs stepping up?' Is

something Lacking in content as well? . . But,educa-
tion actually in progress makes no mention of obligations
to land over and above those dictated by silf-interest.
The net result is that we have more education but less
soil; fewer healthy woods, and as many floods as in 1937 (7).

'Leopold identified a central problem of conservation education. Its

, natural resource orientation limited its perspective an&effectiveness,

tor it did not allow consideration of the ecological, wholes that

Leopold knew were important, and it did not question any of the premises

aboutmatural resource exploitation that led'to the resouce management

prdblems in th firSt place.

- Another movement that must be mentioned in this,review has been

called the !'school campingApUtdoor education movement." The gdals of

this approach were to use outdoor 'environments to imiirove instruction

generally and to use d4reck.expetiences in the outdoors to teacti concepts
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'of importanc&best learned.there. Whileiconservation education empha=

sized management of natural resources, and nature education focused

on learning about the natural world, outdqor education was oncerned

.

. / ,

about.the best method to learn through firsthand expepfence of these /
,

.

. //
two areas. It utilized camps'and outdoor field experiences. Juliin

Smith, a pioneer of outdoor education, wrote of'education "in" and

"for" the Outdoors and sought to applyoutdoOr learning methpds'to all

components and subjects of the curriculum. This approach grew in
.

popularity after World War II. Kirk notes.'that in the 1965's outdoor

education became well defined as a eans of enriching the curriculum

and accelerating,the rate of learning. .Then, in the 1960's, awareness

,of environmental problems wstimu1atedb Y such best-selling works as

Stuart Udall's The Quiet Crtsis and Rachel Carson'g-Silent Spring.

This caused edu'Cators to examine the school curricula to see hOw they

could provide their students ". . .with a bettee understanding of their
a

place and responsibility within the total spectrum of living and non-

living things (9)." According to Kirk, the educators best equipped

to meet this need were outdoor educators who shifted their-emphasis

4
from the cognitive focus characteristic of the 1950s to a conserVtion.

focus in the 1960's. OUtdoor educators concentrated on attitude
,

formation in conservation. The goal of outdOor education shifted to/

I

,
fdevelopment of attitudes of condern and appreciatiOn for the outdoor

/

environment and away from emphasis on knowjkdge of facts and concepts.
/

Steve
,
I

/
an Matre developed an outdoor education approach in the late

, 1 ...

41:50's which he/Called "acclimatization" and which reflects piis shift.
,

i - . /

He describes its goal.

In short, the camper shobld come to "feel" his evi onment.
To draw it close to him. To'loVe it. To understa d it--

P.
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or its If!,L1,,, ;t1,1. urt ir

p.A.r, A- him r..;- J. it with id .

ttat if le tlke care 0; t.ar totr . aerifayc Lien

.r.live an *'.mericaf: rit- I f-

Rachel Carson has.expressed theLrat,iorale.if this ar,roach itdocw

dukatioi a eiJ as ;Inyono,. She ,wit's:

belicv that fur ,11!
_ve7i:!nt,se,Ai:.Ig to him, it J ila41 s;

taat to know as :o feel. If fac:..s arthe seedS that
later pruduce knowledge and wisdom,- then the emotiorr. .

and the imOressionsof the-senses are the fertile soil'
in which-the Seeds must.grow. The years ,of early:child-
hood arecthe timeto prepare the soil.- Once the emo-
tions.have been aroused--a _ Ful, the'-

, excitement of'the new and,the LL-i(:o:,I, a 1-,ee1ing of
sympathy, pity, admiration. or 1-(T1 we wish for
knowledge about the object;of au cicnal response.
Cne found, it'has lasting meaning. It is more impoYtTt
'toloave thE -)v for the-child to,want to know than t -ut
hir .flcts he is not ready to aFg4c-1,

1.::lues as an important elemcht

come to L. environmental education. Nature educat,31

servation education have also been drawn into a coaTition with ;Otdocr

edUcation, and the whole hasgrown -into a new eduatIonal movrmeat

which embraces broader concerns.

The decade.of the 19601s was ,1a)ked bz gradually increasing

undPrstind;ng tha:. ; F ' .,e, ; %.h :-Land

rivi
,

,;fice ujoy- ,-_, SeLof. :icrld

,

a.] hio-f?,c economic ,!::-..essit:i, ': 1 !ulacc,, expiuo

nological innovation, and established the United States as the most rich
,

and powerful natipn in the World. -This country emerged as'the nter

of world technological' development and-reaped the economit beneis

thereof. thepromise of a peaceful and affluent world sePmed-,:
,

if not likely.

%; I.
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scale began to appear. Very effective pesticides, like DDT, lowered

death rates from malaria and the world population growth rate increased.

Atmospheric nuclear testing, carried out in the world's most remote

regions, revealed that there is no9"away" in the biosphere when traces

of radiation appeared in,animal tissues thousands of milei,frot the

'sites of the-testin.g. Rachel Carsonfrevealed to the public the iilter-

dependent nature of ecosystems in Sflent Spring, her best-sel/in§

treatment of the pesticide problem. The travels of astronauts it-space

resulted in photographs of earth which indelibly conveyed the finite

nature of the planet. In short, people began to realize that "Conserv-
.

ing the back forty" was not sufficient to satist'Y the imperatives of

environmental citizenship.. Thus awakened, people lookeb around and

"discovered" dozens of serious problems that had escaped notice before.

The deCade of the seventieS opened,with a massive demonstration.

of pis new awareness on April 22,1970--Earth Day. Emotional demon7

strations, promises, and outpourings of conCern occurred'everywhere:

Educators were not apart from allpf this and reassessed their efforts

and responsibilities in relation to what were now being called "environ-

\ mental" and "ecological" problems. This 'reassessment led to the new

term "environmental education" which was defined by Stapp and his col-

leagues as follows:

Environmental education is aimed at producing a citizenry
that is knowledgeable concerning the total environment and
its associated problems, aware and skilled in how to be-
come involved in helping to solve these problems, and
motivated to-work toward their solution (12).

,

.

Schoenfeld asked what was new about environmental education and .

found that conservatiom education is relatively narrow of concern,

locally and'rurally focused, largely scientific in method, and (:imed
s\

0 7
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at.effjcient resource development.
Environmental education, on the

otherhaf;4-, is broad Nd tore comprehensTve in its concern, with global

-and urban in addition to local and rural focus, involving social

scientific as. well as natural sciince stydies and inviilving intereat

t '
in ethi,cs and asthetics as weli as economics (13).. ihile its predeces-

,

sors have been resource centered and primarily part of elementary educa-
:

tion, envifnmental education is not only concerned with field and

forest but also with human health and -ecology. Further, while it

involves schools, it also extends to adults. The "basic cultural
,

orientation" underlying environmental education,is the most important

difference from its antecedents., Conservation, as Leopold pointed out,
.

stood for economic development and."progress." But, as Scttoenfeld

notes, ". .
.environmentalism reflects a growing suspicion that bigger

is not necessarily better, slower can be faster, and less can be
4

more (14).4"

Thus,,'enronm4cal eduption emerged as a process directed toward

the Azquisition of knowledge,about environmentat problems and develop-

ment oraftitudes, values, and sklls,necessary for environmental

decision-making and problem-solving. In October of 1970 a National

Environmental Education Act was passed by Congress', tte primarypurpose

of which was to provi.de "seed money" for the development c? environmental

education materials and programs in the Unired States. An annual appro-

1

priation of slightly more than two million dollars was made each year

for three years, and the Act was extended in 1974. Various states"

enacted legislation mandating environmental education, but the movement

did not blossom into a major effort in American education.
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There are pveral constraints thet haw lited the.growth of

environmental education. Many educators are unairare of environmental

'iducatión and what its. goals are. Others do not perceiveit as of-
,

significAn64, belieVing in many cases that', "environmental problems ar

well on the way to SOlution. Still others bemoan an already over-_

loaded curricugum and oppose add,tions to it. Theri has been

disagreement among environmen ucators on the form of-environmettal,

_education,' Shàuld it be aseparate subject, or shbuld it-be athieved

through- exisrting su6,j'ect matter? During the ten years since environ-
.

mental educatiori emerged., much meaningful discussion of this and'other

questions has occurred, and many materials have been developed and -

curOcula'implemented. Many approaches-are being attempted, Jun

generally environmeptlf education in American public schools is hap-

hazard. Few school districts have effectively developed a scoped and

sequencid cuiiriculum:and_traineCtheir teachers tp implement it. A

'young person receives bits of environmental educatiOn here end there

whenever he or she encounters a teacher who is motivated to provide it.

The educational coMmunity simply has not, in any broad and systematic

way, recOgniied 'the macroproblem and developed a systematic response to.

'it, Bohl conducted a national survey in 1974 otthe environmental,know-

ledge Of secondary school'students. He found that high school students

chave.a positiveview Of the environment and understand tasic environ-

rental concepts but have little idea as to how things can be changed to

improve the environment or solve environmental problems (15). Childress

studied a sample of public school environmental education currieula and

concluded that practicing environmental educators perceived inadequate

lunding-at all :levels and lack of time to develop curricula as 'the
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greatest constraints to curkieulum develd)ment (16). And Trent re-'

/

k

viewed,environmental education effortilin statetdepartmPna'of ed,lcation

and colleges and universities seeking to idePtif trends ocorrtng in
. A..,

the 1970-75 period. 'He concluded that environmental 7MS apper

to.be improving in some areas and remaining static in others (T7).

found no evidence of a. flowering of enviro, ntal eduction in the

sectors of American education that he studi_ed,

In'summary, environmental education in the United States has

emergea as an ecological interdisciplinary, problem-oriented focus

in idutation from a long history of resource conservation and nature-
.

study efforts. It is a slowly emerging emphasis in American education.

Numerous constraints operate upon it and its occurrence in the curriculum

is-spdradic. Its stated goals are broad enough to embrace the needs

described in earlier chapters, but current emphasis is on the acqUisi-

tion of conceptual knowledge and awareness rather than on problem

solving. The current efforts address the first two of Fromm's condi-

tions; but not the latter two.

From a global perspective, the United States is a leader in environ-

mental educar tion. Sbaffer recently reviewed environmental education on-

the international scene and noted that "Among all nations the U.S. has

assumed a leadership role in the development of EE programs at all

educational levels (18)." What is happening in the rest of the world?

Environmental education has been present in North America and Western

Europe for many years in various forms but has not been a recognizable

entity elsewhere. Recently it has emerged on the world scene largely

as the result of United Nations imvolvement. The U.N. Conference on

tbe Human Environment in Stockholfri in 1972 recognized the need for an
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-international envir mental education program and 'established -one as

part of UNESCO and the United Nations Enviroilmental. Programle (UNEP).

e
UNESCO made a world"survey of envisonmental education needs am priori-

ties in 1975 the results of which are,sumarized bel (19

FIGURE II

MAJOR WORLDWIDE AND REGIONAL
- ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION (EE) PROBLEMS,

IDENTIFIED BY EDUCATIONAL SECTOR
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Several interesting problem for environmental education curriculum de-

velopment in underdeveloped countries emerged. Shaffer describes them:

the underdeveloped countries of the world seem to have
, the following problem in common: the trend to define edu-
cation in accordance with standards from countries at an
advanced indu.strial level; the fact that each subject has
an independent programme, notvo-ordinated with others,
leading to (iic) disjointed typeAof learning; the fact that
the natural and social environment are dealt with by two
groups of disciplinis, Wing a distorted and-incomplete
vision of reality, ati making.it impossible to approach
the environmental problems in a scientific and integrated

44; 7.1
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inanner.;, the theoretical ip-Oroach.to different subject:.
matters, limiting 'practical 'exercises indlUded in the
curriculum to peirtial themes or phenomena (20).

. ,, 4 .

These'needs and problems -rnternatfonally have been discussed at various
. - .,,.- , ..

, foru,ths'aroiihd the world ttia t- have:been organized by UNESCO-UNEP. The, .
:._., .

fi rit of.yrteseliTeetings was held in Belgraee,'YugoslaVile, in bctober,

1075. Out of this meeti-iig came the 6elgrade'tharterQikhien-defined

the"-gotils objeetivis of enVirdnmental 'education .-and,made ipeci-fica
.",, -, - ... ....

.
-

recoMnendations'asto how these could'be adhieved. internationally;
_ °.'... 4

The.se definitfons and reconinendationi, were,si gWifi cant ,pecause tlry
N. ° -3,* .. .

reflected a -global Oerspective, 'includitijithAia- of the. developing, ,
, ,

. ' , ' '' .:. a

'nations which haVe different vieWS- on' thp mandates of environmental - -:,

4 -
problemk than their more developed cckynt4rpartst I:n. the: :terms pr thii

..-x ... ..
discussion, the maytroproblern i-,tmore; clearly recoghiied-,orr.:°the int0.7 4

national scene than'Vi thin the .boundarte,s Of tVe.-'Onited ;,Sta;tes ., -

^

._

,)..

Americans 'may iilade :problems ,of .pOVerty: afid equiiy .behirid ecol ogiga 1 -.
-
)

. 4.-

. .. :,.-

,- .prpb°1 er0 to a po-sitipn of greeier importance , :- Thts i$ a ,postti ve de7,.; ., ...,
, .

velopmerrt, for one seekihg an sadequate edu'catic:Ifal resp9nse to!the
...

afid pollution. probIems-,- tht a ,worldwide' perspettive el,eiates, these

macroprpblern.

The.Belgrade CheirterE*oniained "Guiding Principlest.. of Environtseittal

Education Programme which are iiWportant in their s.e.ope. These prin- ,

ciples are: f'
41.,#

1- Envinidtriential, educatIon shdul'd consider the envi ronmerd n

its tote tity--na tilrai and oran4ade, ecblogical poPiti.cal

economi c , technologi cal , soci a 1 , leislative, cul tura 1 and

41. V

"esthetic.
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Environmental edUcotion should be i continuous lift-long

procesS, both school and Oa of school.

3.- -Environmental education thould be'interd4sciplinary in its

_approach:4

-4. Environmental education should eMphasize active participa-.

tion in preventing an-4 solving.environmental

Environmehtal education should'examine ,1103o.e'nvironmental

issqeS from a world point of view, while paying due regard

to iegional dffferences.

Enyironmental education should focus on current and future

...environmental situktións.

'7. Environmental edutatioffshould examine all development and

lgrowth from an envdronmental perspective.

Erivironmental education should promote the value and neces7

' sity'of local%-tatitnal an4 internatiohal cooperation in:.

the tolution of environmental prgbleMs (21).

These principlet represent the distil1ed thinking-of environmental

educators worldwide until 1975; ,Such principles reveal an awareness

of the educatipnal task,along the lines described.in the previous

chapter.r t.

The Belgrade meeting was.followed by regional meetings around

the world, and then by a'minister9al-leve1 environmental education:con-

ference in Tbilisi, GeoPgia, USSR'in October of 1977. Delegations from.

approxtmatelj 70 countries attended, and,approximately.40 national and'

international recomMendations'were eventually adopted. ,These recom-,
. .

-.

mendations form an action plan for worldwide environmtntal education, ,.

developmint. UNESCO pledged increated sapport whtch may,take the for* .

73
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of aid for pjlot-Orojects, a "bank" of environmental education experts, -5-

.

and anpointment of environmental education specialists'iniRegional,
, (

Offices to promote curriculum development.teacher-training, and coop-'

eration in the environmental education effOrC Stapp sums up.the

meeting by noting that-t-1,-,thdre, was a remarkable amount of agreement

at the Conference at both the conceptual and strategy levels between

the developing and the developed countries, 04 Eastern and Western

European countries, ahdyithin the deVeloping countries (22)."
%

Thesemeetings %ken together testify to a groiling worldwide

recognition ofthe importance of environmental education. They indi-

Q,

cate a willingness to transcend political and economic ideology in

order to address the.world macroprobleurin a cooperative and organized.

manner. Only a tiny percentage of the world's neople experience a

significant environmental education today. Initeed, many people ex-
..,

perience liftle, if any,formal education. Where formal education does

occur, and environmental education is a part of it, priority is upon

pre-primary and primary leve,s, and emnhasis is given to the natural

environment. A few programs deal with the Nocial environment, addrds-
,

sing food, hygiene and health as prOblems of the environment; but they

are relatively few (23). Still, the principles that emerged in Belgrade,

and the commitment to an incireasing effort evident 0 Tbilisi, are posi-

tive signs for',an -increasing educational response worldwide to the

macroprobleM-previousiy described. And the naturb of that response is
6

important. Stapp, the principle-architect of these infernational
-,

developments, points out the sign'ificance of 'the approach beihg taken.

It would be difficult to overestimate the importance'of
the kind of environmental educationthat the UNESCO/UNEP
programme-seeks to-promote.

'A

*.° .6
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The problem-oriented apprOach to environmental and
"natural resourees research has brought the scientific re-

,
search worker and the decision maker closer together. The

researcher recognizes the need to provide unambiguous
scientific findings on which the decisiob maker can base

his actions, T,he decision maker has become aware.of the
complex process that his actions inevitably entail.

But in the final analysis, the last word remains with
the general pu,blic upon whose will both scientists and
decision makers depend. Unless people become more fully

aware of the world around them, more sensitive to their,

total environment, the will to achieve essential environ-
iental gpals will still be lacking. To inculcate aware-
ness and- understanding of the problems of the environment

.'is not enough; it is,not enough to affect the.individual
in his beliefs, attitudes, and values unless there ts a

. carry-over" into his behavior, into the everyday decisions

he makes;
The ultimate aim of environmental education, therefore,

must be to produce an environmentally literate world society,
0

the sine'qua non' of any attempt to achieVe real harmony be-

lween man and nature. Environmental educatiOn, we might

say', is "not so much a programme, more 6 way of life (23)."

If this view of 4nvironmental education is widely adopted-and inspires

.program development, then the conditions that Fromm describes can

.pertiaps be met. "Environmentalliteracy" will lead to reflection on

environmentaiProtAems and beliefs and values underlying them, and
.0, ,,

'
.

change in.be.0600rifft occur. The international environmental education

,
r,

,

44 is./onlylsix yeArs oleand fices immense obstacles in the inter-
.

.,
..

.

'national scene. In the total spec
t.st

rum of international.programs it is

a tiny idfant of relatively little current significance, yet its birth

0

gives cause for hope that as it ma'tures it will contribute to solution

of the world macroproblem.

The purpose of this chapter has been to summarize the educational

response to the.world maCroproblem. It has indicated that a worldwide

educationil efiort called "environmentAl education" has emerged in the:

past cade in response to.growing awareness of environmental problems.

b,.

It erged from a long history of eduOtionai effort, principally in
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the United States, aimed at teaching peop e about npture and natural

. resources and the need to.conserve them. The current educational

effort is broader in concept and in its goalt than its predecessors

and reflects the ecological and global nature of the macroproblem.

The effort is diverse, with excelleneprograms being provided to some

people, and no programs to others: It is in its early stages with
.0

onstructive arguments raging among educators as to what.priorities

and emphases should be. And it is constrained by many forces wilhin
*

and oueside of the educational community.

Such' a'review indfcates that educationN response to the maro-
.

problem has been limited and conservative until very recently; In

the late 1970s, Stapp and others are ;-ecognizing the scale of the

project they have undertaken. They are beginning to describe

involving ". . way ollife.." Allen has noted that-"The.battle for

environmental quality, and indeed, our survival as truly hwan beings,

will be won or lost in the minds and heartSPof humankind (29)."
ft

Environmenea1 educators are, tndependent of Fromm, coming to the 6dn-

.,--

clusion that a "change of heart" is necessary, and they agree that tt

is a possible lhough immensely difficult task.-

They haye come to realize, as Leopold pointed out thirty years

. ago, that merely more education is llot,enough. Rather, attention to

content is essential. Leopold thought that the content of conservation

education was too simplistic, for it ". . .defines no right or wrong,

assigns no,obligation, calls.tor no sacrifice, implies no change in the

current philosophy of values (25)." Environmental education raises

.serious questiont about ethics, obligation and values. Perhaps the

content is changing so that obligation is becoming bia/sed on a broader

7 6b
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humanistic and ecologic Ohic that transcends the economic self-interest

that Leopold criticized as the dominant conservation motive of his day.

With this backgroutid, then, the next'task in this discussion-is

to focus on several developments in education which have not been

formally incorporated into environmental education, but which have-
,

much helpful theOry and method to bring to it. they may prove to bt

especiallY -helpful ip attaining the humanistic and ecologic ethic 'Oat
,

is emerging a,s the-prlmar goal of epvironmental education.
,

C3

;

4

7
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SECT1CN II

INTRODUCTION

The.background has been Covered. The next task is tosuggest

directions that environmental education might take in'order to idcfrets

the world macroproblem more effectively than it has so far. he goal

is to constroct a theoretical framework which will allow environ ental

°education to address the tasks syggestedsby Harmin and Fromm. Ail

that is really neeCied is a strengthening of the existingji-ame that

environmental educator4s have constructed, the addition of new elements

to the substantial body of work already exis,ting.

Two develqpments in modern education.are examined for whit theY'

can contribute to environment61 ecucatiqn One ofthese is humaniStic

education, an educational philosophy and set of teaching models that

have emerged in American education in the past quarter cintury. This

approach to learning has much tq contribute to environmental education

becauve of the learning situation which it can create. ff a basic

aspect of the educational response to the macroproblem is critical

assessment and change of values, premises-and perceptions, Iihen the

methods of humanistic gucation seem appropriate to create.a learning

environment in which this difficult taslk can be accomplished.
,

'The second element'of education to be explored is less a philosophy

or method'than an approach. It is Ailed "experiential educatioe and

75
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\ihut izes learning p ocesses that raowloprowt e learner to go beyond
_ .

traditionaT.abstract and classroom-based study to embrace the world

itself as an educational setting. If environmental education's goal
. ,

is a:holistic as contrasted to a reductionistic understanding as an,

, approach to action, then experience of environments and probleTs in

,total environmeptal context seems to hold great potential for contri-

buting'to such miderstanding.

HOW can humanistic educational philosophy and methoci and the

experiential approach to learning be combined with environmental educa-
.

tion curricula for more effective learninz? The last pArt of this

section'will attempt to explain how this connection has been and is

being accomplished. Specific examples will be used to illustrate ways

-than an experiential, humanistic environmental education might be

achieved- the EHEE COnnection.*
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CHAPTER V

HUMANISTIC EDUCATION AND ITS CONTRIBUTION

. TO ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

- ,

"1 . ink you nuts' if you think you can get people to be

concerned about hature). about trees and birds and stuff like that,"

said Charlie kicking at a clump of grass: "People don care. They

don't'care about anybody but themselves. Most don't even love th'em-
.

.d you think you can get them to love nature. Farget it:"

Joan carefuqy aroppea the tiny carrot seeds into, the fUrrow and

rolled the soft locsnOn top pf them, patting,tke soil to compact the

seeds in place. A bell-like ringing, like a telephame, came from down

the street..

"Look at hat:" she said. "That crazy flicker is beating on the

top of the ele ic tra7nsformer again. He's been doing that all spring.

He can't be gettingmuch food ou zo maybe he just likes the

0 of it, like singina in the shower." '

She watched the big bird for a. minikte, then went back to her

planting.

"You- may be-right,, Charlie, but I don't think 80. Many4people

sedm not even to care about other people or even themselves, yet there

ar4.4Famples all around of people who do care. There's a lot of

ku6anitarian work being done, rt may be a emall pvivenpage, but it

17 .
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the other, "theee are the do-goodera, folks

t money and time to waete, housewivea with nothing elee to

,tea who are improving "their imaged as coe7munity Leaders and

heir consciences for all the damagethcy've done making their

"can't be so bitter, Charlie. There arc altruiatic peop a W40

t tel help because they believe in love and justice."'

"I suppo.ac there are some," he adMitted, "but not many."'

he point Pm making," paid Joan carnet? /y, "is that we've got

to i'ase the himber of folk who c,re about themeetves and their

fe47c410. think that before people come to care for nature, the non-

-on part, tho?y muat love themeelves and their neighbore. Then they

can go on to concern for the:environment, and.,it4ll be a concern for

Le and non-human membere of the community together.,"

"But how do you propose to do thie, Joan? It seems such a hUge

Zike so/arming againat the tide, like the mythological Siayp tee

puehing hie marble block up the hill."

"A litae bit at a 'time Charlie. That's all. 7 want to e ,t an

That'a a atart. I -want to testify to 014.4.love for people and

nature by caring for them. And I.have a epecial opportunity as a

teacher. I can 4elp che kids Learn to be honest co& open and caring.

I caliehelp them learn cooperation, can awaken them to the realities of

liP.on ;this earth, teach them that not everyone haa it ae good as they

do.. Therele a lot I'can do with my kids., and if% I succeed with a few

of
,

them they'll carry on the work."

Charlie Wa8 thoughtfUl, watching the awaLtowe darting baciCand.
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ybe we can do it."

it 4 A .40144,4

The man from the park service looked vary upset., He didn't

think hia underlinge were doing their job.

"You're- supposed to be teaching environmental awareness. That's

what the guidelines say, and you say you haven't -done any nature study

at all. You've been here two weeks. What've you" been doing? I

thought you people were the 'experts in environmental educiation."

Dave controlled himaelf very well.'- He knew he had a ahance to

educate this guy,, and didn't want to blow It.

"We are teaching environmental.awareness."

"How could you. You haven't dOne_ any nature study."

"When-we first came in here," Dave went-on, "these kids didn't

know each other. Some ari farm kids, some_from the city. Some are big

- and some small,

Off right away,

aome confident and most anxious.. They didn't hit it

In fact, a couple of people; trying to exert control

over. the others, were rather mean. They tried to set up ci pecking order."

°So? What's that have- to do with environment ed?"

"I'm getting ,to that: SO the fir#t jo'b we had to do. was try and

-

bring about 'd reasant social environment. We did some interpersonal
,

. things, giving jaw kids a chance to share something of themselvea and'

to get acquainied We pZayed some initiative gamea, and tried to build
,

some.group coheaion. We worked to air the gripes and build a situation

where people could be open and honest with" each other; where they .ould* :

arid would eqOperate. I think, we've got to that point nOw."

"The group aeems pretty content," the man admitted.
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"And all of this," Liave went on, "is envirèOsental education. I
1 .4,

know you think E ià learmn what comprises this forest community and

coming to appreciate it, and that's part of it: But'it'a also coming

A A ,
to know oneself, and learning thy value of coaperation. 8 ev these

*

kids have trouble gettina aZong in that world out there, from wlich

they now have a six-wee reprieve. -They have get mine and to:3

hell with you' attitude. We think that aWtude, perhaps More than

any other, it responsible for whot we are calling envtronmental problemS,

And we think that if we can help these,kids believe in,themailvea and

in each other, that it will be the beginma:nq of a change in, tlem that
. ,

. ,

will in Ature work to ihe:benefit oi'the environment."
. ,

fir s;till don'uite see it," the park service* man said., "While
,

they're yp here they have a unique chance to learnabout this'place:
,

Don't you think they-should?"

"Of coUrse I do, but ifthey have a positive experience up -herd,.

they'll want to,learn-mighteven:want to'.come.back /aterfor further:

study. Yoi,,4 know, .sir, some of:these kids are told by. parents,-teachersi
5

and others in aixthority, that they aren't worth much. If they think
g.

thaP, th-en they won't be very effective,in putting their knowledge old

appreciation of this environment to use. They won't think that their,

opinions and feelings matter, so won't participate in decision-making.

Maybe they just won't care. Put if they do have a positive self=image,

.they can take knowledge and put it to use.°
,

"1 see yourtpoint,° the parkd Temesentative said: "1 don't know

0
hop that's going to show up or the Environmental Awareness survey that

we- have to give. We've got to,shoy improvemene%in awarenessor we might
*

not be Anded for this program."
T
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"Don t worry, eir, thewcf trill e imprOvement: dust being in. this

place will sem to that."

%it 44444444 4,4.4 ,4

,

4/

At this point:having summarized the macroproblem'and.set educe-
,

tion up as part of the'sOlution to the problem,-the next step is.to

suggest precisely hdw'education can cio this. As the above vignettes

suggest, humanistic education, Oen lntggrated with environmental edu-
.

-

cation,,,is necessary to a.su ssful educatikonal effort. The first

Step., the'n,, is,t6'define humanistic education,
-

_Clute'pffers a co6o1Se definition: "Humanistic Education is a

commitMent.t6 education and practtce in,which all facets of the teaching-

leatning process give major emphasis to the freedom, value, worth,

dignity .and integrity of Persons.(l)." The central element of

humanistic education is its recognition that etch personris unique,

aotonomous, and' endowed wtth An -4clination toward growth. Humanistic

psychologists argue, as is summarized succinctly by Moustakti, that a

tendency toward growth it,innate. "As long.as a person maintains the

integrityand uniqueness of his individual nature, growtivof the self

twhich:begins\at hirth) continues throughout life-.. .The self by

its nature isreinclined io grow.anel moves Uward an evolving identity

and individuality that as an' irrevocablebiological basis (2)."

-Humanistfc education arose in response to the challenge posed by this-
,

view,of human learning. Psychologists and educators sought to explain

.whygman'y geople'did riot grow throughout their livei, and worked ich
r A

develop ,teaching-learning models that would facilitate,a,lifetlwof
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Another contribution'of humanistic-psychology thatinfluenced

education was its recognition of the integrated wholeness of the person.

Common sense,indi,tates tnat mind and body, head and heart areall ! .

conneeted,*that.whenever the mNnd is engaged, so is the body.,"and that

thought carpot be freed from emotion, ,Much educational prattice, how-

ever, proceeded to attend only to the cOgnitive development of-tne

person, and was content ta.ignore the affective qualities'of that

perspn; COmbs, Richards and Richards have'noted:'

-Soe metters have made a diStinctiom-between intellectual'
behavior ancreMotional behavior: . .We cannot separate
-intellectual or cognitive from:emotional or affective .

fpnctions. All our experience and behavior is always a
. fiunction of the total perceptual field at a given moment. ,

Some events seem to us to be more cloiely related to our-.
selves and, may,be accompanied by more or less.tencion. '

(or emotion). In'this sense, some events are more.likely .

XO be matters abOut which we.have definite feelings than:
others, but nb nyman functioning can ever be purely intel-
lequal or emotional (3).

5
EducatorS'who embrace this view of hOmankind work to incorporatejt

into the organization cd learning experiences. They bring together the

- 'affective or emotional' aspeqs of'experience and learning with the

cognitive or intellei.!tual functioning.r Brown has talltd this confluent
,

.

education (4), dnd Clute.-)ias Tecorded'a cohiprehensiqie list'of the goals'

of this approach to educatioeis follows:

, HumanlAtic Education:

I. Accepts the learner's needs and purposes and develops'ex-
periences and programs, around the unique potentials'of the

.

learner.

2. Facilitates v,self-actualilation and strives to develoin
persom a sente of personal adequacy.

I X

3, Foster's acquitiiion of &ask skilTs.necessaryforliving,i
. a 17141M-cultured society, including aaademix, personal',

interkrsonal, communicative and economic proficiency.

t.

I.
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4. Pei-sboalizes educational decisions andspracttces. To this

end,it includes students in the processes of_their own

education via democratic involvement in all level's bf

implementation':
.

5. Re6ognizes the primacy of human feelings and utilizes personal,

'values and perceptions as integral factors in educationa)

- processes.

'6. Develops a learning climateiwhich nurtures growth through

learning environments perceived by all involved aS challeng-,

ing, understanding,,supportive;-exciting, and free from

threat. `

.

.1
, .

7.' Develops in learners genuine concern and seipeci_for the worthr

Of others and skill In conflict resolution (5).
-

Humanistic edtication, then, attempt's to engage the whole, person ef the
.

learner in his Or her learning process. It recorizis the unlqueneis
fc

and value ,of the learner: It.is concerned with *self-concept; for
. .

,

evidence from htitnanistiC psychology indicatei that a person's 4iew° of

self is a determinant of idtelligince, human adjustment, ,anit success

and self-realization in any aspect of life. Most important Of all;

humanist4, c education progeedt from-the basic.principle ofilearning 'most'

. cOncisely .stated by Combs.

Any informatiOn Will affect a Kperson's behavior Only in he

degree to whieh the Tharner 'has- dis*Covered -the personal

meaning of that infor6a.tian for him or her: Effective

learning mutt be' per*allY relevant. ,Affect is onlyln

.
-'.intlication, of the degree to which anx concept, idea, or

" - perception has personal 'relevance. The cleSer the event

.:to'
the' self, the'iivater the degree of emotion-or affect (6),

f .

'Pius the humanistic iducitor strives to relate to thO' perception of

.

the learnpr to consbently check asiumptioni, p maximize his or her

.

understanding, of the 'learner' $ jvint of yiew .to-Tespect it 'in Order ,

. -

that the most effective ,learning' situation 'can be'created (7).

Having'thuily.tiefined human:stic education, the next question
.0-

.

how this apOroach 'toTearping relatet specifical ly to cop.ing with the:

4 .
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world macroproblem. Why should environmental.eduCation look to humanis-

tic education'for assistanCe in its pursuit of its objectives? Bennett

, -

and his associates have noted that envireinmentaY educatiOn iniolves

.

concepts', attitudes,_and skills and teacher roles. Cognitive'knowledge

of facts and concepts is essential in environmental education, but simply

knowing facts and concepts.alone does noi necessarily lead to appre-

ciation and motivation to work for a better environment.. In order for

these essential elements to emerge, feelings such' as a healthy self-

image, a sense of social responsibility, a sensitivity to 'the environ-

(

ment, and ansappreciation of learning mustbe present(8). Coupled .

with facts and concepts, these feelings may lead to effective behavior

and problem-soliing. Teaching and learning models that address the,

goals of humanistic education,can effectively bring about this necessary

,coupling of facts and feelings.

,One ot,Harman's observations relates to tpis point. He perceives

need,for a new concept of education and notes that 'TrOning is es-

pecially needed in makingtihat combination of reality perception and

vallie.juagment which Geoffrey Vickers has termed ap)jreciation awl in

dealing iiith 'complex wholesin viewing self and social situation in
,

their full kological, cultural, and histori'c'il context (9)." Education

musit couple the tognitive ("reality perception") withthe affective
,

("value judgment").and must try to help the learner perceive himseif,or

herself as part of a wholet, The emphasis here is onlhe self, the

"real" self as one experiences it; not an abstraction described from

outside the person. The "appreciation" has,been described by some as

'love." A person,who loves is ,one*Who takes On resp&bility and is

concerned about and cares for the other, Respect for tbe,other and
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deference to its needs characterize a loye relationship. Harman

-call's for an "ecologic ethic", and a'"self-realization ethic" to replace

the "growth and consumption ethic" that directs much'cOntemporary

behavior (10) : An "ecologic ethic" will involve not only knowing the

facts about interdependedce and the natural scheme'of things, but a
,

feejing of responsibility fdr and concern for the Welfare of the natural

world. :ThiS.isIove of.nature.. The "self-realization ethic" will

mandate developmentand growth of the emergent self and the human

species as the prOper end of experience and.suggest that the functien

of sOcial institutions is to create an 'environMent that will foster this

process. Love for fellow humans.will be the essential ingredient of

such an ethic, and were it to emerge it would alleviate many of the
-

difficulties that Schumacher and'Fromm identify as inherent icontem-

porary social syStems. ;The point in short, th0 the teachingr and,.
.41

learning models identified as humanistic seem to4lo1d the greateSt
.

.potential for realization of the learnings that qennett and Harman

.

identify as necessary to-coping with the macroproblem.

It might be well to inject at this point the caveat that no argu- . 0

ment'is made tnat aRly, humanistic education holds the key to effective

qnvironWentpl educa6on. There must be no misundersiandinvon this,

point. Rather, hpmanistic teaching and learning models seem;nec'essary

but are probably not sufficient to accomplish the goal's of environmental

education. Information processing models such4s Inductive thinking,

inoviry training, and cognitive gr9wth contribute to,intOlecttial

fisnctioning, e arifty tobrganize data and employ verbal-and non..

verbal syMbois; among other ththgt. .joyce-identifies four,famtlies of

'models of teaching: social Interaction medels; iriformation-processing
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- models; personal models; and behavior modificition and cybernetic'

models (11). All of these families of models oan Contribute to effec-
,

tive environmental edudation. . But as Joyce points out,"Certaiemodels
4. 0

are more appropriate for- some curriculums than for others. . .(12)."

Social interaction models and persOnal models are appropriate in a

curriculum which aiins to create'the conditions Fromm describes and to

generate "appreciation," and motivation. Coupled with information pro-

cessing model., these models of teaching will allow environmental edu-

cation's goals to be redched.

Returning to the question, ,1441y-humanistiC education?,"a second

answer is that it allows for the self-stddy necessary-to achieve

FrOMm's conditions. As noted earlier, Fromm at!gued that humdh

character can change tf people become aware that they 'are suffering,'

recognize the origins of their ill-being, perceive that they can.im-

prove their condition, .and.learn how to do so. tiumanisiic education

:utilizes processes that can contribute directly to achievement of
A

these conditions. A person may, for instance, be.confused abouthis

or her goals and values. Where*should energies be directed? Why is

activity engaged in hot satiaying? Educators have developed a process

called values clarification, the aim of which is to,illuMlnate.and

clarffy the choicevavailable to a person. Specific'exercises allow

people in groups to explore their' values -aiid those,of others, to com-
. =

pare and contrast their views on difficult issiles.of choice. Values

clarification was originally conceived as an antidote to confusion*

among school children as to what to bel)eve in. , Rahssand his Aso-
,

ciates described the probtem that led them to develop vilues clarifica--

tion as follows .

A
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. Could it be, we wonder, Olat the pace and.complexity of
.,

. - modern life has so exaserbaied.the problem of'deciding
what is.good and what is right and what is worthy and

.1

what is desirable'that large numbers of children are
finding it increasingly bewtldering,. even Overwhelming,
to decide what is worth valuinj, what is worth'one's
time and energy. Life-is certainly, Tess neat-and simple
than it was even ,EC few generations ago. "A perfection-
of means and a conusion of goils"As the way Ejnstefn
'charatterized thiS age (13)._

1i4,
. ,

While values clarification -was'developed initially for children, people
,1..

of all ages have found it,useful. -It is one technique useful in

combiting what.Morgenson calls "existential neurosis," a.condition

. comprised of meaninglessness, an inability to pelieve in the value of.

'activity one is engaged in, of emotional blandness and boredom,.and of

low activity'and apathy (14).. People lose their self-respect through,

their inability.to confront their problems and loss bf faith in their

ability to directrtheir futUre. Thus they suffer ill-being, in Fromm's

terms.' ValueS.clarification is one way of facing up to the choices,

liirnin-g what :they are, andiassessing what one knows and how one feels

.about these choices. Itthen.ancourages choosing dnd acting upon the.,

choice§. All of this is a process of self-examination helpful in

achieving Fron'sn's condit:ons.

Another way in,which humanistic education encourages learning about

the'self, partkularly for p'eople in.formal school situations, is through

* its reCognition*of the freedom and integTy of persons as 1-earners.

*Students are encouragddio identify personal goals, and-curniculum Is

developed to fit their goals and learning style.s. This very oroces%
J

.

of working on one's purposes Is invaluable, for it requires that a

person ask deep personal questtbai. *When curriculum is specified ind

students simply do what they are told, they do not have-tq ask the
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hard questions about what it is important to know and why. When given

freedom and responsibility for their learning, they learn to make

decisions and live with the consequences. They learn that they have

responsibility for their own lives, that they are active agents in

their world, and this has many consequences for motivation. They stOdy

the external-world and their internal world 'simultaneously. External
.

phenomena are examined'in relation to internal realities. -.There is a

constant feeding back between the "I" and "Thou." Borton has described

this proceSs and Allen has diagrammed it in Figure III. In such a pro-

cess people study facts and concepts and analyze them in terms of.their

Personal -frames of reference. The stimulus may come from a teacher, or

the student may encounter it on his own, but in humanistic educational

process.the student is encOurage4 to "make meaning" based on1his or her

personal pereeption, not on the basis of some externally-imposed

standards4br vklues such as those of the teacher. Buf, some might

respond, is this not pure subjettiyity,and therefore inadequate? Per-

haps the teacher's greater knowledge allows more complete perception

of the stimalus. Undoubtedly it does in many instances, but as Combs

has'pointed out, it is,the learner*S-growing'knOwledge that is the issue

here. Fromm has noted the* importance of the subjective in objectivity,

'the reality that the subject,and object are not poleS.

Objectivity requires not only seeing the objeci as it is
but also seeing oneself as one is, i.e., being aware of the
particular constellation in which one finds oneself as an
observer related to the object of observation. Productiie
thjnking, then, is determi,ned by the nature of the object
and the nature of the subject who relates himself to his
object in the 'process of thinking (15).

All of this simply means that the learner has the opportunity, indeed is

eyen forced in humanisiic educational processes, to integrate fact and
.
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FIGURE III

MORAL REASONING: EMFATHETIC MODE (16)

,

_ .

WHAT? 4S0 WHAT?

.

>NOW WHAT?P.
,

.

Awareness,
qnsing--

Making meaning and
-evaluating what

Shaping a
response to the

Perception. ., et one sees. stimulus given
.-.. N.. the meaning one

- - has made of it.

-- How 0 I see'
this "object?'"

Hold do I. see

what is going
on in this.

situation?

. 4 .

-

a

4%

How AO I make sense
of and evaluate
what I see?

--my needs-and
,motives? -

---my past experiences?
3--my cultbre, parents,

peers, etc.?
--my knowledge bf self
and others_in such
situations?

--my past pleasures
and pains, my life
goals and hopea for
the future?

4\

What do I want
to -happen here?
How do I want to
present *self
to the world?' .

And-to m self?

Is my intended
response fair,
reasonable? Is

it appropriate
to the sitotion?

Response

Actual
Effect

Intended
Effect

O.K. Now that I've;-

acted, what really
happened? Was it what,.

I wanfe0 How could/
should I change my
values, attitudes, or
feelings?

4

'
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conCept into ,the spectiqn, of iifihat he or she ows 'Thi s in turn forces

questtons_ "What- do 1 known'and-
,

"What should know-."" These are

:parts of the question "Who tm 1?-," Ad continual pursuit of the.ansvier

to that question can;lead to 'awareness of self necessary to Fronsitis
., .. . ,t

cionditions for change. Aiig&s, ha-,observed that "Signiffcant learning
- - . -

takes place when the, subjest matter is perceived by the seudetit as. .
,

having relevance for his $witpurposes (17)." , To sum up the point here,

hqmanistic educational proil4ssei,allow the freedom and provide toe

Rportunity to assess those ,purposes' and reCognilde)hem and ttius allows

for significant learning to occur.
4 .11 1

A third reason to bring humanistic education together with en-

earning
'V*

environment necessary fcp- asking the hard questions,that'environmeatar
A

prOblems 'involve .. ha min, has pointetftoward the proper diietction *ere.

Educational environments for facilitating_re-eminatton-,
of basic premises, values, attirUdes, cind perceptims
tend to be tharacterized by' a non-evaluatiye, low-
threat; open, permissive atmosphere, wherein individual'
perceptions and feelings assume at Jeast -as much ,impvic.
tance-as knowledge about values and -btqiefs, and Wherein
the individual feels tafe-'in considering the possibility
of change (18).

:

-The goa ;S. . of human i s ti c -edttdditi an destri bed earl i er by .C1 ote ipl i i
.: , , ,

include creation of a free andluppor4v.e learning ..-Nivi.ronp 'i..- -Thus
; . .,. .

e

*when in tht course of-enVironmental education s\tudents are ut i t
. .

position of--evaluating a ptiblic practice or poliny..,'''of:qpes.tioninvo ,, -.

, , ...

. ,, -
7 , r ',.Z

II i

* commonly accepted premiie such as "bigger'Is beeter't )r. "tOchnnlogwill
- -,.;. save us," they will., be able td 'do .s*et wtthOut feel' nvitiat they must

,
come to a specific Conclusion in order to:achieve i desired grade and

.... +r,
I'

gain the_apprdval of the teather and cfle group.
,w
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Rogers describes several. hypotheses About learning -that relate to

the point here. One is that humans-have .g natural potential for learn-
!

ing, and anoth.er is thAt\learning occurs %hen the subject being studied

relates to the interest of the stpdent% ,Both points have been made

already in this study. , He 'then descrlibes three'pringiples that relate

Adirectly to the curcent argument for -relatinq humani tic and environ-

mental educe ti on. .

, .

Learning which in4o]ves ce thange in401 f-organization--in the
perception of evesel f--il threatehing and tends to be

-r,*resisted. lu
;

1.

Those learnings,lwhich are. threatening to the self dre more easily
perceqed and assimilatedn external threats are at a
minimulii.

When threat'to tht self low, experience can be perceived in
differentiated fashtion and learn,ing-can proceed (19).

'to

The relevance of these principles to th'e Point.4ef-e is clarified by an

TE

example. kstudent grows up believing that the primarg 'measure of value

is money. Thus he. sets "his sights apt A .Tife.tiime dedicated to acquisi-
.

N.1
.v

tion pf money ari'd 'all of the good things can'buy. , Then he or she

/
'encounters, either in perlon .or through workso someone who elo:

quently argues for pther sources of value, someone who even rejects

money as a verY important determinant of worth. Frugality, simpli64ty,
' .

and love for nature, and_ other 'pesple might' be.,ceiltral to 'this al terna-
.

,

tive' value system, and money or the pursuit thereof may'often deny

.

these values,. Furthermo70 the latte'r.set of Va1ues S'eems to the student .

more isonable in terms of the environmental covistraints he or she has

learKed about than that 1)Ased on moitetary ..values. If' people bought and

consumed less, the available resoomices would go further. This whole

encounter raisei cAtradictions within the stugent and-necessitates a
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reappraisal of values. Two responses are possible. The first is that

the alternative values are rejected in order to avoid Jt.enecessity of

reappraisal. The status quo is defended. In the secondcase, the

contradictions are confronted and the-student seeks ways to remove the

dissonance that has been created. Alternatiitd. re evaluated and-S new

pOsition taken. Learning occurs oh this sectlildre4th,4,krt a change in

self-organization is required and, accorditg to Rogers, teachers who

want such learning 6 occur mist create the,conditions in which it is

most likely to occur: The creation Of these conditions is perhaps the_

A. major raison d'etre of humanistic education.

Such conditions are not created merely by applica set'of

A u-A

techniques but involve the whole relationshipbetween-tea and, *.

student. Processes such as values clarification or a values inquity are

nOeksary, in an instance like that just described, but will work only

if ttie teacher facilitates them-with a spirit of openness, respect, and

A

care. The temptaMon may be great fdr an environmental educater to
_

subtly or eJeri-Inertly pressure thp'tnquiry toward a certain outcome,

but if this occtirs the spirit of freedom that is the essence of the

.humanistic approach is absent. The teacher should,be honest about wh'at

he or she thinks, but probably should state -a position only if asked,

and then only by coupling the position statement with a cleacAhdica-

tion that "This is my position, and it is personal.. Whatever you -

,

decide js just as legitimate."
,

Esential also is communication to the student that.the teacher

genuinely cares about him.or her. Caring involves knowing the person,

respecting him or her as a unique being. The importance of this cannot

be urderstated. It is certainly not possible to deceive the student
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into thinking he dr she has the freedom and support to take risks and

enter ontosthreatening ground 'when in facf he or she does not. Sampies

and his colleagues have made this point well.

If people 4re hwiest, love themselves, and. thiir motiva-
tion,is directly linked to-their behavior. . .they teach

far more of worth than those things identified simply as
the "curriculum." Tlhey teach themselves ag an image of
humanness that their students can touch and find real.

When such a teacher comes to a student and says,
"That's really good!," the student knoft,that the.teac er
actually-thinks it is good. But because the student,i
likely to,have experienced many adults who have lied
the name of Such educational strategies as positive

. reinforcement; the student will know the,difference (20).

The goof' teachers are those who love their work, and a part of that myst

be A love forIhe student, a genuine desire to knot4 thestudent and

assist in that person's growth. Rogers Calls this capacity empathic

understaneng," the abil-ity to.understand the student's*perspective, an

appreciation for the learners perception of his or her reality- (21).

_Combs agrees with this and goes further to point out that acceptance

'of the person's feelings, atytudes, beliefs and ynderstandings is a

part of caring (22). If the teacher, enters.into a genuinely human

relationship with the iearnei-, the poteniial for thekind,of learning,

that is esiential fdr effective environmental education is greatly

enhanced.

These arguments have been made largely in reference to teachers:
. ,

. st. .
and children: While they are of direct significance for schools and

school people, they holdho less for adult educational settingi, both

formal and nonformal. People of all ages have the same needs (or

acceptance and,support, Perhaps the need:* a supportive learning

envtronmInf is even greater for adu1t, fdr their belief, and value

systems are more fully developed and have much more invested in them

919'
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than those of young people. They have orgarlized their lives'around
. ,.

their choices, and when they, confront thepossibility that they should. .

,
,

adapt and change they can become vee ry ypset; even, 4isoriented. They
.

can also, obviously, be very resistant to changrand can.work them-
.

selves into states of anxiety ,w6en they knbw that the situation calls'
,

for personal .change and reorganization yet cannot bring themselves to

make adj us tments. At times, l ke thi s gehuine 9re mut% stIpporCarg,

.essential to grOWth. 4
. A necessary Oality of environmentaleducation is holism, and"'

huManistjc eBucation can-make a contribution to tte'attainmenL ,This

Its a fourth reason for the humanizaiion of enivironinental education.

SeieraI people have argiied.that one reason for die existence of the
de

matroproblem .14 the prevalence of fragmented and reductionistic-thinking
, %7

in the,wop:ld today. Knowledge has been organized into dtsciplines, and .

L
;

people have become increasingly spetialized in their knowledge. _This

hAs all been to good purpose, for.much understandin'g of the nature of

thin§s has resulted. It has become clear in the past ceristury, however,

that knowledge ohly of the partsois not suificient to a complete under-'

standing of nature (23). In addition, linear thought which involves the

. setting of goals and the pursuit thereof regardless of secondary or;

tertiary effects has been indicated as partially responsible fOr many

environmental problems. It seems that it is necessary to consider

whole systems, to.recognize the reciproial and interdependent character

of these systems (24). The behavior of wholes,has been found to be
/

greater than merely their summed parts. If a person wants to understand

and predict the.behavior of the whole, whether it be a biological or
1

social system, then study n4jst be focused on that entity.

I

:r, r

Alb
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All of this is significant for educatiOn because it suggests that

learning about the.environment must bd holistic. Harman argues that

people must learn to deal with comptex wholes, to priceive ", . 4elf

and social situ#tion,in their full ecological, cultural, and historical

context W5)." .MtInnis has stated this point,as follows:

The planWS, numerous environments are dist5nct from ong
enotherf but they do not function in separqe detachment
from one another. The-separate detachment which charad-
terizes the'functioning of ,our disciplines of knowledge;
and the'separate detachment enforced upon those who are
learning, have increayingly limited survival value-for
the human species (26)$

He argues for an,echication elat.:;thinks tire world together" rather than

apart, as heshelieves traditional disciplinary education has done.

If we are.to.think tre worldAogethef, to comprdhend
(tom = together; prehend . take) it as.a single fabric4
we must,develop a-new,education'al strategy to.complement
the existing ones. We,must develop a strategy for'
teaching/learning the earth whole (27).

The.attainment of such education will iniolve many'elements such'

as particular learning environments,'teaching styles, Subject matter,

and learning resources. McInnis thinks that an essential ingredient

of environmental education, which he defines as "a way of teaching and

'learning," is a learning environment in which students experience

eir possibilities or "learn to become'possible." Theyilearn this by
4

encountering each other, the teacher, and the diverse environment that

surrounds them.' They learn that.they themselvei are an environment

All that the boundaries,separating them from other'environments are not

as clear.and solid as outward appearances would indicate. They learn

further that no environmental fictors, including themselves, are

separate from any'others.

To correspond with
the environment is

Thelen makes a point relevant here.

the view of the wholeness of the(child,
to be conceived in itsviholeness as a

1 0
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micro,,society, complete with such cdnsiderations as
materials, loves, social relations, formal and informal
structure, long- and short-range goals, and'values and
aversions. All aspects of life should be available for
examination, and the aspects most salient at
-particular time should 6e faced (28).

The learning environment, as Thelen indicates, is replete with oppor-

tunities to study one's place', to examine ttie self and social' sttUation

in context, as Harman requests.- Humanistic teaching 'and learning model.s

seem to provide the greatest likelihood that this type of learning,

, will occur,Cfar they do not structure and dictate what is to be learned

as much as*other approaches do. Further, they allow for engagement'of
9 4.

the whole person in-the learningenterprise, as was noted earlier, and

that seems esSential to the holistic education envisioned here.

Another argument for huntristic environmental education is that

humanistic educatibh is effective,education. There have been many

Arguments between people who content that the primary aim of education

should be to teach student4ow to be better,peodle=-the humanistic

aim--and those who argile that the #im Must be to teach students the

basic technical skills they need,to get along in society. These

arguments have often been made in either/or terms, but the truth seems

to be that both types of educatibn are necessary. In fact', evidence

is mounting that acquisition of technica'1, skills--the "3 R's, for

.- instoce--proceedt'more effectively in learning environments of the

- humanistic tYWe described here.

6.

. . .

A major stUdy wat recently'undertaken by theational Cohsortium
.

ll.

. .

.

0

for Humanizing Education to test the hypothqpis that "th'e higher the
4

levels of understanding,genuineness and respect a teacher gives to

students, the more the students will learn." The relationship between

-102
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teachers' levels of interPersonal functioning and student levelsidf ,

perfoeMance werestudied usingi Flanders Interaction Analysis, which

'categorized classroom interactions between teachers and studenis; the
om

Metfissel:Michael and Kirsner Instrumentation offOloom's*Taxonomy toi*
. 1

Educatfonal Objectives which classified cognitive content; and Carkhuff's
. .

Interpersonal Process Scales for e valuating indiv idual levels of teacher

Interpersonal functioding in relation to_students (29). An exptrimehtal

;

design involving training of teachers in interpersonal skills and

ide

measuring student learning outcomes of s,uch teachetvas compared to,

controls was used. The result was a statistically signiftcant valida-

tion of the bypdthisis. Relevint findings are stimmarized as follows:

C.

'Finding 2: There is a poitiVe'and significtnt relatjonthip
between teachers' levels of interpersoKal function-

.
ing and studeRts' gains on achievement test scores.

IPs.

Finding 3: There is a positive and significant relationship

between teachers' levels of-inteepersonal function-

ind.and student attendance.

Finding 4: There iCa.positive and significant relationship

betweWtAAchers level of,ilite4ersonal function-

ing and ehanced student' self-concept (30). .

These findiNgs indicate that humanistic:education is effective-.

education, that the Ijims of educatilp for human grroth4ond for techiilal.
1$4,

skills are interdependent, and that teicherp 'must posOss interperspnaPI

skills as well as skills and kffowledge in thee spec,aIty, their sub-
,.

.
ject or discipline if they are not to retard rather th'an facilitate

student growth (31),

Obviously environmental education should employ the most effective

teaching-learning models available. Aspy and 'RbebucIt's studies suggest

that humanistic models should be adopted. They stiinnarize the teachipg-

learning model derived from their studies as follpws:

1 03
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'FIGURE IV

: .

THE PHASES OF TEACHING AND HELPING AS RELATED
.T0* THE .1:VASES OF J.EARNING (32)

.Teacher Attending Responding

Helping

. Teacher content . Diagnosis- Goal Settin

Teaching Development

Student EXplot:at on Understanding

Learning

Personalizing Int tiatIng

Teaching
Delivery

Action

Here the teather is aware of the studen fraMe of reference and eommuni-

cates this to the student. The techer is acceptant and responsive and

promotes the student's expldration. This ce result in a S'iliraling

learning process in which 'each-action carried out or goal Ichieved pro-

vides neW.experienet which provides opportunity for a 4w round of

exploration, understanding and action. This approiclecan lead io edu-
, .

y,
.

cation of.'*citizens of.the environMent who are caring because they(are
, .

.

. -

cared for, and whd understand the facts..of the enViObmectal macroproblem

- beCause they have learned the value of explorati040.understanding and

`have learned how to learn. 4

The final argument for hum *-stic educatiob in environmehtal edti-
z

cation, aa\perhaps, the most bas c one, is that it addresses the need
-,

.
, - ., ,

for caring, empathfc, ind humane peopfe that emerges from the envirom-
1.,.. .k. ..'-'

mental macroprobletu. Indies great city of Calciata provides a powerful

symbol of this need, flOr affluence there coexists with the most abject,
. . 4... .

. , . .

,.

i 4 . e

poverty. Poor people live in hovels if they have any shelter at all, ,
v

suffer from acute malnutrition, and drtnk fetid Viater, while well-to-do

people,nearby live in expensive homes and pour better quality water onto

1 .1
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their lawns thin their podr nei9hbors can get to drink. jf there is any

hope of redressing such inequity it must tie in peokle who "love their .

.neighborsand act on their behalf.- This is a large order, and human

historylestifies*to the difficulty of its attainment; but the effort
t

.

; must be made,

Humanistic education values individUal integrity.and uri queness

, and thereby sets up the conditións in wkich a person can come to know

and accept himself or herself. One values oneself,sexperiences self-'

love, Such love, argue pOlosophers and psychologists, is necessary

for love of others. Fromm explains it as follows:

The idea,expressed in the Biblical "[Ave thy neighbor as
thyself!" implies that respect for one's own integrity
and uniquenes'S, love for and understanding of one's own
self, cannot be separated from respect and love and under-

*standing for another individual. The love for my own self
is inseparably connected with the love,forany other being (30).

Thus it would seem tha if.a goal of,education i to redress inequity

as.that descrbId. in the "have/have-not gap," then learning
,

to'

love o'neself in the sense described by Fromm is-essential. And if an

-

approach to education incorporates development'of such,self-Tove_as a

central objective, then that approach is necessary to achievement of

the goal of equity. Such, then, is the argume for humanistic edu-
,

.cation as a necetsarY-ingredieni of education s response to*the micr6-

problem.

In summary, then, the followinj arguments for a humanistic.

approach to environmehtal education ha'vi been offered.

--It allows engagement of the whole person in the, learning process,

and feelings necessary to, effective environmental decision-
,

making.can emerge.

103
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--It facilitates student examination Of cqmplex wholes, which is

essential to understanding of en.vironffiental problems and their

solution.

,

--It creates learning environment in which the Televance of

facts to the self cpn be appreciated- Thus a'student learns

that the subject matter stulfled is nqt just abstraction but_

relates directly ,to his or her personal existence. "We have

met the enemy, and he is us," as the cartoin. character Pogo
, 3

(xpressed this realization.

--It creates a supportive learning environmentwhere sometimes
I

paidful aid unsettling explordtion can occa-.

--Fromm'i Chnditions for change require a significant degree of

self-perception, and humanistic' educational processes provide

opportunities for selfrstudy.

--Envi.rOnmental education should utilize the most effective

teaching-learning models available, and evidence it mounting

that humanistic modilt are among.the most effective.

--Education for caring, sharing,.and helping is necessary to

go,

address.the macroproblem and humanistic education, Wit! its

emphasis on development-of healthy self-love, can help io .

nurture these essential qualities of the human spirit;

All that.has been done here is to provide a definition and rationale
1-

for inclusion of humanistic education in the arsenal of environmental

education resources. The "how"- of the matter remains to be treated

ahd will'be reviewed in a later chapter. The'partialar vision of the

- world macroproblem and possible solutions thereto which was described

earlier seems to require an.educational response of the sort possible

4166.
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through humanistic processes. The sensitive teacher-educator Elizabeth

Drews has described studeAts who might be the product of the type of

education envisioned here, and she describes the goad of-such education.

.
Although their elders may not like the deftnitions, and
although they are often unsure what are the best values or
directions to choose; they want.life, above all, to be
worthliving:. Some are beginning to understand that lff.
must have meaning at its center, that each individual Tust
consciously search for this.in his or her own distinctive
way--the theme of Herman Hesse's Siddartha. The most
mature have come to recognize a personal responsibiljty
both for their own lives and for those of othersf and the
wisest know that their ideas of a future and of an.emerg-
ing world will give this self and world their form. They

realize, moreover, that such images can be fashioned-only
Gut 'of self-awareness and knowledge about human potentiali-
tidst.. Thus all Creative Intellectuals, from the young,student
Ao the greatest.of the philosophers, tiave chosen as the ideal
direction of growth that route which enables them to dis-
cover who and what they are, to grasp more completely the
meaning of others, and to sense more crrly the hature and
purpose of life itself (34).

11,

.4
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CHAPTER Vi
A

EXMIENTIAL LEARNING-IN ENVIRONMENTALEDUCATION

Mark geranceu nervously down the steep slope below him. He was

thankfUl for the ropr tied to- his waist. While his footinG wAs solid

he was afraid the ledge he had cut Out of the gravel.bank might break

out and douln he would go.

The looseness and steepnest of the gravel was what had brought

him up here in the first place. His YCC or7ew had the job 'of terraoing
,

fhe,steep gravel banks below logging roads in the Olympic NationaZ

Forest. They were tO dig out fiat tedges twelOe to eighteen inches

wide, and to then plant groundcover on the ledges. If these seeds

,Rerminated, by next summer'a net of roots would bc'holding%the soil

tog thcr,. stabilising the hillside.

,

As'4,1-4 drove up to the work site, Barb had stop ed the van and

, Pointed tward the nexi switchback on the road.
.0

"See that? Rainwater has cut gullies down that grweZ bank, and

every good soaking will enlarge these gullies. And they get good

soakings with ove; two hundred inches of .1:main failing_inheze_each yezr.

Eventually this road will be undercut and may slLde down The hill.

Thiat's a good illustration of erosion."

"How can they atop it?" asked Terry.

'Val, they'll have to fill the gunies with loge and iocks and

tt'S
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ehe rat in more gravel."'
P' _

-"AplOc-theT shaUldpkt i we did on our irail bY

the lake..."-

.

"TheycOuld do that, but there...may not be enougkrunofrhere to

MCP Beefdrs, they'd.have tO Ag mit the whole road to do that

and that would be expensive."'

Mark hacked away at the slope zo-lth his pulaski. The slope was

steeper yetitere, and he Wondered, in view of what he'd seen earZier,

why:the Forec-t Sei4vice'had allowed a road to,be Di/at across such a
7

steep hil.lside. The gravel bank stretched a long way down the hillr

side'below the,road, ,tacking up a lot of land.

"Take a break for a minute& Barb shouted down to them.

,

"clan you see across the valley there where last year's crews did

what you're doing nozo? pze seeds thky.ptant'ed over theft took root.\

:real: well, and that!.sta pretty stable Slopenbw. It hasn't eroded et

bit since they cut thOse terraces."

The crew stood and.gazed across the valley, g_lad for a rest.

Down the valley Mark could see Wynooche Lake. _Swimming wow sure going

to feel good tonight: .

A*444,4 AA 44;44.44444A
.

Bob had come to feel az though these bald eagles were his own.

Every year:in. carry spring the par had returned to their huge nest

high up in the ancie'nt cedar out past the- end of LincolnLane. Re

could almost predict when they would avrive, and he'd spend\hours every

week during the spring wctching the activity around the nest.

A lot ofother people seemed interested in the birds during the
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a couple of years. He'd noticed planes flying by rather closely,

as if to lbok into the nest. And a lot gf people were walking out to

take a leek. He thought it fine that others wanted te watch thi giwat

birds, just as he did, but he didn't like the planes. Every time they

made a pass the great birds would fly up, iind he thought theif nesting

was being seriously disturbed.

Bob decided to fiend out what he cotAld dp, abput the planes. He ,

asked,his folks, but- they weren't very hapful. ,They didn't- think there
,

Z448 'MA he could do, and ou ioned the/mportance of havtng the

eagles around anyway.

Slightly discouraged Inft &tit determined, -Bob approached his
, 0

biology teacher about his 'problem. Mr. Pletcher qu&vtioned him on i.

and asked if Bob woul be wieling to take the glasi to see the nest.

Perhaps other members of the class would be inteiested in Ebb's problem.

So, on the following Monday, ,twenty-two high school freshmen made

a fietdtrip in a light*May Y;ain. Bob toolt his binoculars and spotting

scope. No planet flew by while they were.there, bUt he explained the

problem to his classmates. Several were interested and sat down with

Bob and Mr.- Flether upon return to school.

. "Maybe the first thirg to de is find out who owns the Lar$,P

suggested Leslie.

. "W. Graves owns it," said Bob. "He's got seventy-five acres

out there."

"'Have you talked about it with him?"
.

"Yeah, but he says he hasn't got any control of the air over his

place."

"I wonder if that's true. Let's find out what we can about air-

113
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space. talk ,ta nny dad about -i -he !s a lowycr--and mcybe the .FAA L

people at the airport could help."

"Hey, I've gotan.idea," blurted Jill, almost falling out of her

'chair with excitement. 'Let's spot the planes and write down thar

-numbere, Then maybe we can track thlm down and go talk with the..owners.

if they know they're.disturbing the birds and mlght drive them away,

maybe they'd'atop flying by."

"Good idea!" was Bob'a response, "but we aren!t sure whatthe

effectS.are.. v. guess anotherWob'Witl be to find out as mUck as we can

-
.about eagles. I've read quite a bit abOut them. Can you help me on

Mr.'netcher?"

sure can, Bob.. We can find out what sclence khowi about eagle

tolerance to disruption,iihile nesting. YOu'll have Vide some library
-

work, andI'll help steer you alomg.".
;

eThrnica.

-Leslie had anothel4 idea. "Maybe when we get the information we

can 'to educatelfeople around kerp about eagles so they won't die-
,-

..,turb them. I donrt know quite how-we'll do it, but it's something to

think aboUt.:"

"It sure is," Npb agreed, speaking4ar the group who nodded and

gruntedtheir assent.

Talk went onfor some tiMe: Tasks were assigned to 1;arious members

of the group, and they brokeUp resolved to meet again the nextMonday

to share what they had discovered,. They were on their way toward .

attempting a solution, to the problem,

A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A 4.444
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.,These.two situations bre examples of experiential learning that

contributes to the environmental education of the.people involved. In

A

the first instance, young people are learning.firsthand about erosion

and erosion control. They are discovering effects of logging operations
1

..they may not have considered before. They are learning something about

good And bad roadbuilding practices -and measures that can be taken to,
. .

.at least partially rectify past mistakes. And they are learning'that

they can personally participate in improving their environment.'-They

could-study erosion as an abstraction in a textbook in a classroom,,but

they woutd\ot know, the reality of it as they do in this situation..

Learning through direct contact with a phenomenon provides a much more

.powerful and lasting educational experience than its less experiential

alternatives.

In the second instance, the young people are learning many'things

but foremost among them are problem-solving pills.. They are trying to

, define a problem and work within,thely co nity-to'solve the problem:

They will have to apply academic research skills to gather the informa-
.

tion hecessary to adequately define the problem. Cemmunication skills

will be stretched in their attempts to explain to the offehJing pilots

ahd the public at large why the eagles shoultoot be disturbed. On-
,

doubtedly they will have to argue with some as to the value of.eagles.

Out of this may come conclusions'about the value of nature for other

thah utilitarfai9iiiWOrds::The experience will raise many questions.ana
, ,

engage'the full capa'cities of the people involved. There will undoubt-

edly be transference of learning from this situatton to oihers.

'Experiential learning is much simpler to define than was humanis-

tic education in,the previous chapter. It is, simply enough learnlng

113 a
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bv doing. It i common khowledge that "experience fs the best teacher,"

so the ar§ument here that experience should be a central component of

environmental educatigh is not especially original. The:same reasons 4

that recommend experience as part of medical education, training for

a trade, or fn learning to teach apply here.. The argument is made for

. .

experiential environmental education-because,spite the logic of the
.

.

idea and the proven effectiveness'of experiential approaches to learn-

ing, the."inefficiency" of the approach heads to inaeguate utilization

of it.
.

,

- wille humanistic education may be seen as a philosophical stance

f'l

.

!

. as w lias a methodology of teaching and learning, experiential educa-
i .

tion is primarily a methodology. The path toward humanistic education
_

requires that'the traveler ask many questions about human nature and

the;very basic purposes of education. Educators subscribing to various

philosophies may embrace experiential approaches 6 learning, though

it seems-Ahat hemanism in..,education as earlier described, and learning

by experience, are allies. Experiential education often removes the

learner from the controllable environment of classrooms, textbooks;

and teacher-directed learning and thus reqUires a relatively non

directive and trusting teacher. The teacher helps and teaches but

serves especially to encournle and facilitate exploration and action-

learning. It would ieem therefore that the best experiential educators .

woul0 also be,humanistic in.their orientation: -

It is necessary to further describe and define "experiential"

learning. Coleman has written with insight on the subject (1). He

distinguishes'between information'assimilation and experiential learn-

ing and thereby defines the lattei..aild its velue. Information assimila-
1
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tion occurs largqly tn claSsrooms and inArolves the paSsing on of

information oi knowledge frail an 1n5tructor to a lemer. This trans-

mission involves a symbolic medium. The-teacher lectures on a'general
r

.

principle, for eiample, which the student Commits to.memory. The .

learner seeks to understand the principle, to learn its meaning, and to

do so assimilates it tnto his
_
or her existing body of knowledge. Once,

\

this is accomplished, the learner seeks to apply this knowledge. HoW

does. tiiiSgeneral-pftciple relate to the particular situation wtcere

it might be applied? Once the inference ofdp.particular apOication

from a general princ!ple has beeh made, it can be .applied. Learning

has occurred'which iesultt in action. .

The eXperiential learnirig.process, on the other han0,,moves in

reverse sequence, according to Coleman. The learrier begin,s rather
1 0

than ends vith an' action. She or he acts and then observes the etfect

of that action. The observation isfor the purppse of understanding'
-L

the effects of the action in the particular instance. If sUch under-

standing is achieved, then the learner 'should be able to anticipate

what would follow a similar action in a similar circumstance. The

third ste0 in the exiperiential process involves understanding the
; -

general principle under which the particular circumstance fallf. What

might be the connection between the action and its effects over a range

of circumstanceS? The enswer to this question will suggest the general

principle.

When the general principle is understood, the.last step
is its application through action in a new circumstance
within lte,ralge of general1zat1or0, *re the distinction
frowthe action of4he tirst step is that_the circum-
stance in which theaction takes place ts different, and
that the attor anticipaies the effect of the action. 01
this point, the person carfbe said to have completed the

1 1 7
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A

.vplearnirlg so that the excierience he has'undergone is useful
to him in future actSons.(2).

Having thus distinguished between experiential learnind and infiormation,

asiimilation, Coleman goes on to tompare the pro4ties of; the two--,.)

approaches. He notes that inforMation assimilation is the mare

efficient. It uses a-symbolic medium,to communicate the %rystalliza-
- .

e-

tion ofinferences from a bl,Oadirange of experienee (f).;" Th)s Allows
- 4

the experience/of generationS to be passed along, whiai would'not be

possible if all learning were experiential. %Thus* it obyfously ft an

essential process in education. A prObleM with/this process )s that

-fit depends on a symbolic medium, and if the learner's skills With the

medium such as language are-poor; then_it.will be-difficult Me that

person to learn through thd information asSimilation process. AlSo,,

eVen'when a learner has,the skills necessary to work well within the,

medium7 a weak link,in thlyrocess seems,to o ur in the particulariz-
-

ing and acting steps. Students can Understa general Firinciples;and

do well on t,ests but have trouble'applyihg what they have learnede _The

'major hurdle seeiiis to be .the translation from a symbOlic 'framework,

of understanOing-and Chinking to ,41 framework involving-toncrete se-.

qu'ences of action (4):"

Another quality of information-assimilatiOn noted by Coleman is its

,dependence on artificial or

...tween the information being-

related is nOt clear uqtil

higher educational levels,

extrinsic Motivation; The.2ponnection be-
,

disseminated and the actiois to which it,is ,

late in the,process. Students,-dspecially at

are often hedrd to tomplainvabopt theiirre-,

levance 06shAt th,ey, are studying. They do not perceive a relAtonship
.

between the information they are trying to-learn and their currents
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actions. Often they have no opportunitY to make a connectionbetWeen
.. . ,

'know.ledge.and action within the context of the.fnstrUct4onal program'

in whiJPch they are involved. Consequently external motivation must be
a

provided through such devics as grades.
A

Experiential- learning,'on the other hand, has other strengths and .

weaknesses. It does not involve symbolvas a iundamental Ingredient
,

ef the process... Thus itdoes not have.the capacity to transmit the

accumulated knowledge of generations as efficiently as the-information

assimilation process: Its reliance onaction and.observation makes it

a relatively slow and inefficient process. ,It is very time consuming.,

MotivationAowever, is intrinsic in experiential learning and the

Since action occurs t the beginning of the sequence
rather, than at the end, the subjective need for learning

, exists from the outset. If learners are to gain their
ends throuih the action,'they must learn whatever is
necessary to guide action (5).

_importance of this is great.

As noted'in an earl4er chapter-, Combs has argued that the learner's
.

7

perception of the personal meaning of-information is essential tdithe

learnigg of that information. Thus, if Combs is correct, the intrinsic

nature of motivation in experiential learning is a powerful force.

Coleman observes also that what' is learned through experiential

1earnirig appears.to be less easily forgotten than in the other process,

The reason for this,'he hypothesizes, may be that assocfations with

actions to which affect was,attached_result in more firm and lasting

memorization than when purely abstract symbols are involved. It is

More difficult for Oeople to.behme emotionally involved with general

piinciples than with concrete actions. Again, Combs has argued that

°Affect is only an indication of the degree to which any concept, idea,



.,pr perception has pirsonal.rilevance. The closer the event to the

self, the greater the degree of emotion dr affect (6)." All of this

indicates that when experiential learning is possible, it h'as great

: Coleman's insights can be clarified.by referring'back for a moment

to the vignettes that began this chapter., The young people working op
a

erosion control cap undodbtedly learn.the concept "erosion" through the

information'assimilation process utilizing a textbook, slil:s, or

other visual Media. But if they live in urban Seattle where erosion

fs'noi visible: the concept wIll take lts40ace along with many others

that have no obvious direct-significance in their lives. That is no

problem, vie might argue, because the problem has been solved where

they live. This is not entirelyno, for prices of commodittals such as

fobd Ind lumber upon which such city dwellers depend are affected by

erosion. And the quality of the water they-drink, which comes from the

Cedar River watershed, depends also on effective control'of erosion.

So when they are asked t6 vote on an issue of public policy, such as

forest 6r water management that involves erosion, if they cannot apply

what they have"Tarned about erosion to.the probl m at issue, then

their edgcation has-been inadequate.

Ob4fously experience is nd guarantee of 1 er application
: 6-1

learning, but in the situation described; thtxpling people ask what they

are doing and why they are doing it. They are Curious as to why,they

should spend their PlVtly on this partiCular work, and the answer can

be clearly'and even dramatically given. They associate "erosion" with

a particular environment and group of people. They know that.slope is

a factor because they have climbed the slopes. TileY know the extent of
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its damage and its economiC cost because they can see it. And they

know how the problem can be-solved because they have helped in solution

of it in this particular instance Further, through a combination of

information assimilation andexperience they can /learn how the problem

might be oided a1foether. They learn that if certain knowledge is

applie ore action iOtaken, expensive remedial werk such as they

are engabed in can be avoided.

ment

AW

Clearly the two typesof leArning described by Colemtn re comple-
.

. Each has its,limitations. _Once a person has grasped the

ning of erosion through;experience, he or she might.he iriterested

nin learning about soil loss as a worldwide problem of great importance.

Knowing that erosion is avoidable and correctable, the student ma/ ask

why this problem has grown to such proportions, and one question wdll

lead to another A process of They has begun, initiated through
I.

experiential learning, but carried to fruition through study of the

historical record and contemporary situation as described in the sym-

bolic media of language and statistics. The' teacher who mixes firsthand

experience and classroom learning in this manner will be better able to

reduce the need for extrinsic rewards such as grade's and to increase

the likelihood of understanding and ritentiop than if one approach is

used to the exclusion of the ot6ir.

One of the objectives of environmental education is action. The

Belgrade Conference stated that one of the objectives is:

'Participation: td help individuals develop a sense of
responsibility and urgency regarding environmental problems
to ensure,appropriate action to-solve those problems (7).

It is of no use td have an awareness of problems and a knowledge of

concepts unlass they affect behavior. Thus it is essential that know-
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ledge bitranslated,from the "symbolic fraMework of%understanding and
,11

thinking," at-to:lemon described a key phase of the infonmation assimila-
,

4
tion process, to a framework that invo.lves action (8). Learning in

environmental education is_3imply nOt learning"hr learning's sake,
-

but ii purposeful. It aim.t: at reform in that it:seeks to change

behavidr qf individuals and groups that.has resufted.in outcomes_

currently identified as pr lematical. Thus any educational methodology

that increases--the c4ce that learniafl will resultin action'thould
,

J %

be Aitopted by environmental educators. Experiential methods seeM to

have much poteniial fn thivegard.

If a person is to aci,lie-or1 he must know how to act and what to

do. Thus environmental education mr..mte,aFtsi skills necessary for

action, such as organization,and problem-solving. A good way to leArrr
e,

such skills is to practice them. The situation described earlier with
r

Bob and his eagl4s provides An example. Bob asked what he should do,

, .
and had his question been answered directly, hii opportunities to learn

would have been significantly less tfian'they were wh'en the question was

turned back ón him. Forced to think through the,possible avenues aVail-
N./

able, and then to try them out, Bob can learn much About organizing

himself and his group to confront a complex ilsue, and much aboutways

to do the work necessary, to solve the problem at hand. The specific

facts and 4oncepts-that he lerns from the experience ,are less signifi-

cant than the process that he learns anfT the..confidence that he can

gain in tarrying dut this process. .40

Specific skills that must be learned in environmental education

are described by Bennett as follows:

I 2
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iscoverVInquiry related skills

a. .*Findig out what-to investigate.
GatherinThformation,onCommunity enyironmental *

C. and,reportiratollected,information:

Ev'aluation/Problem Identifkation related skills

a. FormulAting evaluative tqff.stlor_is to use in' judging,the-

environment.

'4' fiwtirts answers to evaluative questions and ,coiriparing
- existing conditions to standards of quality. -

Problem-Solving related skills

. a., Selecting a problem to resolve.-
b. Inquiring to become Wormed about the problem:
c. . Determining alternative solUtions to the problem.

.d. Makirp a- decision (choosing) on the best solution after
cons diFing the ,consequkces of each alternative.
pemelp2119 a plan of action to help resolve the problem

f. Implementing the pIan of action.
g. Ivitlati.__Ju the process and result (9).

In ormation about haw to gather data
.

can be given out by the instructor.

But only the actual gathering of data, the processing,of it through the
411,

mind of the learner, will lead to the praciical and applicable knowledge

necessary for aption. This is perhaps obvious, yet many educators rely

on the Aidictic mode of teaching to the.virtual exclusion ofother

approaches, and when one of the purposes Of the curriculum is action to

solve probleths, more: than a purely intellectual understanding of process

is essential. Thus the idea of.decision-making or of developing a plan

of action, even an outline of the steps necessarS, for'such actions, are

only half of the story. The connection between the idea and the reality

must be clear. Chickering notes this:

One of the principal ways learning improves is by
strenghtening the links between ideas, and the realities
therrefer to. Learning depends on two things: the
ability to symbbltze abstractly'the events and objects
.of ope's experience, and firsthand encounters with events
,and objects,that give meaning to the inexact and abstract
symbolic representations. When ideas are .translated into
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specific actsi when theoriis concerning practice are rea-
lized throu0 concrete behaviors, when abstract relation-
ships areturned into tangible: visible products, then a
strong and integrated system.results.that can be carried
forward through time (10):

The skills that Bennett describes can be such a "strong and integrated,

system," if they' are experienced.

Chickering makei another.point of importance here when he notes

thii . .active engagement with social issues and human problems

provided,by many experiential learning opportunities also encouragist

- what Robert W. Whitexalls 'the developMent of humanitarian concern' and

what Alfred Adler earlier called 'the development of social interest' -(11)."

1" As noted in the 'previous chapter, such concern is an essential quality

of the persOn educated to em;ironmental awareness. If the g'reat.problems

câmprising the, macroproblem are to be addressed, peOple must be able to.

reach -out to their.fellows, to love in the sense Fromm describes and to .

thereby confrontthe dilemmo posed by a world condition of poverty and

excess. Chitkering writes of ". . .the capacity to invest oneself in

concerns beyond one's immediate self-interest and personal gain, the

capacity to identify oneself with the welfare of other4 (12). And

Fromm notes.that his "New Man" will have "Making the full growth of one-

self and of one's fellOw beings the supreme goal o'f living" as a central

purpose (13). All of this is to reiterate the point.of the centrality
wp

of "humanitarian concern" as a goal of environmental education.' Chickeeing

argues that expeeience encourages this concern.

No "hard" data is offered by Chickering in support of this conten-

tion, but Intuition and personal exlierience, ironitilly enough, support'

his point. The experience of another person alwayS more powerfully

affects someone present than when transmitted through,a medium like the
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written or spoken word. There are exceptions to this general rule, as

in the case of the powerful poem or'novel, but it is usually true., If

Joe'is suffering freat pain as a Consequence of injUry4and Mary sees

him and holds his hand, Mary's emotions are much more powerfOly engaged

than if Peter tells Mary later about Joe's trial. Thi,s is perhaps

obvious. In the saMe way, John w411 understand Carlos' frustration, :

pain, and purposeless much better by directly experiencing the poverty

of Carlos' environment than by reading aboUt the "culture of poverty."

This latter is a generalization, a4bstraction, and there ts no life in

it. Conscience and concern stir as the statistics of poverty are pro-
,

cessed through the mind,_ but when Carlos is encountered in person, his

stomaft distended, his eyes dull, his demeanor dejected, one's whole

, person is.gripped by emotion, the heart is engaged as well as the mind,

and there itAreater chance of empathy than in the more abstract en-
.

counter.,Jhere is no asiurance that the experience will lead to action,

but thelficelihood seems greater in such a powerful and. emational

encouliW than.in'the other context. This being sol, the environmental-

educator must move beyond books, films, and lectures and facilitatN\

lixece"7e)ieerience 'of the prAfems bein'g studied.

Writtrs on environmental education agree also that it should address

real probt;e0s, that it should be problem-Oriented and involve study of

local, regionp, national, and global/problems. A local problem is

esOecially useful becaUse It allows "hands-on" study. Once studeAts

learn tliVIlow" of problem analysis on the local scale, they can then

transftheir insight to larier and more remote problems which lie

beyond the possibility of direct experience. Thus can experiential

learning 6410/2Wnecessary information assimilation. Also, problem-

4
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loriented stbdy is a means to achieve the interdisciplinary quality that

is necessary for effective environmental education'. Environmental

Problems cannot be understood froin a single disciplinary perspective;

they'are too complex and invOlve the whole fabric of thebiosphere and

society. If, then, experiential learning improves and facilitates

problem-oriented study, which in turn assists in attainment of a nects:

sary interdisciplinary mode of inquiry, then its value to environmenta4

` education,is significant,

A related argument for experiential learning in environmental

education is that it facilitates Hh'olislcft encounter ahd learning.

Environmental educators have been arguing for years thata goal of theirs

is "perception of wholes" and that their educational process is "holis-

tic." Noel McInnis haviummarized these arguthents as well as anyone.

In relation-to the goal, he writes:

A

Our present educational methods, to repeat, foster the
skill of thinking the planet's life process to pieces.
Our studies of the planetare almost always partial and
fragmented ones. We learn about the geographical part,,
or the biological part, or the social part, etc., but

never are we enabled to develop a sense of the planet

as a whole. Never are we presented with a perception
of the planet as thelotal system that it is, so that
we can perceive its parts in context. While the human

- mind may be unable to concentrate on the entire set of
planetary systems at once; it can certainly develop a
planetary perspective and world-view which enables it
to concentrate on particular sub-systems in contemplation
of the whole (14).

Thus identifying the goal in terms of ,thought, McInnis-goes on to

comment on the process 153, which such perspective can be achieved.

If humankind,is going to succeed at perceiving the whole-

ness of its global habitat and in developing collective
andindividual behaviors which:are compatible with the
preservation of that wholeness--if we are ultimately
going to think the world together rather than think it
to pieces--then we must develop a-fundamentally different

12
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strategy of environment education. . We need to en-
vironmentalize education, to make education environmental
in essence, rather than merely in content. Silice environ-
ment is iriclusive'of all existing subject matters'and
disciplines, we need to apply all existing Subject matters
and dtsciplinds to environmental functions and concerns.
And sihce environ4nts are inclusive of all their members,
We need to pursue our*studies in interaction with our
environments rather than in detachment from them (15).

Clearly this may be taken as-an argument for experiential learning.

McInnis summarizes his argument.with the contention that "Education will
-"

never be truly environmental as long as.we continue to preOare young

people for participation injhe planet's life processes by withdrawing

them from those processes- for the better part of each day (16)."

An examplemightbest substantiate this point. A problem ta be

examined is development of the Skagit River in the State of Washington.

Various interests'are fighting'over this resource. Some Ant to develop

it to produce electrical energy. Others want to control it for agri-

cultdral purpo'ses. Still others want to develop it by building

recreation homes onit, and andther group wants it protected relatively
411

unchanged strAhat runs.of salmon and steelhead will continue undimintshed.

Yet another group wants the river system protected as a scenic resource.

All of timee,groups are.in,conflict. The teacher hopes that students'

will be to define' 'and understand the'problem a's a whole and study

elements of'it with their context clear)y in mind. If such can be a-

chieved, students will learn much about this resource management problem

in patticular, and similar resource management problems in general.

Indeed, the student will learn a valuable leison about'problem-saving

in general.

Using a combination of information assimilation and experiential

'learning the students are enouraged to encounter the whdle problem.

arerbors°".
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Armed with knowledge from background reading, they go into the field

to examine the site of the conflict. Thii can appreciate all o)he'
,

values.that are conflicting. They, obserVe the power of"the tiiater,:its
.

sUitability for power generation. They listen to the aiguments.about ,

the need for power and the "clean" quality of electricity in,hydro-

electric systems.

k' perhaps raft down

. preservationists.

THey Observe the heauty of the free-flowing river,

it, and thus coMe to understand the arguments of

A hatchery provides a chance to observe.salmon aid
,

steelhead, and they learn about ecological interdependencies_involving

salmon and bald eagles. They.watch eagles feed on dead salmon. 'The

Skagit Indians are dependent. on-salmon, and their wiy of life is

threatened by destruction 0 the salMon runs. _The students tslk to them

and come tO understand their arguients. In short, they experience the -

values that are in conflict and relate these experiences'to the argu-

ments which they hear 'and read.' Further, they experiece the inter-_

dependencies. They come to.understand that you.do nothave eagles if

you da.not have salmon'. Salmon dePend on spawning*bedt.of Certain

quality and if these'beds are'destroyed by too many dams or other

developments, then you have no salmon. The students,-having expertenced--

o

the various values, come tosappreciate them and are enabled.to come to

their own conclusions about what the river should be used for. Moreover,

they certainly will not all agree. This in turn provides opportunity,

for argumentation and exposition., And Teter% when they Study American

history and learn about the interdependencies of Indians and bison on

the Great Plains,in the 19th century, and learn the course of events

there*, the experience of the Skagit River study might be transferred to

this new context and thereby generate questions about events, contexts,

12-
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and Nalues which the textbolik authors do not-ireat adequately .

All of this is, of coursei "lholittic"` learning. The process

involves the whole lgornero As' StOdents view the beauty o the river;

the'fith, or thefeagl , they are emotionally involved," while their midds
'71

weigtr the conflicting values. As they talk to-the Skagit Indians and

hear of their*vulherabiliiy and theirjears for their culture, their

hearts go out to them, even as theylthink'about the ,need for electricity

for a growing Seattle. "Thesi can try to be detached and objective, and

aware of bias, can control its influence on their thinking; but when real

people and real beauty are encountered, engageMent of the senses, the

mind, heart And 6ody itessential to.anderstanding, and they'are engaged.

When trying to sort all of these Stimuli and the information garnered,
e

the student works on the whole. He or she is faced with a taik analogous-

to building a jigsaw puzzle. How do all the parts fit? What is Missing

and Where Might it be? hid once the puzzle is together, a new.icene

emerges, a new understanding that was not possible when all of the parts

being separafii; examined.'
a

Thus*does the use of experiential learning contribute to achieve-
.

meA of holistic environmental educiiian. Comb.ined with effective models

of information assimilation,,it involves the learner in the subject,

.,immerses him or hersto the degree that it is hard to avoid learning. ..

This is so.because new infotmation and perceptions ire virtually forced

.onto the learners by the situation they find themselves in. The process

of adjustment to this new material/is learning, and each,Ome

justment is made the person c anges and has added an :increment to his or

her knowledge. Being present in the situation where.the problem exists

makes it difficult to avoid the new material and the adjustment. Such

123
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ayoidance is not impossible but seems less likely than'in the more

abstract academic situatiOn 'of pure books and classrooms.

fhi int raises another argument for experiential environ-
,-,

-f.. . .

..menta1 education. Erich Fromm, as noted earlier, argues that people ,

---1
filust learn to live,in the "being" mode rather than the "having:. mode.

The-former, he argues,' will be more.adaptive to the modern environmental.
.

situation'and reduce the problems thai arise from highly consumptive

and mat rialistic lifestyles.. Perhaps, experiential learning can help

'people to understand the nature of the "being mode" that Fro

It.is a complicated idea that Fromm presents, but the relatio

experiential education to "beine mai be described in relation

single quality of the charaCter structure of the "being'mode.7*

describes.

hip of

to a
4

1,
One

tluality of such a. person'is that one is "fully present where on is (17)."

One is tempted to 'ask whether this is not always true regardless,of
.%

mode, and Fromm would argue that it is not. people °hen live in anti-
4

cipation of the future,.or iv) the past, ,and miss, the reality. of the .

present., The possibilities have been well describqd by Berne in the

familiar American situation of driving to work in the morning.

The decisive question is: 4Wheee is the mind when the
body.is here?" and there are three common capes.

1. 'The man whose chief preoccupation'is being on
time is the one who 'is furthest wt. Withohis body
at the wheel of his car, his mind is at the'door of his

office, and he is oblivious to his immediate surround-
ings except'insofar as they are obstacles to the moment
when hts somamill catch up with his psyche. . . .While

he is driving, he ts,almost completely lacking in auto-
nomy. .-..

2. The Sulk, on the other) hand, is not so-much con-
cerned with arriving on time as in collecting excuses
for being late. . ...He, too, is oblivious to his sur-
roundings except as they subscribe tq his game, so_that
he is only half alive. Ills body is in his car, but his
mind*is out searching for blemishes and injustices.

I.
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3. Less common is, the "natural drive,," the 'fan to .

whomL driving a,car is a congenial science andjirt. . .

He, too, is oblivious of his surroundings excet as they
offer scope for the craftsmanship which fs its own re-
ward-, but he is very much aware of himself-and the machine

.

which he controls so'well, and to that extent'he is a-
live. . . .

4. The fourth case is the person who is aware, and
who will not hurry because he is living in the present
moment.with the environment, which is here: the'sky and
the trees as well as the feeling of mOtion. To hurry is

_to neglect that environment and to be conscious only of
something ihat is still oft of Sight down the rdad, or
of meri obstacles, or solely of.oneself. . . .

The aware person is alivebecause he knows'how he feels,
where he is and when ii is. He knows that After he dies
the trees will still be there,dbut he will not be there to
look at them again, So he wants to see them now with as
much poignancy as possible (18).

. ,,

Berne cle rl describes,a condition familiar, to many people. It is d4condition being Osent from the present and therefore unaware of the
t

reality of the situation one is experiencing. UndoUbtedly in some .

cases it constitutes an escape from an unpleasant situation, an '" IC

avoidance. Fromm argues that people Must learn to,be where they are for

two reasons: they must become aware of the conditions they are in, as

discussed earlier; they will live more fuily if their awareness and

spontaneity and intimacy are greater.

How can experiential learning cOntributrAchievement of t

"being mode?" It can give practice in awareness and observation, and
-

by'enriching a perpon's experience it can open.hip olowter up to the
r.

.

possibilities of the present. Joe Hold; a former president of Outward

Bound Incorporated, an educational programcwhich uses outdoor-experien-
.

tial.learning as a primary tool, raiied a clarifying question in a

recent speech. .He asked why it was that'students who fail at the simplest

tasks in school,can get-into a raft and pilot it down the'Colorado River,

successfdlly carrYing.outithe complex calculations necessary to safely
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navigate the river. There are several explanations, but one of them

ts that the tasks at hahd haVe the students undivided attention.

Motivation to.carry out'the tasks is intrinsic, for not to do so would

imean a.dunking in the river and poisibly more serious consequences.

So the student is fully present in the raft, aware of the demands of
s.

the situation and fully responsive to them. 'In the same way, a student

engaged in interviewing a SkagitIndian pr a power company'spOkesman

can be motivated by the situatibn-to a high.level of awareness asio-
, $.

ciated with "being." In eich case the student learns the demands and

;-

rewards of being. Success in running a difficult river, climbing
s

a steep rock wall, or conducting a successful interview reinforces the

-
behavior assOciated with the success, in this rase concentration 'and,

awareness, of the demands of the moment, and a step is Aaken'toward

"being." This subject demands much more'attention than can be given it

here, but clearly experiential learning, by its very nature, can con-
,

tribute tefesarning about being, to achievement of the'cOnditions of

awareness FromM argues are necessary for change to an, adaptive character .

structure, and also to understanding of that character structure itself.

The final argument for experiential learning in environmental

educatiom is one that holds equally for all education. ,Ah.eiperiential

learning situation presents a challenge.' The nature of such learning .

involves action and learning motivation is intrinsic, as noted earlier.

, .

The purpose of learning.a skill or achieving an Understanding is clearer
,

here than in the information assimilation situation. So the student

seems more 'likely to actpt the challenge, study the consequences of the

action,.and learn successfully. In shorX,'experiential learning, when -

properly manabed, can lead to success, which enhances confidencrthd



improves self-concept, which in turn enables and encourages the learner

to accept more challenges, and a spiral of growth is begun. Outward

pound programs are organized on this principle. People are challenged

to confron't phySital anii emotional demands and they are taught skills

and givensupport,needed-to successfully meet them. In some cases they

achieve'difficult feats they did not think themselves capable of before

their Outward Bound experience. They leave the experience with new and

mostly positive information about.themselves that will be helpful in

'meetfng future chairenges:

The motivation factors used by Outward Bound are present in all

experientfal learning,:and thus.students engaged-in environmental

education'benefit in the same way when they pursue experiential learning

They discover that-thercan successfully gather information

and inalyze and synthesize it. They Tose a self-consciousness about

learning which blocks it in more traditional processes. They may find,

after a day in the field, that tney have learned despite their previous
1

record of failure in academic pursuits'and their feelings of inadeituacy.
*

Increased confidence.can be the result.

One might respond that this last argument claims too much for

experiential learning. Where is the data to substantiate such claims?
4(

There is not suc4-data. The claimsare theoretical. Efforts 6 assess

experiential learning are in errly stages. Still, the testimony.of

people who have engaged:in experiential learning and who use ii to

...complement-other earning strategies indicates the power of the.process
N, .o

and its contrib ticinin to self-confidence."

At this point, then, a summary of the arguments presented for

adopting exPerientialilearning processes in environmental education is
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in order.

,-
.-It complementslearning that occurs through the information

assimilation process by helping the learner to understand the-LI__

relationship of particulari knowledge to the self and-to

personal experience.

--It addresses the central environmental education goal of

participation,by teaching skills through practice of them.

People learn what to do, how to do it, and that they can do it.

--It encourages humanitarian cOrIcern.

--It facilitates problem-oriented study, which in turn assists

in attainment of the interdisciplinary mode of inquiry necessary

to understand environmental problems and their possible solution.

--It assists in achieving holistic learning by involving the whole

person in the learning situation.' Also, learners encounter

the fa4 of interdependence and the necessity to think-of wholes,

of systems, despite the difficultles of doing so.

--The concept "being" necessary to achieviment of the conditions

t- described by Fromm, and involving awareness which is almajor

goal of environmental EducatIon generally, can be addressed

through experiential learning.

--4ftolc properly managed, it can lead to success that improves

self-confidence and may lead to more effective learning in
. . .

other contexts.

There is certainly nothing revolutionary about suggesting the

"experience is the best teacher" in environmental ducation. This

110

- /

cliche is also common sense. Yet there is resi

1

to using experience
,..

. as a teacher in public education. It is "ineffio nt4 and presents
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management problems. Still, for the particular set of goals.that

environmental education seeks to attain, experiential learning seems

necessary.

13.*)
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CHAP1ER VI I

THE EHEE CONNECTION

Previous cha'pters have presented a rationale for humanizing

environmen,Ay education and for using experiential approaches to it.

The nexiiiteli,is to bring thee elements t9gether in what might be
,

caild'Experie4ial Humanistic Environmental EduCation (EHEE), and

to illusteate how-this partidulaeaPproach can assist educators in

achieving enviionMe-ptal eduction goals. Clearly this EHEE approach

is not the final ansWer to the prayers of.those who hope to improve

environmental quality tiitough educaqmibut it gan address certain

specific gOaIs of environM6ptal education directly, andcan assist

in.the achievelent of others:\Ifis also important to_constantly

remember that education is'a syiirl and the separation of one' approach

or methodology from the continuum oexperience.that is.4earning is

artificial and arbitrary though useful t6'-asnalysis. There Is a broad

speetrum of teaching-learning models, each wrtkits Olace in the
.

curriculum. The learning situation calls upon the i4etovses most

appropriate to-achievement of that situation's particular goals. The

previous chapters have been an attempt to explain why humanistic and

experiential teaching-learning models are especially useful for envicon-
.

mental education. What follows is a continua.tion of tht effort and

a more specjfic descrikien of the possible form of Experiential

131
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Humanistic Environmental.Education.

The "EHEE Connection"*can be best 1,1lustrated by describing the

.goils of envii.onmental education and illustrating where possible how

expitience

summary of

definition

sand humanistic education help achieve those goals.. A

the goals; dtawn from the
),

of the wdramacroproblem

literature and from the particular

described earlier, is as follows:

11. Conceptual understanftg'pf the natural environment, of the

principles that govern behavior'or organisms in their

environments. The,goal is Cognitive knowledge and under-

, standing ef facts and concepts organized around such areas

as organization, interaction, and limitation.

. Conceptual understanding of.the human-made environment, of

howit is organized and why, what its ptoblems are, and how

it is governed by natural constraints. This,,too, is a

cognitive goal,

#3. Understanding of the concept of asteM,.and ability to think
*2

in terms of coinplex wholes.

#4.. Recognition of person as nature, that the."nature of Man,:

is that of member of an ecological community, and that

particular responsibilities derive from membership in,:this

community. lliese responsi6ilities and associated constraints

on behavior.const4tute an ecologic ethic.

# 5. Perceptual awareness, en openness to the sensory qualities of

environments as they are'experienced. Such awareness is a

necessary complement to knowlige of principles, for throudh

observation apd participation comes understanding.

#6. Values clarification and change. This involves recognition

130
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that human action reflects the values of individuals and

groulK, that to understand action one must understand the

values underlying them, and that when action leads to

problems, the underlying yalues must be examined and perhaps

changed.

#7.' Humanism. The central concern of humans is humanity, and

valuing the dignity and integrity of.humankind should be the

result of studying values, attitudes and behavior in the past

and present. The importance of the dignity and integrity

of the individual should be recognized and incorporated-into

an ethic. Caring for humans is, of course cat:ing for an

,

important part of the iiivironment.

_

Fostering creative problem-solving abilities and attitudes.

People must respoOd to environmental issues and probldms as

iniiividuals who are free to choose, open-minded, and creative
,

in their thought. They-must be able to think for themselves,

rather than succumb to the power anel persuasion of others.

#9. Develop information-gathering, Organizational and decision-

making skills and know-ledge. -People must have the ability

to ottanize themselves in order to investigate a partcof the

natural or man-made environment,,or an environmental issue or

problem. Once they have gathered information they must

develop alternative solutions-to the Oroblems, weigh the conr

sequences of each, choose a course of action and implement

it (1).

,

These goals are not mutually exclUsive but grade into one anott*Ier.

They are the beacons which guide envtronmental education policy, planning

133
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and implementation, and are stated, rather generally in order that they

may encompass a broad range of more specific objectiveS. The next

step in this study- is to eXamine each goal for how'humanistic education

and experiential learning mightZontrPoute to achievement of it.-

1 and ?. Coneeptual Understanding_of the Naturgl and Human-made'_
Environments

As hasbeen-stated several times earlier, the hu,'.nistic view

of learning is that it iS a personal matter and involves. personal

discovery of meaning. Such discovery is necessary for information to-

affect behavior. Conppts are ideas or cognitive abstractions which

categorize and cla isparate facts. They are an organization of

particular instances iro a summary generalization. As such they are

difficult to experienc serendipitously.- Thus, if the concept "Living

things are interdependent ith one another and their environment" is to

be leacned, a means-of facilitating discovery of personal meaning':of-

the concept must be found.

In th . instance, humanistic-education points toward the'importance

of experience as a part of cognitive.learning. When a person begins to

eat lunch the question arises, "What are yoti eating?" The t'esponse that

the youngster is eating a sandwich leads to an inquiry about what is in

the sandwich, to where it ce from, and so forth until it dawns on the

person that the simple act of eating a sandwichor anything.elsg is :

testimony to the reality of the concept "interdependence." Or, in,a

more advanced' example, study of American history is focused on west-

ward expansion and attention falls on the Plains Indian episode.. the

dependence of this human community on available resources is discusSede

and analogies to the preient are explored. The bison was the foundation.
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of the Plains Indian economy, and softwood timber is central to the

economy of the siall lorthwest'commpnity in which the discussion is
. -

occurring. "But wi don't eat the trees and-make_Flothes out of them

like the Sioux did the buffalo!" "No," replies the teacher, "but we do

that with what me exchange for the trees or rather forthe time spent

working on the trees " So goes the discussion. A lesson about avail-
;

able resources in tht past and present, and their effect on human

commynities, has.been learned. If real examples and analogies are noi

readily avatlable,- simulations can be used.- Occasionally the classroom

and group itself provides the experiential context so helpful to

understanding. Herbert Thelen describes a perception of the learning -.

envirenment that is helpful in perceiving these possibilities, as

noted in the discussion of holism in chapter five. The classroom is'
.

a-"micro-society " complete with many of the dynamics of the society at4

large (2). -An.enterprising teacher' can take advantage of the oppor-

tunity to place conceptuatmaterial into the,social context ofcongoing
,

classroom life, and thereby give.it- ritaning. The point is simply that

the reagnition of the importance of personal relevance to learning

requires that the-perceptions of the learner be studied and respected,

and the learning process, be structured so that Personal understanding of

the concept'can be achieved. This.point seeMs obvious, yet educational

lilerature clearly indicates that all too often the concept is intro-

duced through a process of tnformation assimilation and does not continue

'beyond that siep.

#3. Holistic Thinking

. The conventional approach to education in the modern environment
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.s to break the world up into graspable pieces. There are "subjects"

and "disciplines" of knowledge. Students'progress along Cpath toward

ever greater complexity and abWaction while at the same time becoming

more and more specialized in their studies. Some people, who have

inquired as to why there are environmental problemS have'found a

partialanswer'in this approach to learning about the environment.

People make their decisions be they relatively small and personal,:or

large and, of national *Significance, on consideration of only part of

the infokation which they could and simuld,consider. This insight has

led to articulation of the goal of holism for environmental education.

Robert Theobald has referred to the desired style of thinking as

systemic; "a person thinks sytemically when he perceives connections,"

tnterdependencies, and reciprocal relationships in the real world in

which he lives (3):" Such thinking will enable avbidance of some,'for

example, though of course not all, of the side effects of the application

of modern technologies. A dam might be built at opper.Creek oil the/

'

SkagitRiver because the city_of Seattle needs more electricity for.

periods of peak load. The systemid think& inquires as to'what other

effects the dam might have on,the'riverenvironment. How will it effect

the salmon and steelhead runS? HOw will it effect the nearby North' .

Cascades National Park? many people be diiplated? Are there other

ways of acquiring the peeded electricity? Is it truly needed? Why6is

it needed?Are there alternatives to generating more electricity? What,,

. are they? Are they feasible? What would be the effects of such measures

as glonservation? The questions go on and on, and the prodess'of Asking

them and considering the knowledge that answering them brings, increases

the likelihood that a good decision, measured in terms of long-range as',

Yr' 142
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well.as immediate benefits and ecological as well as economic costs

and benefits; will be iede.

How then can this type of thinking be learned? Defjnitive arfswers

to this question are still to be'found, but Some thas are available.

First; Vie fundamental concept of interdependence must be incorporated ..

into the curriculum, as hat been noted. There are many contexts where

this cin be done. The obvious on4 is in the-life sciencet'where the

concept is the foundation of ecology. 'But it can also emerge from

studies of social sciences where the connection between individuals and

. groups, between institutions iand environmental factors is always

*tent. Literature, art and music all provide opportunities to

accress the concept. If it emerges constantly as a factor in all facets

of life, people begin to perceive,its importancel It will, as perceptual

psychologists would argue, emerge from the ground and become 'a figure.

As awareness and perggption of the presence of the phenomenon of

interdependence increites, effort must be dfrected at encouraging

discovery of its personal meaning for the learner. It must begin on

small and personal scale. The approach will, of course, vary with the

age and capability of the learner. Young children can learn that when

they are unruly eveivone in the group is affected, as they, are affected

'when someone else causes the trouble. They have a tendency,'when veil;

excited about a topic.of discussion:to all talk at once. They can be

told simply to quiet down, but if a reason why they should do so is g ven,

one that elates to their personal need to be heard and to learn, then

it is likely that an orderly process can /eturn. If they speak separatel

-and think about what the others are saying, the collective thought on

the matter under discussion will be greater. 'They may not grasp the

1 4
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point on this occasion, and some may never do so but if they are

remindedecontinually of their personal interrelatedness with others in
, 2

the group, the idea slowly acquires meaning. r

One teacher conceived a clever approach to build on this founda-
..

tion. Actually hey/as working on the concept that some resou/ rces upon
.

which humankind depends are limited, .He gathered a normal week's supply

of working materials (paper, pencils, paint etc.) into his classroom

and toid the class.that this was all the mate ial that they would have

for the next five days. Further, all waste ma ertal would stay in the,

room,..and nd janitor would come in each night t clean up after them;

They could decide how a nd at what rate they would use the materials.

He allocated a part of the supply to each student. (How interesting it

might have been had he left the initial allocation tik the students.), They

went to work, and by mid-Week part of the group had rtin through its

supply. How could it get more? Others conserved theirzupplies_better,

so an interesting interpersonal gituation emerged between those who con-

served'and those who did not. At the same'time, the debris'and clutter.

of twenty-five youngsters accumulated'in the classroom.. Who would clean

it up? Aside from the learnings achieved about #esources, important

insights about interdependence emerged, andin the.necessary personal

and experiential way. Students examined many Concepts by means of,this

teacher's simple but ingenious learning strategy.

Another way to approach the learning of systemic thinking is by

. L

means of problem-oriented study. The_pr obleMs.can be real and local,

or' they can be simulated. Perhaps a new'road is to be built to bypass

the city of Burlington. Developments up the road have led to greatly
4

increased traffic and there.are bottlenecks in.the city, so the decision

A
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is made'to bypass the comMunity in order to speed up traffic flow.

.
,

The question is raisedin a secondary social science (or science)
-

,

.
, .

class-about_the effects that this will have on'the various human and
.

.
i

biological'communities involved. How can,these effects be'studied?

The teacher and the class distuss the met* of study to be used,

there* learni organizational skills and addressin g another'environ-
.

mental educa ion objective. They then organize for:the study and iet

but to' doit. One group talks,to people who live on the cUrrent highway

route and along the proposed one to detecipine their views. Another

consults local businessmen to ascertain potential economic impacts.

Yet anot)er visits the 'site with resource people in agriculture,

biology and geology to learn what they cah abdut the potential impacts

on natural systems. Various teams a.ddress parts of the problem, but

then they come back together and combine their data and once again

ask the 4uestions with which they began All steps of this problem- -

oriented learning process have involved systemic thinking: the design

and organization of the studyi that is, the formulation of questions to

pursue in the field, the analysis and synthesis of the data at,the com-
.

pletion of fieldwork, ahd the consideration Of iTternatives and the

description of impacts.

The point here is that the learning process.immersed the students'

in systemic thought. It may not have beedidentffied as such,.but it'

forced the students to think in a systemic fashion about a decisioh that

directly affects their community. They may haVe heard their parents,'

talking about the situation, or read about it in the newspaper and formed

in opinion, but they did noi understand the situation in the way they

can for having participated directly in experiential study-of it.

14,,
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t for experiential learning uses the illustration

of the dissection of a frog in a high"school biology laboratory. One

can read in the-textbook about the physiologY of the frog, but it is

a desirabli step toWard effective experiential learning to give the

.studentS a scalpel and,alloWthem to examine the phyiiology directly;

Combining teXtbook end laborafory, the students knoW moTe about the

frog than they would only one type,of inquiry. But do they know

what a frog is framilaving e mined a dead specimen? They do not in

any holistic sense. They make an ad itional step toward understanding

-when'they encounter a live frog,*the wing and breathing. animal.

,But they still have not learned about the frog in the holist-ic serve

being argued forhere until they have studied it in its natural habitat. .

°Then the frog,is in context, behaving as only frogs do, interacting

with (After organisms and occupying their place in the natural order of

E -k

things.. The stmple point is that holistic learnipg requires a continuum

e

of experience. The students who study frogs in ill of the ways men-'

. tioned can acquire the most complete understanding of this organism

and its place in nature.

Obviously there are limits to this, for students living-in the
. .

a

state of Washirigton cannot study amphibians, people, or societies

which live in South Africa. But habits of thought can be taught in

Washingtoh so that the student recognizes the limits of what- he or

1,

she knows, and understands the importance of both holistic and reduc-

4
tionislic inquiry, of both'synthesis and analysis. EHEE encourages

appreciation of the range of inquiry nece4ary to truly achieve under-

dstanding.

Another element of holism that deserves mention here is a personal
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one. Each person is the center of the, universe as he or she ex'periences.

'it. Thus each person struggles for congruence between experience of

'the outside World and miming in the inner self. E. F. Scpmacher

has clearly stated the importance of this reality.
t,

Mal subjects* no matter how specialized, are connected
with a centre; they are like rays emanating frbm a sun.
The centre is,constituted by our most basic conyictions,
by those ideas which teally have the power to move us.
In other words, the centre consists of metaphysics,and
ethics, of ideas that--whether we like it or not-
trantcend the world of facts. Because they transcend
the world of.facts, they cannot beoproved or disproved ,
by ordinary scientific method. But that aoes not mean
that they are purely "subjective" or "relative" or mere
arbitrary conventions. They must be true to reality,
although they transcend the world offacts-zan apparent
paradox to our positivistic thinkers. If they are not -

true to reality, the adherence to such a set ofidels
must inevitably lead to 'disaster.-

Education can help us only if it produces "whole
men." The.truly edocated'man is not &man who knows a
bit of everything, not even the man who knows all the
details of all subjects (if such 0 thing Were pbssible):,
the "whole man," in fact, may have little detaileeknoWl-
edge and theories. .but he will be truly in touch with
the centre.. He will not be in doubt about his basic
convictions, about bis.view on the meaning and purpose'

of his.life. He may 'not be able to explain these matters
in words, leiut the conduct of his life will show a certain
awareneis of touch which stems from his inner clarity (4). ,

The "whole man" Schumacher writes of here is an-ideal seldom if ever

achieved, but he clearly describes the interplay between the center

and the external reality. There .is constant feedback in the growinr.

person between the "centre" and the outside, with the center influencing

perception, and perception in turn modifying the "centre." This insight

is important to envitonmental education because the educators cannot
4

--

know precisely their goal in each individual case. They cannot define

the Nhole man" they stilve to create, but must be content to help them

become their possible selves. Achievement of "wholeass" in the sense
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that Schumacher describes it-is.a process of self.-creation, and all

any educator can do is encourage and facilitate that creation.

The goal of holism, then, is addressed by EHEE in two ways. A

particular method of thought is cultivated in which a person learns to

complement linear with systemic thought and to be a1ways-alert to
A .

interdependency and relationship. The person seeks to know and to

understand something in its context. Secondly,it.recognizes that

growth is a process of self-creation and that the "whole man" is* more,
44,

than his behavior but is also his center. It values this wholeness
!c

ancrseeks to.nurture ft,' allowing Wto emerge in the hope and faith

that in this way lies progress toward creative-solution of environmental

problems. It is the way, as McInnis has put -it, toward "making people'.

possiOe (5)."

4

#4: Person 0 Nature and the Ecologic Ethic

The history'Of western civilization is one of progressive separatton

of humans from nature. In the first chapter OfSenesis, God creates

the world, then creates man in hisimage and authorizes/him to dominate

and beremoved from the subhuman world. This scriptural attitude has;

according-to White and other histOrians, provided the basis for an

exploitive and destructive technology that has reSulted in the myriad

ecological pmblems facing the modern world (6). Peopl.e see themselves

_

---as separate from the rest of nature, as aualitatively different from it,

and-exercise their "technique" for their benefit without concern for

thenn-human parts of the.ecological community. Edberg has described

the situation as follows:

Tragically,'mankind's increased technical ability has
cotncided with an increased insensitivity to nature's

f
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interplay of balances. Together, they haye begotten
an arrogance that has led man to think himself lord

over everything else in creation (7)%
, . ,--N

Many writers on ecologfcal problems haft argued that humans must
t

overcome this pride,and arrogance and replace.it with humility and

recognition of unity. Edberg notes that i!No organism can exist un-

connected with the environment, which enters into its structure. ,Every

organismworm and bird, tree and man--is subject to environmental

1Sws (8)." Houston state4 it another way.

Man is no encapsulated bag of skin; man is organism-
environment. Understanding this difference should
biing people to the realization ihat society has
reached the momentous point in human history where,
to survive, it must reverse the ecological plunder (9).

Leopold has made the point as wdll as anyone.

All ethics so far evolved rest upon a single premise:
that the individual is a member of a community of
interdependent parts. His instincts prompt him to
compete for his.place in that community, but his
ethics Prompt him also to cooperate (perhaps in order
that there may be a-place to compete for).

The land ethic simply enlarges the boundaries of
the community to include soils, waters, plants and
animals, or collectively: the land. . . .

In short, a land ethic changes the role of Homo
sapies from conqueror of the land.LcOmmunity to plain
member and citizen of ft. It impiies respect for
his fellow-members, and also respect for the commpnity
as such (10).

So 0;e task seems to be to reeducate people to the reality that they

are "natural" and mutt live in harmony with other members of their

"community." Leopold argued that what is needed is an ecologic ethic.

Such an ethic exists throughout nature and is "a limitation on freedom

of action in the struggle for existence`(11).1" Humans have believed

themselves beyond the dictates'nf such an ethic. Their social ethic

which, according to Leopold, it "a differentiation of social from anti- .

1 4 :I
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social conduct," has been formulated only in terms of the humaa com-

munity. These two ethics can and must.be brought together to form

what he called the "land ethic."

A &lel of environmental education, then, must be such.an ethic.

It can be argiled that such an ethic is the goal of environmental

education. The problem here is how EHEE can contribute to development

of such an ethic. .First, it has been the insight of bature'education

and outdoor education that if people are to understand the very concept

'nature" they have to experience it. Stories are told of youngsters

raised in Urge urban areas who have no idea where milk or electrical

.epergy di- many other resources come frOm. They see milk come from

cartons and electricity appear at the flick of a switch and.think that

these are purely.creations of human beings. They do not even inqtlire

as to scitirce,. These necessities are there when needed, ind thatls

enough. Obviously contact with the non-human community is essential

to understanding ofthat community. This does not mean that children

must all go to summer camp or drive out of the city to school camp--

which is certainly desirable where possible--but rather that available

'opportunities for contact with nature be avatled of whenever possible.

Teachers can utilize weedy waysides and vacant lots, small'parks,

community gardens, even dish gardens, aquariaand terraria. The

c:bjective is simply to allow peorre to experience-the reality cif the

"community" 1 Leopold's sense. Once this has occurred, tKen it is

fruitful to engage in discussion of human ecology, the relationships

that exist between people and their community:

It seems desirable alio', where possible, to immerse people in the-

natural environment, to pat them,in places where they,zan perceive

Lb,
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directly how their actions affect the-integrity oi the community alld

.how it in tui.r affects them. 'This might be done, for example, in

4
gardening. The gardener it talOng advantage of the sun's energy and

soil nutrients-to contribute to satisfactim of a basic human neexi.

.. He Avests the sun's eneroy in the-garden patch by spading it up

(utilizing-the. solar*energy contained in his food, which of c6urse came

from, another gaeten), or tilling it mechanically (burning solar energy

ip petroleum). He then fertilizes the soil using either animal waste

Or a cht7iical fertiliZer, plants his seeds, and works for several months
,ff

controlling'competing plants, which he calls "weeds,"'then ultimately

harvelting the crop that has survived the vagaries of weather and pests

, _

of Various-kindi Finally food storage and preparation are.necessary.

, At ail stages of this process the gardenercan study human ecology and

can transfer coocepts fearned through the.gardening eiperience tb the

larger context. ,It makes good sense to study agriculture on tne large

.Acalet,)and-in-hand with a gardening experience. The,abstraction thatK

is industrial agiiculture can be conti-asiid, compared and understood

in relation'to the small.garden. And the reality of organic unity can

perhaps be grasped as the interdependencies are understoOd. Limits
,

and constraints can\be perceivect.- 'this is 3ust one of many examples

wherein experience of natural environments, coupled with.. abstract

'Study Of the larger world, can lead to important learning.
114.4 t-

4hereh0 been a growth in recent years in the United States of

4

outdoor progr:aAs. ''People tn_increasing numbers have eegaged TrCrokjdoor

1

recreation acpvitieS. 1.1.ch activities can also.provicie opportunities

to sense Oe necessary unity and oneness with all life. These activi-
,

ties,ran-be engaged in for recteation and/or-a; part of educational pro-
;

1 5
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grams. The educational potential of the experience lies in its context.

The participant is removed for a moment from the hustle and bustle; the

structured and scheduled world of everyday existence. He or she is

removed also from the technological support systems that sustain lifi

and mediate contact with the sometimes harsh realities of nature. In

the wets, on the desert,'mountain, or sea, people can return tota

vulnerable position their ancestors struggled to get out of. They.are

not reIurning there to live, of course, but to'visit and to gain

.

inspiration. They mus beccne concerned about the weather and the

natural c;Cle of day and night. They work their muscles .And test

- their physical strength and their wits in situations where their very

survival Taii51? at issue. Thus they may become aware of their vulner-

ability and mortality, and this is a lesson that is part of becoming

aware of.the large community of which humans are a part.

Iris not being suggested here that people be taken out into

risky situations where their very survival is clearly at stake. But

wten people are confronted by the powerful and ieexotable work-

the natwral world, they may be reminded that tney doinot have the

con?plete control over their li es that they perhaps thd'ught,they did.

This is the realization that sweeps over one as he or'she stands on a

iateral rirane and watches and hears the ice of a glacier grinding

downward. Or ;* haps he or she sits in a tent and listens .o the wind

roar through the Trees and rain pound the tent. Nothing explicit is

essarily learned from such experiences, but the possibility is,there

that the participant will learn someth:ng Cemental thaf-Tright lead t

tJT ty that is esse onenso arid urlty,

- rely cf4-it've. neThe u erstarading involved her
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words "oneness" and "wholeness" and "unity" do not evoke images in the

mind. They are abstractions that have no substance. They must be

"realized" or "felt" to be understood. Leopold did not arrive at his

concept of °land ethic° along a-purely cognitive path. He came to it

via a lifelong fnvolvement with the natural world, first as a sportsman

and later as a scientist and -husbandman. He learned as a child and

young man to live in and appreciate the natural world, then sought to
k

know it in the scientific-sense, and finally came to care for it with

both mind and heart. Ideally the environmental educator can help people

travel along this same path, combining love and affection derived from

contact with the mystery, wonder and beauty ornature, with knowledge-

%
acquired through systematic study.

Edberg thinks long and hard about this matter of the relationship

and perception of humans to nature. Is it not presumptuous, he asks, -

that humans are able to see only instincts impelling the actions of

other creatures, while their actions are directed by intellect.

"Humbling oneself ever so little, one will find it hard to draw sharp

lines between instinct and intelligence, intuition and insight (12)."

There is certainly a great difference in thinkin g Ability between a

human and his or her fellow creatures. But, Edberg notes, it is a difa

ference of degree, not of kind. This idea calls to mind a passage in a

book by Farley Mowat. He and a companion are in a smell boat in a bay

in Newfoundland in which is trapped a large female fin whale. The

local residents, spotting the stranded whale, shoot many rounds of

ammunition into it and otherwise abuse the trapped animal, and an out-

raged Mowat tries to come to the whale's rescue..He is unsuccessful,

tut does his best, and is rewarded by an experience that is haunting
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and suggestive of the insight which Edberg haSdescribed.

Then she sank forWard and hey.,head went under. The hump
appeared, she blew and sounded and, a few iecondt later,
was passing directly under the dory. It seemed to take
as long for the interminable sweep of her body to slip
by as it does for a train to pass a railway crossing.
But so smoothly and gently did,she pass that we felt no
motion except,when the vast flukes went under us and
the dory bobbed a little.

It was then I heard the voice of=the Fin'Whale for
the third time. It was a lOng, low,-sonorous moan with
unearthly Overtones in a higher pitch. It wds unbe-
lievably weird and bore no affinity with any sound
have heard from any other liVing thing. It was a voice
not of the world we know.

- When the whale had passed on, Onie sat as if para-
lyzed. Slowly he relaxed. He turned end looked at me'
with an anxious and questioning expression.

c"That whale. . .she spoke to we! r t'inks she
spoke to we!"

I nodded in agreement, for I will always' believe she
deliberately tried totspan the chasm between our species--
between our distant worlds. She failed, yet it was not .

total failure. So long'as I live I shall hear ttie echoes
of that haunting cry. And they will remind me that life
itsetf--not human lifeis the ultimate miracle upon
this%earth. I will hear those echoes eVen tf the day
should come when none of her nation is left alive in the
desecrated seas,.and the voices of the great whales have
been silenced forever (13).

This may be dismissed as.romagticism, or itHmay be retarded as the

necessary humility deScribed tqf Edberg. Certainly this is a dramatic

and rare encounter, but lts qualities can be achieves} igiMpre common

experiences. An environmental education that emphasizet experience

and places people in contact with natural corrinunitieswill yield oppor7

tunities for profound and humbling encounters like that Mowat describes.

#5: Perceptual Awareness

The love of-beauty may express itself in a song, in a
smile, or in silence; but most of us have no inclina-.

'tion to be silent. We have not the time to observe,
the birds, the passing clouds, because we are too busy
with our pursuits and pleasures. W6en there is no
-beauty ig our hearts, how can we help the children to

r .154
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,be.alert and sensitive? We try to be sensitive to
beauty while avoiding the ugly; but avoidance of the

sugly makes for insensitivity. If we would develop
sensitivity in theyoung, we obrselves must be sensi-
tive to beauty and to ugliness, and must take every
opportunity to awaken in them the joy there is in
seeing, not only/the beauty that man has created, but
also the beauty 'of nature (14).

larlier in thi paper reference was made to Berne's discussion of

-awareness in which he noted that many people engage in their daily round

of activity without being aware of the world they are experiencing.

They are so caught up in their internal world of anxieties and expecta-
,

tions that they fail to notice the beauty and uglineis around them.

The effect of such limited awareness on the environment is obvious.444k

People simply do not notice degradation and change unless it occurs

In' their neighborhood. Further, they cannot relate to the value of

environmental qualities or elements that lie beyond their perception._

There is little hope that people will be motivated to act on behalf

of environmentaTquality until they perceive it. Thus an obvious task

for environmental education is to educate for awareness, to open people

up and increase their ensitivity to the world around them. This can

be done consciously and experientially.

Rachel Carson has written of a "sense of wonder" that is present

inschildren.

A child's world is fresh and new and beautiful, full

of wonder and.excitement. It is ()Or misfortune that

for most of us that clear-eyed vision, that,true
instinct for what is beautiful and awe-inspiring,.is.
dimmed .?,nd even lost before we reach adulthood. If

' I hid influence with the good fairy who is supposed

- to preside over the christening of all children I
should aik that her gift to each child in the world
be a sense of wonder so indestructible that it would
last throughout life, as an unfailing antidote against
the boredom antdisenchantments of'later years, the
sterile preoccOation with things that are artificial, ,

the alienation from the sources of our strength (15).
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Since no such fairies are available, she counsels that parents, teachers

and other adults try to share in the child's fascination with the mysteri

and excitement of the world. It is-not necessary to know the names

of the birds, flowers, or-trees, but simay to nurture-the child's

curiosity and excitement. This can be accomplished by'sharing ex-
_

periences With the child in the outdoor environment, by sharing personal

perception and appreciation.

If you are a parent who feels he has little nature.lore
at his disposal there is still much you can do for your
child. With him,!wherever.you are and whatever your
resources, you can still b3ok up-at the Sky-=its dawn
and twilight beauties, its stars by night. You can

'listen to the wind, wheither it blows with majestic voice
tWrough a forest or sings a many-voiced chorus around
the eaves of your house or the corners of your apartment
building.
. . . .Exploring.nature with your child is largely a
matter of becoming receptive to what 1ies,04 around you;
It is learning again to use your eyes, ears, nostrils
and finger tips, opening up the disused channels of
sensory impression (16).

. =0, .

Carsdn clearly recognized the imporiahce of cultivating awareneii,

that affect wa4 a necessary part of learning, and that this could be

.nurtured by means of a process of keepi-ng the child open to the world.

Children will, as they.miture, intreasingly adopt the values of their

elders. If their,models are open-to experience, tryto be observant

and sEnsitiveto their world, so too will,the child. 'The implications

of his for environmental education are obvious.

Van Matre recognized the importance of perceptual awareness and,

building on Carson's insight, devdioped an extensive methodology for

nurturing perceptual awarenets in outdoor settings. He.talled bis

. .

.approach °Acclimatization," and it has been wideli adopted.by environ-

mental educators in many contexts.: He simply drew together many
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activities from a variety Of sources'and locused them on a general goal

Of ecologicaf understanding. Thus he has taken the blind walk idea

which has been widely used and made it part of his process; It

forces people. to use their hearing and tactile senses, and opens up

new potentials for .experience. He borrows the "solo" idea from Outward

Bound schools and uses it to provide people with the experience of

solttude in an outdoor environment. Confined to a limited area without.

any companions for a period of days, a person'cannot help but notice

details of the place that would be missed if he or she just casually

passed through it. This experience is a reminder that,people usually

observe only the surface of a place and this can lead to an increased

desire for awareness and knowledge: There'is no way that.this insight

cap be gained except by experience. It is common knowledge that human

perception is of necessity limited and selective, but the fact of this

in the personal 'instance can only be appreciated through firsthand

experience. Van Matt-é realizes this and makes it the foundation of

his approach. By means of sensory experience he seeks to nurture

awareness-and Wonder and "pave the way for the child to want to know,"

is Rachel Carson described such a process. It is not necessary here

to detajl the work of Van Metre but rather to endorse it and suggest

that the reader consult his work for an:extensive resource of sensory

awareness activitils.suitable 6r environmental education (1.7).

Some of Van Matre's activities are useful'with adult groups also,

and many were, in fact, borrowed-and adapted from sources tipat were

originally developed for use wtth adults. Techniques developed for'

,

group work aimed at increasing interpersonal sensitivity are an

example. In many ipstances, learning to relate better to other people
,

A
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is a protess,of increasing-one's ability to realistically perceive
-4. ii

a.,,Thys one becomes more aware-of body language, of
..,..

e 4, n:ing, iechnlques, and so forth.. One also learns that

hi.q or.her, own,tnternal stote affects perception. The basic axiom of

perceptual psychologists that how a person behaves-will be a direct

outgrowth-of perCep tions existing for him or her at any moment can be

understood through interpersbnal sensitivity exercises. This axiom

helps to explain why people perceive the same external reality dif-
,

ferently. These insights are important for environmental education,

for,people learn of their limitations while at the same time achieving

a vision of potentials not evident to them before. They 'may actively

seek to improve their perception and thereby their functioning, and may

also become more aware and appreciative of environmental quality and

intolerant of environmental degradation.

An im t quality of the eCiucator who seeks to address this

enviro tal ed tion 'goal.is acceptance of the student's perceptions.

One person cannot force another to be more awareand perceptive.

Teachers can assist students in learning what is possible and in

learning'skills helpful to sharpening awareness, but they must not

. define this awareness. They must accept the students' perception and

support it.. Otherwise students will merely try to "psych out" what

the teacher wants them to perceive and thus will not'itprove their

skills. This i;-.an obvious point, yet it is a great temptation to'

alpys be pushing for spectfit outcomes of learning experiences. In

the case of improving sensory awarenes's and perception, such would be

. a great mistake.-

, To achieve the goal of improved awareness, the/. environmental

156
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educAt, shpy),,prov,11.e educationarenvirpnments and experiences

thdt are' Tier "-yatke4m. Since they should not unfquivocably set

standards of' d anebadA!, exposing students-to variety they provide

them with an opportunity for-choice. This matter is moving towaill the

next goal of valuing, but is important here because perception and

awareness is essential to choice. Background experience of broad

scope allows people to discriminate between contratts and alternatiyes-.

Humanistic educators have developed hundreds of techniques for improving

awareness of self-and the uternal environment. All of these resourcet

fan be utilized through the process of experiential and humanistic

environmental education.

#61 Value Clarification and Change

Values and valuing are important to environmental education in

several ways. First, there is confusion in the minds of many people

about what they should value. Traditional sources of values,-such as

family and church, are no longer serving as well as they once did to

guide people in making difficult choices, setting goals and limits,

and resolving ethical dilemmas. Consequntly there is cpnfus.ion in
,

Inany people about what should guide their decisions, and many turn away

from difficat choices, prefei-Tin§ to leave them to-others.* When those

others ire politicians, bureaucrats, Or businessmen bent on increasing

or maintaining their power, status,.Or, eontrol over people-and natural

resources, trouble'for the environment results. This problem is not

purely one of values, for people are also confused by a Ohethora of

information, but even here confusion as to what one values increases

" onelt inabiiity to prganize apd decide what part of the.information
_ 1,,

At-*
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load one is to master and use. Harman points out the. implications of

this situation'.

. . .the only form ofspiding microdecisions that.is com-
patible with the western concept ofjlemocracy is through
education leading,to.free choice of wholesome values ex-,
pressed in open political process--these values in turn
influencing motivations ahd thence behavior. But this
.process presupposes widespread agreement on some set of

fundamental beliefs and values from which,the behavior
ultimately derives. laaing this conginsus, we'find
strong pressures-toward control through the shaping of
motivations and behavior (18).

)
When the controllers in such a-situation promote particular values, as

indeed.they would and do, such values might not be in the best interest

of people and their environment. The current argument over energy

policy provides an example. If the people currently in power were to

"shape motivation and behavior" in order to attain thetr goal of a

high-tedhnology and centralized electrical energy generation system,

problems associate4 wtth inflexibility, cost,'and environmental

impacts might occur which could be avoided if alternative approaChes

to electrical energy generation were used. The point is simply that

. if people are going to choose, they must have the freedom to do to,

and part of this freedom comes from the ability tq examne and he

'cOnfidentAn one's values. For'this.reason, valuesc1arification must

be a part of environmental education.

4.A related point is that people need to critically '6(amine as-

sumptions, premises and values that guide 'policy and decision-making'

10

related to environmental quality. AS noted in the early chapters of

this study, many students of-environmental problems believe that opera-

tive values should be critically examined and in some cases changed.

Some values may at an,.6rlier time in cultural history have contributed
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to peogress and betterment of the humplcondition but now Contribute-

to problems and should therJfore be changed. A partial list of such

values might include:

--the idea that "growth is 400d" and bigger is better" whether

it be growth in populatiqn, tax base, size of firm, or acreage

'of farm.

--the technologiCal imperative, that any technology that can be

developed and applied, should be (19).

--competition: the way to success,'which is the miccimization of

one's personal welfare, is to be the good competitor, to be

good at a win-lose-game.

--emphasis on technique and fascination with means to the degree

of obscuring ends.

--efficiency andluantification: the higher the,output, of goods

or work, per unit of time, the better.

--separation: of person from person and person from nature,

limiting responsibility for fellow humans remolied in space

and time, and allowing exploitation of the non-human parts

of the environment (20). A

A list of "new" values might also be drawn up, values which could be

promoted as adaptive to current constraints and as offering solution

to pressing problems. Tom'Bender has written, "Our ability to develop

a culture tha?hcan endure beyond our own lifetimes depends upon our

coming to a°new understanding of what is desirable for a harmonious and

sustainable relationship with the systems that support our lives (21)."

This may, as he believe?, mean identifOng and incorporating new values

. in thkslilture. Such values iTaght include the following:

I i
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Permanenceactions should-contribute to the quality of society,

and therefore of the environment, in the long run.

Non-violence--actions.should minimally disrupt the biosphere, .

should adhere to the ecological constraints which govern

the interaction of all livfng organisms.

Stewardship--humans have a responsibility that goes along with

the power derived from technical ability to maintain and

, improve the sustaining Earth.

Frugalityhuman needs should be satisfied, such as needs fOr

physiological sustenance, safety, love, and growth, but

wants should be minimized. Humans should live within 'the

means of the environment to sustain them, accepting limits

especially to materiaZ wants, for the finiteness of Earth

sets such limits.

Cooperationpeople.should cooperate within the community,

recognizing that the good of all within the community,

including the self, is served when the welf.are of the

community is maintained.

Diversity--as in all ecological systems, disruption is minimized

in human systems when there is diversity, so in matters

technological as well as organizational and biological,

dtwersi-ty. should be maYimized-

Onenesshumans should value the unity of life and reject the

premise that person-person and person-nature separatism

limit responstbility.

Qualityvalue lies in well-lived years, not in the total vears

lived, in products well made and work well done, not in

1.6
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numberv'of items produced or hours spent. In sho

quality and quantity, and sometimes quality alone,.may

constitute good.

Peoplehumans are individuals with needs ail(' aspirations and

a desire to grow, rather than personnel to be used for

specifirends. Organization, technology,-and work should

aim for the betterment of people through meaningful work,

not for maintenance of abstract calculations of welfare

such as GNP and "standaid of living."

This is by no means a complete list of "new" values but illustrates

the point here. Environmental education can-and must facilitate

criticial examination of accepted norms of value and action, and must

suggest new directions that people might take. It brings together .

knowledge of why change is necessary, knowledge based on facts and

concepts acquired in pursuit of the goals described earlier in this

chapter, with the realization that to,jpe-'is to choose, and that

alternative values may be and perhaps should be chosen.

Many educators may raise questions about the ethics of such a

contention. They may view the role of education as primarily one of

socialization and preparation of people for effective functioning in

the society. It certainly serves this function. But another ethical

. question arises: if the society is flawed, is it right to raise young

people to an uncritical acceptance df the less than optimal situation?

This-ethical dilemma is_admitted here and the position taken that,

at least in a democracy, a range of value choice essential to

effective social functioning, that all education is value-laden, and

that it is the responsibility of the environmental educator

4.
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questions in a spirit of open and respons ble inquiry about the nature

of operative values. It )s here, and in its treatment of awareness,

hat enyironmental education ad4resses the task defined by"Fromm and

described in earlier chapters.

liavingestablished the need for values education, the next task

here is to examine what humanistic education and exoeriential learning

can contribute.to attainment of environmental education's goal of

improved skill in considering valuative alternatives and making

valuative-decisions. Values edUtation itself qualtfies fOr inclusion

in eduCational processes classified as humanistic because,iti

o
requires acceptance and teacher iraluing of learner eqs and purposes;

(b) requires &Odom as a basic element of the'learning process;

(c) requires a ?uppbrtive environment where learners can examine'

sometimes frustrating and painful dilemmas and can learn to cope with

uncertaintli-.and ambizity; (d) requires openness to and acceptance of

diverse choices, a climate where no absolute standard of "right" or

"wrong" is evident, and.where'respect for the individual and his or her

right to choose is emphasized; and (e) requires teacher recognition and.

icceptance of the role that emotions play in making choices. It iS

possible to imagine values education that.is not humanistic. Adults

might limit the choices available to children, for example, by only

telling them part of a story. Or a princip)e might be presented to

which adherende is required. Indoctririation and inculcation are forms

of values education which are not humanistic and are not acceptable

for environmental education.

Four approaches to values education utilize experi nce and meet

the humani ti4 criteria mentioned. These four are values clarification,

11;
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mor4l development, an1ys1s, and action learning An entire boo'r

be wr tten describing how each of these approaches*can contribute to

environmental education. For his study, a brief summary of the.ap-

proach, its:human stic anci eperientLl qua ities, and an example, will ,

,be presented.

Uesjlarificationitpapach

-This approachinclNdes the three action pnases of choosinq,

acttng . and prizing. Its value theory:

3

.2

.is based on a conception of democracy that says
persbns can learn to make their own decisions. It is
also base4 on the tonceptien of humanity that says
human beings hold the possibility'of being thoughtful
and wise, and that the most appropriate values will

. come when persons use their intelligence freely and
reflectively to define their relationships with each
otber and with an ever-Changing world. Furthermore,

\it is tased pn the idea that values are personal
things if;they exist at all, that they cannot be'
personal until they are freely accepted, and that

- they cannot be of much significance if they do not
perietratethe living of the person who holds'them (22).

1Rath, *Ain, SiMon,and others ave developed a values education process

based or t.. this theOry which they have called values clarification. The

process consists of posing a problem of Valuing to the student in an

enviironment which is .open and Yree fr.om threat* urging the st dent to

identify his or her position- on'the problem, providing the opportunity

to v_iew a range of alternative value positions, and allowing affirma-

tion and action upon.the value position taken. The approach involves

no normative JUdgment of right or wrong but gives the students infight

into the values iisues before.them, into their persbnal position on.,

the issues and gives p actice in the process of perceiving and evaluat-

ing alternatives Thus they gain skill*in decision-Making which is so

,1.65-
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Values clar,fication may tate mIty fsrrs; arzohg them rs'e-Cayir4

games, simulations, contrived or real value-ladeG..,ttuaticps, tr.-depth

self-analysis exercises, sensitiwity.actiWics,:out4T-stss astTo-

ties, or small group discussion (23). It is usually best used s pert

of an inTuiry rather than as an isolated exercise. It- s 'useful, fcir

example, in a Youth Conservation Corps ca., .1-ere the adol.e:.cent

enrollees were upset and angry at their situation. At a campfire

discussion of grievances, a staff member suggested that eierycne share

their hopes and aspirations for their YCC experience. All did soand

as the Process unfolded, the angry and confused group,began to focus o'

the possibilities in their situation. They clarified their goals, 'and

cane away from the process excited about the opportunities they,had to

explore themselves, other members of the group, and the forest environ-
-..

ment in which they were living.

In another example, students examining energy issues and the

conflict between advocates of increasing supply and reducing demand, .

brought the problem home to their iMmediate situation by means of

ar adaptation of the values clarification exercise "Baker's Dozen."

They were asked to list thirteen electrical appliances which they use

at home, then Cross out three Ttems they could do without and three

items they could not do without. If energy demand figures on the items

are available, they can be calculated for purposes of discussion.

Questions about how people'use electricity and where use might be

cUrtailed are discussed. What would they choose to use if they had

-

only one-half of the electricity to use that they do at present (74)?

Such Oxercises'increase the.likelihood that students will perceive tit.
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relatiorship of the general problem under discuss-ion, that of energy

-4
supply.and demand and the tradeoffs involved in incrastng and decreAs-

,

ing them, todthem lves. Thus the condition of relatedness-to self

desdribed earlier by Combs as necessaryt to effective:learning ls

achieved.

A lpimitation of the values clarification approach.is its depeOence

upon the immediate.group of people involved in the exercise for a ,range

of alternative value positions. This can be a problem in a relatiyely

homogeneous groop. If, for instance, all of the students in the above- -
A

mentioned energy examp,le identify the spe energy-intensive values,

how will the less energy-intensive alternatives be introduced? It

will be necessary to go beyon d mere clarificatio of values alreadyc-"^

. present, to sacrifice the relatively value neutral" quality of this

approach to valuei education, to the overt,introduction of alterna-

--tives perhaps beyond the experience of the students involved. When

this occurs, the leader will have moved beyond purely values clarifi-

cation. This is no problem, for values clarification seeins most useful

when only a part of a larger learning strategy which includes several

approaches to values issues.

A final potnt on values clarification is its contribution to,t:he

conditions described by Fromm which were discussed in earlier diapters.

Values clari6cation can contribute significantly to one's self-

knowledge. Using this approWch, people ask themselves what they have

chosen.and why. They are forced to evaluate their choices and to weigh

their commitment to them. If they'find themselves uncertain asto what

they should choose; then they may begin the process of identifying

their "suffering" and of understanding its origin. They may also .
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identtfy alternatives to their situation, part of the way to overcoming

-"ill-being*" and thus discover changes they may make in norms. and
.

practfces which will lead to a better situation. Thus all of the

corlditions for characterological change that Fromm identifies can be

helped along. Thit is"claiming a lot for values clarification, and

, obviously it dlone capnot create the conditions, but it can contribute.'

Mot)evel.9pligntoach

, A second approach to the problem of studying values in'envirohL

mental education in4olves the study. of Morality in environmental
, 1

. . deCision-making., Recently cdgnitive ptyClplogists have focused upon'
'P

A
,

the:probleM of moral development-utilizing a structural approach. .

:. Their work has allowed a concise ,deOription of moral reasoning, and
, -

has resulted in a typology of moral thought. gnce all decisions which
P

impact the environment involve,moral thinking, a cognitive assessment

of what constitutes right action in the'Situation,,their work is valua-
..

ble to environmental 'educdtors.

Lawrence Kohlberg has,described the typology, which contains
, ,,

Ahree Ilistioct levels oftmotal thinking; .Each of-these levels.". .

may be considereedistinct moral philost;phie, 'distinct views of the

socWinoial world (25)" The firlt level, ,called the ."preconventional"

.by.Kohlberg, is-characterized byinterpretation of good and bad

.,,in terms'of their physical consequences (punishment, reward,

-exchange7of favors) or in terms of the physical power of those who

enunciate the rules and iatels of good atid bad (26). At the second,

or "conventional," level, the goal,is maintenance of the rules and,

expectations of the oroup. ./he goal is to maintain, support, and

160
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justify'the,individual's social order. .4h15 level can be,4etcrilled
,

Ws conformist. And the third level, called "Obstconventional," is
. ... ---) .4,4 W4

marked by emergence of self-determinf4 moril,pAnciplesC'llig4t an4

. --

wrong is determined by rational cb6Si4eri
.
tion Of social utility or

-.4

by.app6l to self-chosen, cqmprehensive and ;consistent ethica_prin-,

ciples. These are . universal principles ofjustice,--of thé

reciprocity and .equility..ot, human rights, and arreSpect for the
a .

dignity otfiuman being's asAndiv4 Wi4ual persons (27 These levels,
.. ,

/

/according to Kohlberg, are developmentallksequential and movemeht

forwarti in the sequence.
: a

How does thi'S relate to enOronmental decision-makingl Aldo

Leopold, as noted earlier,.,has called for an ethic that limits human

behavior-accading to prenriptiops of both social and ecological

good: With a concept.of community that includes.noh-human as well

as human elements, an ethic.may,emergp based on_the idea that "A thing

1

is right when it tehds to Rreserve the integrity, stability, and

beauty of the biotjc community (28).'" It is wrong when its effect is

other than In KOhlbergs terms, right action at' the precon
,

gventional le4el is determined 6 what one perceives will satisfy

one's own needs. Decisions in human relations are governed by reci-
.

--

*city, and there seems,little chance of concern about tahe biotic

community entering decision-making at this level. Only if a person of

h4gher authority upon whom the decision-maker'is dependent "lays dcwn

-the law"bn matters of biotic importance,does it segM likely.ifiat the

.decision-maker at this level will act correctly ecologicalty.

At the conventional fevel there is orientatlon toward group norms

and maintenance of the established social order. One is good when one

16:1
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is dutiful and dops not rock the boat. Here, then, it seems that one

will only-behave:rightly tri behalf cif the biotic connunity if that is

the behavior exiiecteeby one's group.or determined by the authorities. -
,

Leopold was concerned that most people seemed to operate largely out

of economic self-interest, ignoring the biotie eicept when good eco-

logical behavior was in this economic interest. In a social order

such as that of the contemporary United States where status is

measured in large parein terms"of one.'s possessions and income,

people strive to maximizelheir economic benifits in order to be ac-

cepted and respected. They trample the biotic community on their path

toward Os fulfillment because it does not ent'ir into thiir reasoding

as regards maintenance of social position. In short, the group norms

and social order do not4prescribe good biotic behavior in the,terms

Leopold described, So concern for such dots'not enter the moral reason-

ing of, people at the conventional level.

It is at the postconventional level that the type of moral

reasoning occurs which might result ir an operational "land ethic."

Such an ethic can occur in the two lower levels of moral reasoning,

only if,there are people in iuthority governing behavior according to
"

'the dictates'of ecological dynamics and impOsing their thinking upon

those reasoning at the lower levels by means of laws, the setting of

norms, and personal authority. Kohlberg notes that the highesfstage
-

of moral reasoning invOlves an "OrientAion towardithe decisions of

conscience and toward,kelf-cipsen ethical principles appealing to logical

conipréhensiveness, universality and conistency (29)." At this level

it seems possible that a person living in,the late twentieth century can

gather the host of facts about the biotic community and iti problems

170
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into his mind and in,tegrate this data into his concepts of justice,

apd equality. If a.person is to-expand ethical principles from the

human community to the total biotic community,"autonomy, of the person

doing the moral.reasonifig will be 'essential. The decision-maker must
V.

be informed-imordee to make a choice, but must also be free of Cost,

pulsion to conform, free of the need to defer to authority, and'not

fearful of following a principle to 'a conclusion whtth might be

apathema to the established social order.

All of this presents a powerful argument for humanistic environ-

mental educatit;n. If the ultimate goal of meral educailon is an autono-

mous decision-maker who bases choice upon ethical principles that are

consistent,'uni'Versal, and logically comprehensible, then students

just enjoy an tducational environment that is Supportive, non-
,

threatening, and allows exploration of one's feelings as well iS one's

,thought processes. The course of moral development as described by

Kohlberg aiid ht* colleagues iS one of persistent questioning of one'S

1

Own reaspns.1f0leAing a specific position;on an issue. Such a process

07,ef_selfs-epinYnation and asseisMent will be more likely to occur in an

educational environment marked,by humanistic educational processes than

in one where teacner.-centered;highly competitive, and coercive learning

method's predominate.

How might environmental education use the theories of moeal devel-

opment just described? The approach generally, used is,to confront a

group with a moral dilemma. The dilemma might be presented as a story,

a news.item, oreven a skit. It is presented in such a way that'a

ce tral character emerges, and that character is personally confronted

th a dilemma. This gimmick makes'it easier for the lllarner to cast

ra.
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herself or himself into the position of the perplexed person. The

group then engages in a procedure in which they establish an individual

position on resolution of the dilemma and present their rdasoning in

support of their position. HopefUlly there will be several stages'of

moral' reasoning.represented in the group, for growth occurs when people

examine the reaspning of a person at the stage just above theirs and

Aisciivets that it resolves the dilemma somewhat more effectively than

theirs'does. Galbraith and James have summarized a procedure fel,

confronting a moral dilemma in the following way (30):

r\
FIGURE V

A PROCESS,FOR STUDYING A MORAL DILEMMA
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individual,
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A sample dilemma that poses an interesting problem of environ-

mental decision-making will illustrate the learning potential'in this

proces.s:

Ed Gilstrom is a game biologist and enforcement officer for

the Alaska. Department ofFish and Game. rt is his jqb to

oversee the management of caribou in a,part of Game Management

Unit #26in northwestern Alapka. rhis is the region that
-

supports the Votern Arctic caribou herpr, at one tinie the

largest carilivu herd. in North America.

Recentlyithis Weetez Arthtic'herd has been dwindling. 'In

1970 game biologists, using sophisticated population assess-

mene techniques, extrapolated a herd of 2412,000 animals. This

, was dawn from previouc assessments, but Ed and his colleagues

were not concerned. They did another population survey in

1975 and wer& appalled to.discover that they could find no

more than 100,000 animals. This year's count revealed only

52,000 animals.

Department biologists calculate that the herd will decline

if more than 1,500cows.are taken by humans and other predators

in the coming,year. The Alaska natives "liping in the region,

many of whom depend upon the caribou for subsistence, have

been taking 25,000 animals each year. The best figures indi-
.

cate that the wolf, major predator of the caribou, will take

a minimum of 74000 and a maximum of 11,000 caribou this year.

There are approximately 1,300 wolves. If this clpletion rate

by humans and wolves is allowed to continue, Ed and his fellow

biologistil fear that.the population will fall below its critical

.1

1 7 3
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m'iniMum lt.pei for reproduction, and the herd will be cam-
.

pletely wiped out.

,J1,'view of this situation, the Game Commtssion fraa ruled

'bipaseral actions must be taken. They have decided to

kill up,to ao: Of the wolveb in the i?ame management units

involved and they will-try to da this by aerial hunting.

Further, they have etablished regulations that Only skUll

caribou On be taken by natives, by permit only and one
4"

animal for each permit., -Three-thousand permits have.been

ssued by the Game Board, and these were awarded at a

September meeting inTairbanks. Only villages utilising

the caribou for sul4istence were.eligible for permits.

Unfortunately not al/ eiigible villages received their

permits. Koyukuk, for inst4nce, which is in Ed's unit, sent

no representative to tft-meating because th,,y were engaged

in subsistence, seining and drying salmon. The Game Com-'

mission, noting their absence, assumed'that they needed no

permit and could subsist on salmon, beaver, moose and imported

diet supplements. As it turns out, the Commission's assump-

tion was incorrect. Vic, a native from Kqyukuk who assists

Ed occasionally, tells him that they failed to hear of the

meeting. They would certainly have been present had they

known about it.

Now it is spring and Ed is on patrol. He is troubled. Last

week he met Vic and learned that village food supplies were

depleted and they desperately needed caribou. He told his

superiors about the natives' situationo but since all caribou

174
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pimhad 'boon
.
iticued there wee nothing they could do to

1...
.

''help. 'Theu inotea4 i?letructed Ed to keep a close watch

u .

. on the,village.to.see,that thOy did hot vio).ate the caribou .

. .., ,
. ... . ..,

hunting restrtetions.:'Today, af Ed cruises over the game
,"," r

Mattagen t. unit, heefind4 .trear: evidence on the anowkill
...

..cs'and snowrpobile tr 43,--that Vic and his fellow villagers

gave been'ijlilme aribou puentai orders are clear--
,

,
violafoft orisegulationS eritl be aited and prosecuted, with

A

arge finch ahd 0)6; jail ts as the likely zesu/t. The
4

regulations mu6t.be.atlhered to he herd is to be preserved.

Aelon4-run welfare of Vic and his people will be best

served if Uwe her4 can be ppeserVed. And other villages are

/

Via's people are desperate. They need the meat. They are

apzering. to the rules. On the other hand, Ed knows that

proud and will not accept a dole, though so far no such relief

4 4
has been offered anyhow. Ed understands their situation and

sympathizes with his friends in the viltage.

Ed follows the snewmachine tracks.to the village. He finds

the evidence of the violation. What should Ed, as both gare

biologist an4 caring human being, do en-this situation':

This is obviously a complex situation, but illustrates the possi-

bilities for environmental education present in this approach.to values

education. The character in the situation is caught between two goods:

the welfare of the herd in the lOng and short run, and the welfare of

the villagers in the same terms. ,This is qearly a case where the

ecologic ethic is involved. At one time there was idynathic equilibr;um

present between caribou, wolves, and humans. Populations of caribou

A
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ffuctuated, and those of wolves and humans also did so in respoilse.

This symbiotic situation maintained a healthy community, thOugh it was

'hardly humane in modern terms.. The change in the equation was in the

human element where technologyjnodified the capabilities for predation.

This increased technological 11Pecity, combined with a humanistic ethic,-

upset the balance and allowed the situation Ed found himself in to occur.

Study of Ed"dilemma would b4 especiallxuseful'in a bio)ogy or environ-
,

mental studies'class because the dilemma involved could be generalized .

.,,, i

to man; other contexts. Various posit:ions for.reso/ving it could be '

. :
.- .

taken, ranging from enforcing the law to preserve job and receive ac- .

claim, to enforcing,the laW to serve the jong-term viability of the

total community. 'While decisions might be the same, the reasoning
-

wOuld be the key. PegPle ire-learning to reason out moral decislont,

and improved skill in this'cognitivi function is the goal of this ap-
.

proach to values education.

The Valuesnalysls

These two approaches!are grouped together because the action

learning approach'uses mapy of the same methods as values clarification,

and the values analysis approach but goes beyond them to action projects

within the school and community. Analysis is the approach to values

education advocated by many leadirig social science edu,cators and is the

most rationalistic of the approaches mentioned here. Students are urgeil

to collect verifiable facts about the worth or goodness of a phenomenon

arid to weigh those facts "guided not by the dictates of heart and

conscience, but by the rules and procedures of logic (31)." The

characteristics of this approach can be illustrated With an example
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using the model developed by Banks

- This approach t value study allows the student to exanihe a

situation in which different value positions occur, in which perhaps

a conflict is present, and to analyze that situation. The study in-

volves.taking a position on the issues present, basing the position upon

analysis orfacts. A teacher may set the scene for such a process by

describing a situation. An exarple might be a farming conrunity on the

floodplain of the Skagit River'where farmers grow various crops and a

conflict exists ,petween one group of large-scale farmers and another

comprised of small-scale tryck farmers. In )cribing this situation

the teacher should gather as much data as possible alRyt inputs and

*outputs of the specific farming processes, incomes to the farmers,

scostsi risks market considerations, and so forth. When possible, the

data should be local and specific. When the class is not'in a farming

locale, a prepared unit utilizing films and other aids Ean be used.

The process might occur as follows:

Step #1: Obtervation discrimination--The itudents shou after

listeOng to9the description of the situation, describe

it in their own terms.

Step #2: Description - disorimination--The students describe the

hdhaviors they observe in the farms they visit. They

interview the farmers and ask them set of questions

abouX their operations. They make as few inferences as

possible while they are doing this pirON.Alheir study,

for they are simply tryidg to get as mugh inftrmation

about the\r situations as they can.

Step 03: Identification - description,.hypothesizing-aHere the
1r

0.
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students -,thesize what values are present in the two

farming situations. This third step is a difficult

ttage of the learning process and may require prompting.

Teachers may have to assist the students with identifi-

cation of specific .alues.

Step 4: Identification - analysis--In this step the students

identify specific value conflicts and associate tetri

with the behaviors they have described. The teacher

may wish to inject a conflict into the situation which

iffustrates how the values descibed-might come to clash.

Here the students look at the conflict situation and

analyze it. What is going cn here? Why can the-two

groups not coexist? In this step the students come

to better understand the values present in the situation.

Step 15: Hypothesizin,g--Here there is inquiry into the sources

of the values observed in conflict in the situation..

How did one person come to large farming and come to

value the qualities thereof, while another came to small

farming? StudentS state their h notheses and back them

up as thoroughty a4 possible pith data and reasous.

p 6: Recall1ng--.1ext. the students name all of the value

alternatives which they can possibly perce1ve71rtthe

situation. In this case this process might involve

considering.all of the action alternatives that are,

open to thlotwo groups separately and as a whole.

Thus the big operators might maneuver and eventually

crush the small operators The small operators might
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simply sell to the big farms, voluntarily, without

undue force, either becaine_they see that ultimately

they 'cannot prevail, dr out of concern for the welfare

of their largdr neighbors.(an unlikely prospect). Or

the two.groups of farmers might get together and explore

entirely new (alternatives, like moving into new crops

and new markets together, perhaps forming cooperatives,

and,so.forth. The students here survey all of the

action alternatives available and identify the values

present in.the alternatives. They hypothesize what the r

A

*

rmsequences of the alternatives might be; in'the end,

they have an array of values which should give them a

rather complete piCture of the resource management and

social prOblem before them.

Step 47: Choosing--Here the student is finally asked to make a

decision, to choose what he or she would do in the

situation. In this particular case, the student might

be put into two positions--one as a small-scale farmer

and the other as a large-scale farmer--and asked to

decide what to do in the situation. The choice is made

and the studrnt affirms his or her decision, explainingl.

lit either verbally or in writing.

t is essential in facilitating a process like this that the ed

c tor maint a value-neutral position throughout, only personally

taking a po tion at the appropriate point in the process, if at all. ,

4

arp then fully accepting the positions taken by.the students. To do

otherwise would negate the value of the inquiry. "Unless the teacher'

i 7
1

ii
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creates a classroom atmosphere which will allow and encourage students

t

10 express their true beliefs, value inquiry will simply becore a game

in which studerts will try to guess what responses the teacher wants,

them to make (33)," There may.an awful temptation on the part of the

teacher to be didactic bout, the °right" management of the situation,

but yielding to the temptation would not allow the student to learn

valuing skills.

This approach focuses on social.value issues rather than personal

mbral dilemmas af does moral development. It is less concerned with

0
individual choice and valuing than with learning analytical intellectual

operations such as atating issues, questioning and substantiating the

-
reTevance of statements, identifying logical and empirical inconsisten-

cies in arguments, and seeking and testing evidence. All of these

111s.are important to decision-making, and a complete instructional

model ;for addressing the valuing goal must address them.

.The ilnal approach, action-learning, poes beyond thinking and

feeling to adting. It provides specific opportunities for learners to

act on thefr values. It is experiential. As noted earlier, maoy of the

techniqpeA, parAitiularly those of values clarification and analy'sis,

' are used in this,approach. Superka and his colleagues describe an illus-
. , 1

trativb instructiohe model that invo3ves six steps. '

1. Becoming aware of a problem or issue: Help students become
córiscifts of a problem troubling others or themselves.

2. Understanding the'problem or issue and taking a position:
Help students to gathdr and analyze information and to take

. a person value positiom on the issue.

. Deciding whether tb.act: Help students to clarify values
about taking action and to make a decision about personal
triVolvement. "
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4. Planning strategies and action Aeps: Help students to brain-
storm and organize possible .actidos; prolilde skill and
practice and anticipatory rehearsal.

5.- Implementing strategies and tpking actionj Provide specific
opportunities for carrying out plans either as individuals
alone or as members of a group.

6. Reflecting on actions taken and considering next steps:
Guide students into considering the consequences of the
actions for others, for themselves, and in relation to the
problems (34). -

This model brings together the othe approaches. It is certainly not

always possible to engage in svch a process,'for it is tiine consuming

and often impossible because the toriic being studied does not lend

itself to such an applied apprdach. But when it is possible, the action

approa0 provides an'excellent opportunity to combine both information

assimilation and,experiential learning and to use the great learnikg

potential of such a combination.

A brief and simple example from an excellent erwironmental education

resource illustrates this approach (35). Students ore studying energy

onsumption and learn that convenience foods and fast-food outlets

involve high Onergy subsidies. Processing, packaging, advertising,

maiketing, distribution, and preparation all requirg energy.Further,

convenfence food loses some of its nutritional value. The problem is

closelo the students, for convenience foods are provided in the school

and are popular. Students gather information on the relative energy

efficiency oT varieus foods, on their nutritional value, and then inven-
.

tory the school for convenience foods and fresh foods. They compile

a list of foods that are minimally processed and packaged ond are

nutritionally valuable that might be sold in the school for snacks and

lunches. Next they examine the OcAsibilities for action. How might
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they introduce these foods into the school, and then encourage the

student body to use)/them? Are they committed sufficiently toward

reducing food-related energy consumption and improving nutrition to

be willing to actively work on tileSe problems within their school?

If so, then how might-they go about it? They.design a strategy and

implement it, meeting with school officials and using various persuasive

techniques and media to encourage student use of the food provided.

Finally, they evaluate the effeetiv6ess of their approach.

This simple example i ly.strates how the action-learning approach
.1

might be used. It involves any of.the skills used in analysis, so

provides an opportunity for them to be learned. It requires clarifica-

tion of personal values on the issue to a more complete degree than many

values tlirIfication activities, for the student must go forth'to act

on his or her copvictions With members of the peer group. The action If.

will test,their conviction. And it certainly provides an opportunity

for students to observe the relpance to their lives of'such abstract .

and important concepts as energy efficiency and energy subsidy. Perhaps

most importantly, they learn'thai responsibility comes,with knOwledge,

and when they-perceive a problem and a means to solution of that problem,

they can and should'act. The approach is useful in this regard in

addressing Fromm's conditions for change.

It is clear, then, that much values education can be humanistic

and exApriential. All of the methods discussed will likely work most

effectivelrin a supportive and humanistic educational environment.

The making of choices about controversial issues when faced by a rarge
4

of alternatives can be traumatic, mid humane educational conditions'
1,14

increase the liktlihood that threat and anxiety are'reduced and the

16.
0

rot
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choices cam be made and the outcomes assessed in a constructive way.

Also, as' the action-learning model best illustrates, aetive engagement

with.the issues-and alternatives is possible driciaesirable. Values

education requires intei-action with otherq3eople in order to attain a

maximum of realism in the inquiry. Sometimes this interaction is

contrived, as in the values clarification and moral deyelopment ap-

.

proaches, and.oftem it is realistic as in the 'analytical interacfiom

with people and data and the actual problem-solving of action learning.
4. .

' .

Valuing is the foundation of decision-making, and consequently values

education as described here is a keystone of DifE.

#7: Hpmanism
Oo

The.humanistic person is one who Is empithetic, who seeks to under-
.

.stapd other people's feelings and ideas and is able to'do so. Such a

person also compassionate, sensing the needs of others and respond-
s

ing to them. with Support and assistance. He or she accepts others as

of intrinsic worth, not requiriry) that the others adhere to some

standard qr norm ordisplOsqualities of character that he or She ,Judges

to be "good." A humanistic person Ois not'manipulate others orr ex-

ploit ihem, but rather-'cooperates wilth people for...the mutuaf enhancement

and growth of the self and the ottler. Recogdzing his or her personal

need for Afety, love, and esteem, the humanistic person reaches opt

to satisfy these needs in others, and in,so doing increales:hls satis-
,

-

faction in himself. Such a person cares for other people. In the

ultimate extension of -humaneness, he or she carei not onlor people

in the immediate place and ,time ifi which he or she lives but ektends,
,

6oncero to people in far away places and in the* future. A goal of
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environmental education is development of people'who make current deci-

, sions with Vie welfare of all people in the world in mind, and with
, -

awareness that actions in the present will have significant effects on

the'lives of people' that inhabit.the world'in the future. The ideal

person is one who seeks to maximize the.opportunity of self and others

to grow; to move towarcPrealization of personal p.otential, and who

accepts the responsibility to actively,work toward this end. Such
, .

responsibility wi114involve perceptiOn of_theunity of living thingg,

for a sustainable Society fh a,quality environment will be'necessary .

for optimal human growth and_development, and progress in this human

sense cannot tie at the expense of the environment.
:,

This,chapter is attempting to-illustrate haw humanistic'education

and experiential learning can contribute to environment'al educition.

.r:

Since humanism is a definitive quality of humanistic educitiatin, its

A ,.
% .

contribution to environmental education has been discOsied-earlier.
f 1 ,

The very nature of the educational processes-of a hucianistic environ-

mental education will contribute to achievement of the goal of humanism.

41

If the learner experiences huhlanism ln.the learning process, if the

teacher accepts the learner.aod seeks to help that.person iotrard growth,

working always with.the person.as both a thinking.and feeling tieing,

.then the learner will hivo entrignced humanim, and the lik-elihood

of becoming such a person would seem to be increased.,'

Perhaps it is not potsibie td teach humanistic behavior in.any

otheir way thamthrough experjence. A peoon cannot"be a humanistic

educator by f011owing a set of,rules. Consider .
for exampl.e, the goal

of humanistic educatión that the'teacher-aceept Ihe learner's needs

and purposes and devil*, programs around the un que potential of tilat

184
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learner. This goal is not achievable unless the teacher really be-
.

lieves, in a total sense, thtt the learner's needs arid purposes are

- 4K fact important. Aspy and ROebuck report that it is essential in

training teachers in th'e skills necessary fOr humanistic education,

for the trainer,to 'be himself humanistic in the approach that is used

with the teachers (36). Thus, the trainer must take the needs and

purposes of the teaceers into consideration in the training process

'if he wants them in turn to adopt similar consideration with.the people

whom they teach. It is not half so important what one says, in this

regard, as what one does andmis. Moustakas has made this point as well

as anyone.

Life comes 4rom life, and thp teacher is the living agent
in the school. As a li-ving agent, the teacher must not
abdicate thehuman dimensions thathe can communicate .to
the child; respect for his individuality; recognition of
his particular interests, needs,"ahd directions; en-
couragement of his growth in identity. The human talents,

the human resources of the teacher are the teacher's
primary value in the educative process (37).

. He adds to this:
'

The teacher must be present as a whole person, open to the

, expanding reality that every situation contains; and aware
that the person is unique bothin the way in which he
*learns and in what he learns. Being sensitiVe to the in-
dividuals awarenewof his mode of being,in the world, .

having a,listening and perceptive attitude, and pointing
Ito resouftes and opportunities that have meaning and

relevance w411 eftke- the being of the child to rqsponsible
self-actualization and to a sound and healthy identity (38).

Thus if the teachersas environmental educatorshope%to oontribute to

the growth...of a caring and responsive person they will Have to demon-

strate those qualities in their .relationship with the students.

'Bow might these qualities appear in an.EHEE cdri1cu1um7 ,The"

teacher will act ai a res,ource person and'mover, tnditabingto the

I

*.
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group that each is trusted and respected. Early in the process the
4

purpoSes of indiveiduals and the group are elicited and clarified and

.the teacher gathers as many resources for achievement of these purposes

as possible. The teacher is one of these resources, and is flexible,

for he or she realizes his or her limitations and does not need to play

the role of expert and authority. As teacher and learners pursue

their purposes, the teacher becomes a "participant learner" in the

process and shares feelings andjnsights with the group in the same

way as others do. Teachers in this situation share of themselves,

thereby carrying out their responsibility to the group, and this

sharing requires frank and open recognitico he purposes of the

institution of which the group is a part, but not at the expense of

the purposes of the fearner (39). :Harman describes the open, flexible%

and non=defensive teacher that characterizes EHEE.

Teaching that is responsive to the needs of the future will
be much less a matter of purveying information and much
more a matter of askini questions together. The teacher,
with a high degree of self-knoWledge will depend less on
his Atored external knowledge. He will.be unthreatened
'by an atmosphere of shared learning and mutual respect
between "learner" and "teacher." He iil1 be less likely
to fear showing his *adequacy or ignorance, less likely

*.to stick to material he knows, and less likely to be anl
impediment to the learner's progress. Thus, develppment
of self-knowledge will appear to be a higbly desirable,
component of the teacher's preparation (40).

Previous discussions in this chapter have indicated how such teachers
I.

would function, as in the processes described for stUdying values.

They embark.on an investigation the end product of which they 4re

uncertain about, but the value of which they have usedtheir know-
.

ledge and expertise to assess. Their professional responsibility.is

carried out in their selection and orthestiation of,learning"ex-'

,4
"1 Ss`I 1
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periences, their provision of jearning resources and assisting in

inquiry, and their encouragement. In summary, the learner in an EHEE

process discdvers the foem and meaning of humanism by experienctng

it in the relationship with the teacher. If the teacher cares for

people and shows it, and does so as a part of his or her caring for
4

the environment s a whole, then an invaluable lesson.will'be learned. .

Critics of environmentalism have argued that elivironmentalists are

sometimes "pro-nature" and "anti-human," and this is sometimes so. EHEE

would seek toavoid this, for it,urget- one to view humans as "nature"

. -

and thereby as much 'the concern of environmentalism as wilderness and
0011.

wildlife. This is another manifestation4of the holism Oscussed earlier

in this chapter. Combs, writing about eduCation in general, gummarizes

the importance of such.education..
,

Modern education.must produce far more than persons with
cognitive skills. It must produce human individuals, -

persons Who can be relied upon to pull their own weight
in our society, who can be counted uponito behave
responsibly and cooperatively. We need good citizens,

."'\ free of prejudice, concerned about,their fellow citizens,
loving, caring fathers and mothers, persons of good will

. whose ialues and purposes are positive., feeling persons
'with wants 'and desires likely-to motivate them toward
positive interactions. These are the things that make
us human (41).

Joined with the other goals of EE, this one would seem to,make achieve-

ment of the "land ethic" bringing social and ecological ethics together

distinctly possible of achievement.
0 "

roster Creative Pro61 SkUls and Attitudes

To be creative means to experienc life.in one's own way,

to perceive frdm one's own person to draw upon one's own
resources, capacities, roots. Italeans feting life
directly and honestly; courageously searching for and
discovering grief, joy, suffering, pain, strti4 con-

flict, and finally inner solitude(42).

4111.

4
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Creatively soliiing a problem involves finding what one perceives

to be the best way to tackle a challenge. When environmental educators

state that they seek'to encovragesuch ftoblem-solving, they are

recognizing a need for innovation. They are admitting that the con-
,

ventional means of probiem-solving sesm inadequate to the.problems
I

currentlytpresent. 'Consistent with loals alteady discussed, they

recognize too that there is.much potential stored in people and that

part of their role as educators-is to releaie that potential. Finally,

they reCognize., as Moustakas points out, and as has been ribted in the

discussion of the goals of values education and humanism, that autondmy

is an essential quality of creativity. People must be free and con-
,

fiden. t if they are to be creative. They must be willing and able to

gb beyond the expectations of.their group, must be willing to explore

new ground and to take risks:

Examples of activities that might be called creative problem-

solving have been mentioned in other contexts throughout this pa6er.

The young man who sought-6 curtail aerial haraisment of eagles

engaged in creative problem-solving. He asked his teacher what he

should do, and rather than suggest to him a proces40 the teacher

droked several leading questicins and encouraged him to identify his own

approach. This was used as an example of experiential learning, but

it is also an example of an approach to, fostering creatitle problem-

solving skills and attftudes nother example, used ip discussion ol

values educati6n, required the learners go into the field and learn

what they could about-the situation on' the Skag t floodplain, questionin

farmers. then bringing theh data together and suggesting how the con-

flict might be resolved. The best way, perhaps the poly way, to learn

4
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to be creative, is to experience it. This seems obvious, even a

Cliche, but provides additional rationale for experiential learning

in environmental education.

;he role* of the educator is to foster creativity, to provide5

opportunities for it to-emerge, and to entourage it when it does so.

The first prerequisite is to grant freedom to the person who would be

the creator. If Joe is to learn something about creativity in address-

ing the problem of cleaning up:Squalicum Creek, he must be allowed to

go his own way and must be encouraged to struggle apd search for an

approach that achieves the ends he seeks. Tice importance of freedom

in learning has been mentioned numerous" times in this study,ibut here

again it is a requirement: It is freedom to try and to succeed or

. fail. lf,Joe perceives that a person has enough faith in him to

support his ideas relative to solving a problem, he may apply his

skills and knowledge to a degree he did not think possible. Then,

whatever the outcome relative to the problem, he has learned a

valuable lesson about himself.

Just as the battle for political freedom must be won

over and over again, so too in every life the battle

for internal psychological freedom must be fought and

won again and again, if mec are to achieve ind retain

freedom from the Ayranny 0 their own unconscious

process, the freedom to understand the forces which

determine their thoughtt, feeliogs, purposes, goals

and behavtors (43).

Se f-knowledge isthus important to creativiv, and teachers can seek

methods by which to encourage self-knowledge. There are numerous

resources available for this.

Here is a connection, of course

ole

education. Me

phil ophy,'goals and methods of humanistic education are directed
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precisely at the learnings ini+olved in creativity. It is the humanistic

educator who is concerned with self-concept; who strives to facilitate

self-actualization and to develop in all persons a sense of personal

adequacy. It is that person who emphasizes freedom to learn and

believes, as cornerstone of his or her'educatiohal philosophy, in,

the worth and capability f the lewer. Thus humanistic educators are

specifically concerned with releasing the creative potential of people.

And they do so usually with,experiential processes. The EHEE connection

becomes very clear in relation to this goal.

People varygreatly in their gifts. Perhaps a group has been

studying agriculture and problems associated with it. The rising price

.Jaf petroleum og the world market poses a problem because it will

increase farmer's production costs, perhaps raiie processing and

packaging costs, and will certainly increase transportation costs.

All of this will of course raise costs for consumers. How might consumer

costs be kept down? If the instructr in this context is didactic, he

or she will reveal the many theories and measures that writers on the

subject have suggested. lf, however, the goal of developing skill in

creative problem-solving is in the instructor's mind, the next step in

,
the process will be brainstorming. Students will be asked to identify

all of the ways they can think of to keep costs down, How can this be

donem the farm, in processing, and in transport? If no 4ne moves

toward modification of the entire production and distribution system

Pn their thinking, a leading question might help. Are there any changes

in the system that might help? Possibilitim come forth, After many

ideas have been uncritically solicited, they may be sorted out and the

mori plaus ble ones examined further, finally, the Leath r fr.ay deskribt
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some of the ideas of the **eperts.0 The group may well have up with

some of the ideas on their own, and what a colifidence booster that night

be !

sing the process of examinipg agricultural problems,

study that described earlier in the discussion of values edu-

cation might be pursued, with students going into the field to gather

information. Information is evaluated and problems ident)fied, then

the task of sol.ving the problems might be undertaken if the learning

prqcess extends to.an action phase. In the action phase, additiepal

opportuni;lits for creativtty might appear. Perhaps the group decides

tomount an educational campaign to inform people about agricultural

problems and'potsible solutions. Several people undertake to produce

a slideshow, doing the photography, selecting or perhaps even writing

arid fecording music for a sound track, writing a script, and so forth.

All through this process opportunities for creativity emerge. If the

instructor takes advantage of the oliportunities in the spirit ribed

earlier, much growth will occur, and service will be rendered.

Manrexamples like.thiS mi0c be cited. lAry occur throughout

education. Environmental education merety dedicates itself to the idea

that the world is becoming, that seemingly ,insoluble problems such at

remoaging population growth and resource depletion will only be solved

if creative minds address them. Solution% may come from technological

innovations that allow growth in economy and technology, or from re-

assessing tvhnolog cal growth and innovation and pulling back to an

existence within environmental liidts. They may tome,fr9m peopi

learning to relate and cooperate in ways hardly imagiqable today,

Whatever the coping mechanisms that emerge and the faith inohamankiri
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frOm the wellspring of Wan understanding and creativity, ?)rews has

tummarized the tank for.ed4catoes 0

The teacher rust learn.to balance the "leading out" and
the "letting be,' Tte student -ost liAlh* that the world
can be both free and meaningful, that there are no easy
anwers to hard quiPstiens, and That truth is more a
direction-than a oint of arrival. Suc=h qnderstandinv
will Probably bft trelitest in those tires uf open explor* .
tion of life in all,qts chaotic unpredictability. At

such fr,ments the sto4ot1t may tense the joy of coming to
origirwl coriclotion$, 4nd as Einstein did, he nor 'muse
tO revel in the mystery of the ailm-mn (44).
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deciding which action to take wheh faced with a radge of alternatives,

each of which,will have adifferent impact on-the environment. 'The

skills involved .inthe decision-ilaing process will include the

following: - e
\

1. Being aWare,- using they senes to'Obsefve the ehvironment as
1%.

directly eXperiencid.

Gathering infofmation, a ya.rious staget in a study process,

initially.to determineere scoiy,should-Wfocused, ai in

selectinv'tbe problem: andMater to uNier,stand.the phenomenon

.0 or problem being'stutied. These itmly,de, of course, research

Wils Of ll lev'eof sop,hiiiication..

, --library, laboratory and fie)"A research-skills%
,

--communication skills; aS in-those necessary.-to
Interview;15.eople.

,

. Organizational skills, both 'fdr-organflping the'p.rocess,of

information-gathgring and for giving,ipformation gathered an

4,
acges.sible .strugture.

a
4. BvaluatiVe skills,necessary to process thsrinformatIon into

_

a utable forfn for making judgments.

. ,

--as IP analysis which breaks information down in order to
understand the parts. . .

4

..
-:-as in synthiSis,which bringi informitiOn tbgetherinto
wholes (espétiolly important in environmental'thbught).

and supported Srom unsupported:ar§ument.
,

--critical thinking, which invaves-dlitinguishing fact from

- logical ginkilp,-which contributes rules to Oe evaluat6e
process.

--feeling, the ability to recognize and aLept inner
perience, anerelate it to external expertence. j,

s!'S'
r
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,5. Decision-making skills,'directly allied with evaluation but

which involve the act Of choosing.

--Goal-setting,

--Planning.

--Clarifying alternatives, and considering I.Weonsequences
of action 4111 each alternative. :

it 0
e,..

-7-Selecting an alternative, acting upon it, and observing
the consequences (awareness, information-gathering, and
evaluative skills all come into play bere), and adjusting
to consequences, which may mean choosing another alterna-,

tive.

.6. Problem-solving,*which incorporates all of the above kills,

!Jut is a synthesis of them involving developing a plan of

action to resolve the prablem, impleWenting the planand

evaluating the process and'results.

,41411paittU

--Communication skills, for most problems involving human
action require human interaction for solution. The sending

of clear meSsageS, empathic listeding 'and effective
questioningl thegiving and receiving of feedback, and the
resolution of conflicts are all neCessary to effective

communication (5).

There is not spact,h0re to break'these-S1411s down further, but

this list indicates the range of skill development which seems necessary

to effective action in the environment, Both cognitive and affective .

skills.are present. The skill.dimensions of goals prevjously treated J:.

in this chapter are included; and taken a7s,a whole, this chapter should,./
4

. reveal the scope, of skill development involved in environmental echi-

cation apd suggest many ways to go about the task.

Jhe point of this chapter has been to indicate how experience

and humanism can contribute to environmental educatcon, In file case

of skills, the importance of experience is obvious. Skills are le'a"ryled

through repetitive practice of them, so if people are to become good

. 9 4
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at gathering and organizing information, at evaluating it and applying

it4 they should haVe opportunities to practice these skills. Pro-
,

ceses described earlier illUsirate how this might be accomplished.
1,4 .

Educators should not take
,
only the easiest ahd most "efficient" teacher-

centered and didactic route to conieying information, but recognizing .

that use of that information is both,the essence and the test of learn-

ing, they should seek to maximize the opportunity to workzith it.

\
In summary and conclusion of this chapter; an effort has been made

to show how humanistic and experiential education can contribute to

effective environmental education. Concepts and ideas, attitudes and

values, and skills are all important parts of fhatAeducation, and the'

learning of these elements can be enhanced through a constant vigilance

on Ae educator's Part to opportunities to relate whatever is being

studied to the perSonal world of te learner. The environment is all-

encompassing, so these opportunities are common. Discussion in this

chapter has been Organized around a set of goals which...span-the range

of the concerns of environmental education. Implicit in this defini-
,

tion of tbe ield is the idea that merely knowing.the facts about,a

problem is not enough. ,Additional.ingredients of care and commitment

are necesSary alon§ with the skills to do somethingabout the,problems

one uncovers. 'Aqs Bennett and his.colleatues have noted, much knowledge

about problems but.a low opiniOn of one's ability to do anything about

them leads to apathy and despair.' What is needed is such knowledge

coupled with a strong belief in one's abilities to understand and to

act (46). Self-cOnfidence and courage are called ftir.. Thus environ-
i,..

mental education must be Stronglyiaffective As well as cognitive-in its

conCerns and the arguments presented here have suggested that ex-
.
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periential learning can do much to help move in thatAirection.

,

2
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HAPTER VIII

EXAMPLES F EXPERIENTIAL HUMANISTIC

E V RONMENTAL EOUCATION

4

Are there env ronmental education curricula that incorporate all

elements of Exper

t;een gescribed

play qualitie of EHEE to varying degrees. Some of them have been
,

mentioned earlier discusiiop, but no programs may be described as '1

Wial-Humanistic-Environmenial EduCation as it has

he ,preceding chapters? .theee are programs that dis-

.
A

model: st curricula utilize experiential learning processes to some
;

.,
f

,

degree even if it.be simply in the latpratory or an occasional ffpld
2 ..

,tri . Outdoor education Fertainly utilizes such processes, fq)*)t*
. . , , , .

t J '

akés students intethe field where they can relate directly to the
.

natural imrld: Fewer envirdnmental educationcurricula incormeate

.7.0
humalOStfc objectives as an av,owed paet 'of their purpose. *Witulistically-,

,

oriented teachers_utilize curriculom mafeeials developed for environMental
.41'44

eqUcation whili incorporate learning by doi4'and thereby'engage in EHEE.

Matreacclimatization -approadt comes as close 0 anything

J 1). 4

/ to a ctiericulum designed as *whole along EHEE lines iut this is.designed

/

primarily fo a camp settingwandtis almost totally experienttil without

) .

,

(

, ,. .

t 4,,,

assimilation.that is:essential to'a total EHEE
- .

, ,

be stated with some assurance that EKE is not,

approach,in eovfronmenteheducation today. This

Ihe'use of information
kt- ;
curilcalurn. :So i t can

(-
conimon,as a calculated

0
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being Vie case, this chapter will be devoted to describing; for'

pUrposes of.illustratiOn several (programs that have,been designed;and
,

. .

.
,

conducted bythe aUthor i1on9'-the lines described in thfs study. They
-,,. .,

are:designed for coVege'stfidents and adults-and thereby do not-pre-

cisely illustrate how the various elements that comprise EHEE might.'

come to9ether at other levels of education.

The'Environmental Education Curriculum at Huxle College of

Environmental Studies ,Western Washintintraity,
4

Huxley College is a cluster college of Wesfern Washington Wiversity

in Bellingham, Washington that is devoted enti;ely 6 the study of the
.

environment. Its curriculumcis not divided along trOitional disciplinary

lines but is instead organized around interdisciplinary 1concentra0ons,
.

one of which is Environmental Educatkon. Concentratioq attempts to

iirepare students to become environmental edOcators, whether they work in
A A

:publip or private schools, for resource manasement and park and recrea-

-
tion agencies, or even4for thg communications industry% The other

concerdrations are Ecosystems'Analysis and Assessment, Environmental

Health, Environmental Planning, and Social.Assessment and Policy. All

students in the college; regardless of theironcentration, take a common
.

core of courtes. In terds of the objectives discussedin the preceding

chapter, these.courses primarily,address the atquisition of conceptual

understanding.of natural.and human-influenced environments. Course

titles include: Applied Ecology, which examines the science of ecology

. and how it is important to understanding and resolving environmental

- problems; Introduction to Pollution, which reviews selected pollution

'probleMs such as pesticide abuse, air pollutionfrom automobiles, and

chemical pollution of water; Human Ecology, which addresses the broad

20
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A

topic of.the interaction between human cultUres 'and tbe envirdnmentt

that surrciund and include them; Environmental Economics, which de-

scribes how human, economic institutIons contrtbute to ebvironmental

problemi'fand how such.ins'fitutions can be utilized to help resolve the

problems; and Environmental Eihics, which presents the students with

ethtcal dilemmas and questions that arise from environmentalism and

,

desCribes the difficulties of broadening social ethics to include the

entire.community of living things that they have examined Th.tiiology

and 06ogy. All environmental education students build their con-

iceptual framework WtheSe courses', setting it on the foundation.Of

general education with which they enter Huxley College. 'They.come to

Huxley only after they have completed the general education requirements

of the University, thereby grounding themselves_in the basics 'of science

and social science necessary to successful examination of environmental

phenomena and problems,

Students who eleCt to study environmental education take.an

ductory overview course at the beginning of their program tp which they

are exposed to the theory of environmental education theft underlies,the

program desigh that thei will experience. This course presents theitheork
,

of EHEE through the mediums of lectures,readings, and classroom exper-
,

ience. The instructor makes'an effort to illustrate the nature of .EHEE

through the learning prOces's of this'ciass. 7he first few hours of the_

class are spent "building the group.P' Exercises such as'"Getting

Acquainto4CTriads,"."Who Am I?: A Cocktail Mix," and sharing of reasons

- for being in class. prdvide an opportunity for the group to come to know

each other a bit,and to penetrate the patina oi anxiety anii reticence

thatyten grips college students when they are together in a new group (1).
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It also sets the-tone of the experience, pointing out that the course

. will not be a passive experience, but will rather encourage and even

'

requ(re,that the "student fully participate.in the learnihg processs of

themselves and their fellow stuBents. This, in fact, sets the tone of:,

the entire environmental education curriculum.

There is a definite plan for the course, but there is also oppor-
.

tunity.for-the students to influ'ence-the direction of their study. The

courSe examines the historical background of environmental education,

tr2cing its development from nature,education up through outdoor educd

tion to the current version that is called-environmental education.

Various representative techniqUes of outdoor eduCation are reviewed. -A

conceptual framework of environMental education is examined, and the .

way that valuet relate to environmental decision-making is analyzed,

along with ideas as to holo environmental education can address the problem

of values educatifoh. Humanistic education is defined anti detcribed and

examples of humanisti curricula are reviewed. The problem of humanizing

environmental education is discussed. Finally, representative environ-
.

mental eduCation curricula are reviewed. Assignments in the course re-

quire the student to carry out a major project, but while ideas are

suggested, no specific project is assigned.' Students are asked to

examine their personal interests and to,ask themselves what part of the

broad field of environmental-education is most interesting to them.

They can then select a topic for in-depth study helpful to them in de-

. a

fining their specific direaions.

Grading is a requirement of the institution, and letter grades are,

used, but an effoq is mde to Minimize the grade as a motivator in the

course. The issue of grading is discussed, and some agreement is reached

20,
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as to how grades will bi-determined. e are varoJ5 ways to doitNis,

but thb important ppint is that thi tudents5borve.,a part in t he de'cil

sions regarding the,apprdach toftadth g and evaluation, No- Matter::

whith approach is taken, all udns may .tubmti'a self- valuation at

the epd of the cours(which is-used in the final .grading process.-

short, an effort is made'to be humanistic, inthe sensvdescribed in
.

earlier chapters, in this introductory course and in all other environ
+

mental education courses offered at Huxley College. The instructor

tfies at ill times to be open anii- sensitive to the needcand:aspirations

of the students, while at the same tiMe providing theiwith direction .r

add assistance that is necessari for them to have an adequate grasp. of

the theory and methodology of the field ot environnw!tal education. ,

Other environmental education courses art offered wiprthis same

-imphiSis on person-centeredriess. They include courses titled the

Environmental Education Cutriculum, Experiential Learning in Environmental,

Education, Outdoor EducatiOn, Environmental Education in the Elementary

School, and Environmental Interpeetation. Each course focuses on a

,different dimension of environmental education building on the intrb-
.

ductory exposure to the dimensions that was acquired in the first tourse.

The important point here is that a strong attempt is made to demonstrate

the qualities of a humanistic educational-experieve in the learning

experience of a student of environmental education aV Huxley College;
.

A similar approach is taken to the teaching of the importance oir

experience in learning. There is a course, as just noted, that focuses

specifically on the topic, but this merely^provides a rationale,and

reviews methodology and examples of experiential education progranis.

The real education about experiential education cdmes from experiencing

?0
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it in the course of training for'work' as environmental educators. ,As-

'with humanistic education, maximum adVantage is-taken of- oppertunitits

for experiential learning in the environmental educat on curriculum

itseIf.

An exaTple is the'participation of Flux ey CollEge students.in con-

tracting to operate Youth ConserVation Corps camps. The U.S. Congress.
<

created the Youth Conservation Corps in 1970. It was established as,a

yoUth employment'program with educational potential.. YoUng people, aged

15-18, would work in-some of America's most beautiful and va.luable land

and would come to undeAtand 'and Appreciate the values of such land.

'Specificallx, as stated in memoranda from the Departments of Interior and

Agriculture, theY would:

I. Learn about the natural environment including natural resources.

2. Learn about the meaningful use, managemgnt, and-protection of
the natural resources.

3. -Be gainfully irtitloyed in outdoor activities directly relati
to.the use, management and proteqion of natural r!purciS.

4. kcomplish needed coqiervation work whigh-ipproves,', maintains,
and/or enhaiices-oneamore-of-theral resources.

Acgutre increased self-discipline.

6. Better work with and relate with peers.and super ors.
'

7. Build lasting cultural-and communication brtdges between youth
from various social, ethnic, racial, and economic backgroundS (2).

The.Congress allocates funds to operate youth Conservation Corps camps

which work on various conServation projects such as trail building and

maintenance, erosion control, and campground construction and, maintenanCe,

to federal agencits,who Manage publiclands, such 'as the National Park
0

Service and,qht Forest Semiice. TheSe agencies may run the camps-them-
..

selves, or contract-theta out to educational institutions ThiskIppor-
s

1.

20:
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tunity to cOntract such tamps provides Huxley College with a means by
,

which to provide eniirOnmental education students- with direct experience

in their field. Students tan apply the theory and methodology to which

they hayebeeolxposed in their coUries in a realistic educational
p.

situation dan work with young people and experience the problems of

translating their ideas into effective iearnfng experiences for these

- -people. -

EnViropObntal education students and facaty meet and IiiscuWthe

potential of participating in this program and decide to dolt. Various

arrangements within the University of which'Huxley College is a part have

to be-made, and students make all such arrangements with advice from

faculty. Further, they'contact the resource management agencies that

are putting camps out to bid and request bid notices. When these are

received, they review the various pr4sibilities and decide which camps

they will bid on, then set about preeiaring the bids. This task requires

them to debide,what their program will be and how much it will cost.

Their have to be cognizant of the competitive nature of the bidding

process and keep their costs down, but a most interesting And educational

aspect.uf this part of the YCC process is conceptualizing the various

programs lhat they will conduct in the camps. They haVe to describe

the gefibral and administrative components of their iveration, staff

qualifications and responsibilities, the staff training program, the

safety plan, and statements on work projects, enVironmental education

program, the living component, and the recreational program. They will

have young people living together, often in isolated environments that

are entirely new to them, for up to eight weeks. They have to describe

'how they are going to handle this situation, cost it out, and present
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their budget to the federal avencies,

This process of preparing,bids-presents,the challenge to students

of studying and following the often complex guidelihes of fe eral

agencies. They have to develop and describe a program idea and compile
,

i
a"dorument which will be submitted for scrutiny by people outside of the

University.- It is not an °academic exercise but an effort that will

be judged by criteria in the "real" world beyond the walls of academe;

and that can yield a return in funds and service to nature and to youpg

people. In this bidding process students work with peers and learn the

value and necessity of cooperation. They test their abilities and learn:

--hoW bureaucractes function, notably the University and its

vetearch office and the federal agenCies who let the bids, and

how:to deal wits problems that bureaucratic prdcedures involve

and create.

tthat,the imposing bureaucratic language spoken by federal

aWicies is not really imposing, and how to translate'that

1anguage.even to use it when necessary to accomplish a

goal.

--specific concpts,404methodologies in the areas of leadershiP,

conflict resolution, engyonmental education, program manage-
,

ment and administration.

--how to organize a group to carry out a task under a deadline,

and hOw to work together cooperatively to accomplish the task.

--the value of clear, concise writing,sand careful organization of

ideas, In achieving a goal.

These learnings and others emerge from the bidding process only.

When bids are successful and contracti received, the difficult task
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of ca&yinkthrotigh on the ideas conceived in.the bid preparationyegins.

Staff are selected by faculty.frole students vhotave prepared the

bids. They then organiz,e:fOr the ordeiing ofifood and other resources

necessary to operate the camps, coptact the% enfollees, the 15-18-year

-olds who will *rk in the camps, meet with them:And-their parents, and

depart for their camps whey) the time to begin arrive's.

Camps range ip duration from five to eight weeks. The Huxley

students are responsible for the safety of thetenrollees, for suceessful

completion of workprojects astigned by the agency sponsori4g the camp,

and for implementation of an environmental education 'program that will

'raite enrollee's envirohmental awareness. They have to live twenty7foOr-
.

hours a day with the group, and assist them with a variety-of probleA.
.

Further, they have to motivate them to work and to participate in the,

environmental education program. Enrollees are'not out there to go to

school, so the leaders have to devise methods of enyironriiental educgtion

that will not be too reminiscent of school. Didactic modesof learning

seldom..a.re useful. The leaders have to have tome idea of what they hOpe
-

to teach in the situation and then be watchful for opportunities for-

learning. These can come at any.time, be they op the trail traveling to

a work site, engaged in the work itself, or sittihg-around the campfire

after dinner. Group living and the problems that arise When teenagers

are forced to live together in close civarters provide opportunities to

_teach about cooperation and tolerance. ,-The tasks of meal preparatibn.and

maintenance of-camp hygiene offer opportunities for lessons about health

and nutrition. The task for the leaders is simply to take advantage of

learning opportunities whenever they-arrive.
,

The camp situation provides the,Hoxley student leaders with oppor-

20S
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tunities to test specific eavironmentiareduCatiOn';e0;:i-es and methods

-they hive examined in their courseWork at the Urriversity. Will the

acclimatization apprOach work? How can we teach humanism and probe
,

values? When can we utilize values clarification activities?: At what

point do we decide,that a person is too disruptive and is a negatiire-

influence on the grc4,arid senii him home? Is the tradeoff of potential

growth in that perIon worth the sacrifice of disruption of. tile experience

of other people? llow do we assess the needs and asOirations Of the

enrollees and incorporate them_ill our environmental education activi-

ties? How do we evaluate the effectiveness of the environmental education

york we are doing? Such problems test the students and teach them much

about their personal resource's and their idealism. They try various tech=
4

niquei of coping with problems ani'd facititatieng education and fail with

some and succeed with others. They find that they can carry off certain

approaches much better than others and that fellow staff can do things

that tiiey cannot do. In this way they make progress toward the sell-

knowledge that marks a humanistic educator. They alvncounter the

liprits of their knowledge which can motivate them to'return to classrooms.

,and Ifooks with renewed enthusiasm and dedication. They also are forced

to utilize experiential learning much of the time, for they are not in

a place where people can or will utilize books and other resources that

contribute to learning through the information-assimilaticin approach.

They learnhthe limitations of experiential learning and something about

'facilitating,it. Almost without exception they come away from this ex-

perience with insightinto their needs'in terms of skill development

and knowledge and with an understanding of the humanistic and experiential

.dimeniions of environmental education. They appreciate the difficulties

205
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involvid in providing leadership in a caring and nowamthoritarian way,

of accepting people who may not perceive a situation in the same way

that they do, and.of making the sacrifices of self that are sOmetimes
.0

necessary to help with the growth of another. In stprt, thAy have

tested ideas and acquired insight into EHEE by trying tb facilitate ft.

,A

Other opportunities for experience.iff addition to this one

pomplement the acadiMic courseworkof environmental education students.
r-

In another instance, they develOp learning packages in a seminar on

EHEE and then implement them with schbol children. These units are

dIvelOpei according to a specified format, with careful attention to

statement of goals and objectives, to design Of an implementation plan,

to evaluation, And to integration of the learning unit into the curricu-
.

t ,

mum of the classrooateacher whose students participate in the experience.

All of these units take the school chiltiren out of their classroom en-
,

vironment and, udder the leadership of a Huxley student, engage tbem.in

an exploration of tceir environment. The Huxley student works with the

teacher and the children.in the classroom prior ,to the experience, and.
1

Alien inthe classroom With followup to it. \ftey study carefully how thetr

unit relates'to the rest of tfie curriculum, for they are engaging not- '

only in an educational program for themselves and for thA school children

but for the teachers and administrators of the school distriCt involved

as well. "An *example will best illustrate this approach.

0

Twollbxley students, Alan and Diane, have-designed a program which

they call "Atlantis." It is designed for high school students and

involves week-long explorations Of the merine environment. It is

offered"to regional school districts under the auspifes of the couy

park department. The following isAheir introduction to the program: :

21
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In an effort to.take advantage of the area's unique poten-
tial as a learning resource, Whatcom County Parks will be
.offering an opportunity for high school students to learn
through direct experience about the marine 'ecosystem of
.Washington State:. To be offered during the school week,
this program will coniist 'of a five-dayosession combintng
marine educatipn, "on the water" experience in touring
kayakSt and-an experience in LiVing and.working,together
with i group.of fellow students. In keeping with the -

County Parks' emphatis on "learhing by doing," Atlantis..
lftovides a dynamic, infegrated curriculum that Mins to
enrich conventional approaches to learninv-Our theme
is experiential education, involving, mdre of the student's
physical self, his or her personality, emotions and 'Intel,-
lect in an actual learning situattbn in the-field.

Using the environment as a common denominator, Atlantis
integrates.meaningful exPeriences-from all areas of the
curriculum into,an interdisciplinary whole. -We strive to

:build an unfragmented concept of the interrelatedness of
all things', both physical and academic.

Atlantis is not intended to create marine biologists-.
Instead, we try to provide an overvierlof how marine systems '
work, and how man affects and interacts with the marine
environment. We-emphasize the discovery approach,.to give-
students the knowledge and perhaps more importantly, the
appreciation:and.motivation necessary for the intelli
use of this area's unique marine environment. in dear:
with'environmental needs, knowledge is not enough. It must

be dOupled with positive feelings anloattitudes about the
natural environment. Atlantis will provide a place where
.students can develop these attitudes-andcombine them with
a sound biological base in a positive, meaningful, learning
experience. In'addition, the social aspect of the program
-gives high school students the opportunity to live and work
with their peers in the "labordtory;of life," giving them
invaluable experience in dealing with individual. and group
responsibilities, grdup decisidn-making,'and the interaction
of working relationships with others of their own.age group.

One-of the things we try to emphasize it,that the process
of-learning is as important as the product, justas the re-
lationships in the sea are as important as the particular
organisms.- Just at we, talk about the qualities of marine:,
environments, We might discuss the.quality of hqman environ-
ments. The idea is to create-a truly integrateWcurriculum,
combining all these facets into a htdistic experience that
students will remeMber as a positive, creative,.indenjoyable
learning experience (3).

This statement was prepared for tea0ers and schoonistrictadministra-

tors and'pretents the philosophy ind rationale Of the.proposed program.

The protdem of introducing,such a program to rather conservative educators

4b.
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is a valoaNe learning experience in itself for Alan and Diane. They

learn ofattitudes among school people toward such,out-of-class program

ideas. They experience the conitraintsthat all teachers have to live'

. .

(. with. After presenting the rationale, the specific goals and objectives

of the program are described, along with a proposed schedule. The

4
school district decides to go with the idea, and the two program ori-

,

ginators recruit assistants from among fellow studentswho are working

in environmental education and have experience with kayaks. The group

works oot the details for the program, prepares a brief list.of read-
,

ings, holds pre-trip jneetings with the students who will make the trip,

explains, the program to skeptical parents and assures them of the safety

. of the venture, and doeSnall of'the myriad jobs that.are necessary to

prepare fora trip.like this.

The day,fdr departure arrives and.the group drives to the dniversity

marine laboratory for a brief introduction to marine 'studies by the

. director-of the,center. They board ferries and travel'to one Ofthe San

Juan Islands from which they will venture in their kayaks. The first 6y

is spent on various introductory aCVIties, If the group has not been .

together previouily the Huxley group uses get-acquainted activities'to

build group coherence and encourage interaction. iDay two finds the group

setting out in their kayaks. They have,spent some practice time in the

boats previous to the trip,..so safety rules need.only be reviewed. Then

it is off to egamine tidal zres and birdlife. So it goes-on through the

week. The.H6xley students have come prepared with specific activities

,designed to acqualnt students with the marine environment. They hOre'

also come prepared to closely observe their group to spot any special

interest-that any member of the group mighf have and to provide resources
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for pursu4t of those interests whenever possible. They hame studied the

marine environMent extensively themselves in preparation for the program

bmt do hot pass themselves off as experts. Whenever.possible they

encourage the group to inquire into the problems they encounter. Rather

than answer their questions abou't plants and animals, the leaders pro-

vide the curious student with field guides and Other such resources. When

a question cannot be answered by either the student or thq leader', it is,

noted and will be explored later upon return to school, if that is

pOssible:

Half.of'dne day is spent on a solo in which the students all are'

stationed in a place.which is theirs alone for the duration of their

stay.there. They, are not'to communicate with anyone else nor to leavei

their assigned spot. The purpose of this experience is to provide time

for meditation and quiefcontemplation of the marine environment in which

ethey have spent several days. The leaders recognize that when, the group

is togither they,are involved,in many Social activities which affect

theiriability to perceive the great variety of intereiting and beautiful

elements in theit environment. This' solo exercise removes the distrac-
,

tions of the group-and'allows for greater`concentration. After the trip
;

is coMpleted and the students are hack in school, the leaders work with

them in their classrooms,.if pos,sible, provibing followup to the tOp.

Sometimes, they hold reunions of the 'Oroup months later, for a surprisingly

strong bond can develop in a very short time when people are sharing an

experience that is intense and even a bit stressful, PeqOle oftervlove

to get back together andl.reminisce about their experience:

All of this provide's very valuable experience for Alan and Diane

and.their helpers. As in the case'of yec, these Huxley students have

21;
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undertaken a Project that carries much re'sponsibility. Once they gb
,

'before schO,ol officials'andhave their program accepted, they have

undertaken an 'obligation. If they falter, the faculty 'remind them-of

the obligation they have undertaken, but this seldom'happens. The
0,

students learn much about program design, implementation and evaluation.

They become familiar with the iiays in which schools operate and the
_-

demands that such institutions rlace upon all educators associated with'
.,,,

them. They learn much about the substantive area involvesi in"their'

unit, in this case the marine enyironment. It it important to,note that

Alan and Diane have studied marine biology and ecology as part of their

environmental studies program so that they ilave a base upon which to,4

build thdir expertise. Still, they recognize that they are not experts.

in the field but do not let that daunt them. They subscribe to the

philosophy.of Willis Havre quoted earliW'm this study that'education

is as much a matter of asking question together as anything, so they

accept the fact that they are learning'along with the high scH0t1

students and are not threatened by their,great areas of ignorance... They

are insitead challenged by them and admit to the students that they are

learning right alOng with them. This admission in itself is of value
,

to the high school* people, for they are exposed to an approach to teach-

ing that they have rarely encountered in their school experien.ce.

After they complete such a program, the Huxley students return to

the faculty who have been. assisting them all along and review what

happened. Where were they successful and why? Where were they unsuccess-
.1

ful and why? What would they do differently _in preparing for the ex- 4
perience another time? Did the educational4heories they were trying out

in the field hold up? What'special problems did they encoynter and

21
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What preparation might,help them,to be 'ready for,such problems in the

future? The questions arIg many, and the review is very importan/ to the

Overall- educatitnarprocess of the Huxley studentsloecause,it points out

to them the areas they need to work on. Such awareness provides'ex-
,

cellent motivation.for them to return to classes and library. They

will,study wtth renewed awareness of the importance of specific skill&

and knowledge. They will understand the relevance to their needs of

the concepts and theories and methods which.they are examining. Thus.,

do they learn-otout experiential learning byexperienttng it'And by-

analyzing it with peers and their teachers.

There are still other experiencesthat 610 onmental education
-

students can avail,themselves of. All must do'an internship or study-a

problem indep ndently before they,can graduate. Most environmental
A

education students opt,for the internship. They work in school cainps,

with environmental groups such asyriends of the Earth and The Wilderness

Soc.iety, tn nature,centers and zoos, for park And recreation departments
4

and schools. A group of tollOge -students, not all.of them Huxley

students, run a'school camp fOr a local School district. They take a

course in school camping and outdoor education taught by publ4 School

teachers, then staff the camp that.these teachers have set up. They
\

gain experience working with sixth graders and the high' school students

who assist as .counselors, as weil as with tie teachers themselves: In

all of these programs, a maximum of affort is expended by the faculty'to

.asseSt the,learning needs of each individual'Huxley student and the

student plays a large role in program design and redesign from start to

finish of the Huxley College curriculum.. The first interview that

faculty have with students sets th tone. he key question is "Why have
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you come to us? What do you hópe to-get out of your educational ex-
,

perience here?" They may not know, and in this case the adviser can

help,provide direction, allow for exploration, and suggest alternative

paths that seem open. If the student knows exactly wher4he or she

wants to-go, then ihe faculty tries to help'them design the best path

210

to those goals, within the constraints of*curriculum and university

resources. The program is "freedom within limits," which is the essence

6

of humanistid education. Ultimate responsibility for learning lies

with thestudent, and thilTs made cle-a-V tfithe start. It is

iterated manptimes during.the student's Huxley experience, for that

is the lesson of experiential learning. Thus does the HuxleiwCollege

environmental education student learn of EHEE,by experience of such an

education.
4!

Thoreauvian Quest
_

110

...

A second exam'" of EHEE takes the form,of 4k shop. Partici-

pants spend seven continuous wes living'in a wilderness setting far

I,.
removed from their, normal life si ation. They tpend one week before

..,

their retreat preparing tp,c it, discussing several readings done bef?re

coming together-with the workshop group, planning the menu and purchasing

food, and organizing the equipment they will need for their wildern4ss

experience. After completing the seven weeks, they return to civiliza- (
tion and spend a week winding down, disdussing their experience, re-

viewing reading, and preparing their journals. Ibis workshop is credited

through Huxley College and is open to any interested person*over eighteen

years of age." The program was first offered during the summer of 1978,

and only two people participated, but the concept of the workshop is

t
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illustrative of the type of program which addresses in particular some

of the ideas of Erich Fromm described earlier in this study. It pro-

vides people with an opportunity to reassess 'heir values and life

patterns, to examine their way of life.

The inspiration for this workshop comes from many sources. Over

the centuries many people have left the civilized world fora time and

traveled to the wilderness, utilizing it.as a refuge and disciplinary

force. In Biblical accounts, Moses wandered in the wifderness for forty

-.Y.ean_s_fint.1.1y_recgiving the Ten Commandments.on,Mount Sinai. Elija
6

went intn the wilderness for forty days and received inspiration and "

guidagce from God: Jesus himself ". .was led by the Spirit into the

wilderness to be tempted by the devil (4)." After forty days, Jesus

emerged prepared.to speak for God.. He had cleansed his spirit,and went

forth to do his work. (--

Down through the years since Christ, even.to modern times, other

men have sought wild places for refuge-and religious purity. Henry

David,Thoreau went to live alone at Walden Pond in 1845, and explained

his reasons for doing so.

I went to the woods because
to front only the essential
could not learn what it had
to die, discover that I had

I wished to live deliberately,
facts of life, and see if I
to teach, and not, when-I carje
got lived (0.

ihe solitude of Walden gave the gifted Thoreau the opportuhity to probe-

his inner being and observe, the world around him, relating it tc; that

being. He goes on:

I did not
dear. . .

marrow of
to put to
swath apd
reduce it

.

wish to liVe what was . not life,' living is-so.
.1-wanted to live deep and suck out all the
life, to live so sturdily and Spartan-like as
rout all that waS_not life, to cut a broad
shave close,.to drive life into a-corner, and
to its lowest terms . (6).

Thoreau-went to nature seeking to-know the fundamentals of life, such
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qualities as self-sufficiency, order and beauty, and-his writ,ings 1ndi -

cate that,he experienced them.

Asenoted in earlier chapters, there is no less need to know such
. z

fundamentals'now in the twentieth century than there was ip Thoreau's
4

time. Thoreau observed hi's neighbors and noted t'heir "lives of quiet

-delGeration (7)." 'He saw that "men have become the tools of their

tools (8)," ant that "through want oftg4erprise and faith men are where

they are, buying and selling, and spending their lives like serfs:(9)."

Thoreau. might make the sametobservation about c6ntempdtary*America

where people,are still caught in a furious.round of activitY 'seeking

to satisfy their insatiable wants and mit succeeding. There is little

time or inclination to pursue the fundamentals orwhich Thoreau yirote

so eleganyy.

The views of several critics of the contemporary situation were

mentioned garner. Schumacher-counsels -that What is needed is_dwisdom.".

He argues that ". .the foundations of peace cannot be laid by universal

prosperity, in the modern sense, because such prosperity, if attainable

at all, is attainable only by cultivating such drives of human nature is

greed and envy, which destroy intelligence, happiness, serenity,-and

thereby the peacefulness of man (10)." This is an echo/of Thoreau,'a

century removed. Schumacher notes also that "the cultivation and ex-

pansion of needs is the antithesis of wisdom (11)." Thoreau also made

the point as follows:

Men think it it essential that the Nation have commerce,
and export ice, and talk through a legraph, hd ride
thirtx miles an hoyr, without a doubt, whether ttet do
or not; but whether-we should live like baboons_or like.
men, is a little uncertain (12).

Both Schumacher and Thoreau pondered the nature of wisdom. What is it

21,
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and. wtere can it be found? Zthuma&ler says:

Here we come to the rcrux of the matter: it can be read
atout in numerous publications but it can be found only
inside' oneself. To be able to find it, cme hii-Tirst to
Iterate oneself from-such masters as greed and envy.
The stillnessIollowIng liberationeven tf only
momentary---produces_theJnsights of wisdom which are
obtainable in no other wiy (13). .

What does all of this have to do with the worksh4 and mith EKE?

Thoreau 'went to Walden Pond-to gain time and 'space ill which to liberate

himself from the pastel's of which Schumacher writes. Much of-Walden

is a description,of this 'liberation and of the wisdom that f011owed

from it. People today can seek.their personal Walden Ponds, can seek

the "insights of wisdom" Spumachef describes, and one place in which

they can do so is the wilderness. Fifteen miles from roads and auto--

mobiles, daily news and th6 demands of routine,.people can slow theii.

pace and live a relatively simple extstence.. They can have only the

amenities which can be packed on their backs to their remote location.

They can reflect undisfurtied on matters of importance to them.

The workshop is designed in particular to encoyrage'the partici-.

pants to examine the distinction between tbe "having" and the "being"
"..-

.modes that FrOmm,deicribed'in 1he'prevtously-mentioned book of that

When,people live alone or in small groupi in a wilderness'

sitting for an extended period-of time they have the opportunity to

reflect dit "having." They cannot have much, in the material sense, in
,

such-a setting, and perhaps they will find that the,greatersimplicity

they experiente will give them insightinto demands of their normal

lifestyle which are interfering, with their achievement of personal

potential anlAldy in liying. All participants will have readl-studied,

and discussed Fromm's,ideas before embarking on their trip, and perhaps

21
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they will come back from the experience with a greater understanding of

the nature of the "unallenated, being-oriented individualm that Fromm

believes.to be necess'ary to achievement of his "New Society (14)."

, -

Precisely what form does this workshop experience take? It begint

with readings', some assigned and some selected ty_the pallicipants.

Books assigned include, of course -ichTFromm's To Have o'r To Be. This

bodk raises their awarenes§,ohe instructor's goal in holding the

wori(ihop, the exploration of alternative ways of living. Thoreau's

Walden, and Aldo Leopold's Sand County Almanac complement Fromm's -

book by drawing aftention to some of the values of living in the natur0

wilderness setting-of the workshop. Joseph Wood Krutch's The Great
r

Chain of Life stimulates thought about the-natural setting, a settini

whiCK many of the participants may,not think about,very often because

they are urban people. Additional suggested but not required readings

include various writingslof Alan Watts Clark Moustakas' Crkativity and

Conformity and Loneliness, Carlos Casfenada's Journey to Ixtlan and

Sam Keen's To a Dancing God. An annotated list of such books is given

to the participants in advance of the workshop so that they can:select

readings which might be of particuiar personal interest. They are en-.

couraged in addition to include choices of their own. All of these

readings'are discpsed'informally around canpfires in the wilderness on

a regular basis, and people are encouraged to share their concerns and

insights that are emerging as a result of their cou6ined thinking and

experience. They'pack these books, in lightweight paperbask editions,

into their wilderness filme.

This home is the Pasayten Wildernest of North Central Washingtoh.

It is high and open country,,relatively, dry, and is not used-heavily by

.4
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recreationists. The workshop group hikes in to a predetermined area

and sets up camp. Tiley will 14 in pairs or-trios, depending on the

size of the group. The 1978 group lived, of course, as a pair. ;They

have only a minimal schedule to keep. Occasionally they will illeet with

the workshop director, who is camped elsewhere, for a discussionsof

reading and of problems they are encountering. Dave, for example,

found himself getting rather bored after several weeks and inquired

,as to'what he could do to enhance his experience. The saggestion was

made that he explore the country around his camp; learning it as

thoroughly as possible. He could study the plants and animals, climb

the ridges, and travel to backcountry lakes to-try his hand at fishing.

He was not experienced in.the wildernessind was cautious about ventur-

ing out, as he shoUld_be. But with encouragement and examination of

skills he could and siald develop, suth as map and compaSs navigation,

he ventured forth and was less plagued by boredom and loneliness.

At some point auring the seven weeks the group is encouraged to

depa'rt on a solo.lcz,They select.or are,assigned a spot with a water

supplt and set up'camp for a seven-day period, during which they have

no contaciAlittliWe. This is certainly a rare experience in the

crowded.moderriworlat iian opportunity to commune with oneself

that issnot achievabl* any other way. Peoplesare not forced to do a

solo, of course, but are encouraged to do so. If they do not think

they can sustain a Sevens-day-experience, they can try it for a shorter

time,'meetcwith the leader at a-specified time, and decide then whether

or not to continue-IRthe soft' -experience, as to some degree in the

Thoreauvian Quest experience as a whole, the experience of time slows

'dOwn. AWarene* is Vntre if both of external entities and internal

2 2
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states. Normal daily routines in the-outside world often crowd the i

. . I

. ,

inind with antievation and anxiety. People think ahead,.prepare them-
1

selves for what is coming next, struggle to cope with i multitude of
_A

-

stimuli, as when they strive to take in a conversation with several

people. They do not.exist much of the time in the present. People'

sitting,alone in a wilderness setting, on the other hand, have the

freedom.not only'to think*about their past, about loved ones on.the
./

"outside," but also about their immediate environment. :They notice the

sky, the air temperitUre and jts changes, the insects that come to

plague them, the'floilers that bloom arbund them and the birds that visit
13

camp. They monitor their physical conditfon, fin...they do*not have Ae

usual health support-sygtem handy to rely upon.in case of need. They

attend to matters pressing out from'inside of them, for they do not have

MVriad distractions to.assist.in arid4ke of internal realities that

demand attention...- In Skirt, theOerson on solo has the opportunity to

experience the,"being fully, present Where oneii" that Erich Fromm re-

gards as an essential4ingredient of the "beingjmode (15)." One of the

participants, Dave, writes' of 'this quality of his experience as follows:

This wilderness area is worthy of being sustained because
it presents me with the opportunity to.confront my place
of origin. Taken away are all the middlemen. I have ar-
rived here through my own effort and there is no one to
interpret me or what I see and feel but myself. The forces
which surround me-are not interested in impressing me or
enlisting me to their cause or the'produets thereof.
Therefore I am free to'iio the same and meet myself-naked--
at least,more than ever beforeand answer who f iffi. A

product of this is knowing where I want to go, but only
through remembering that I must reap what is here.now,
can I enjoy the future Oen I reach it. Here there is
nothing to look forward to because the present is so'full.
I could look at how much better a person I will be after
this experience, but if that were my goal I would never
attain it, having wasted time thinkiwand not doing--
enjoying, hating, being bored and excited to their fullest.
Then, as Thoreau put-it, I will die-knowing that I have
billy lived (16).

22
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Js, person experiences loneliness on the solo, and this is an

opportunity as well as a trial. lt4is undoubtedly not a new eZperience,

yet here the person-has chosev to experience it in order to learn from

it-Moustakasexplaiwwhyapersonmight choose,to donfront a reality

,.

that so-many people. constantly struggle to.avoid.

Loneliness.hat a quality of immediacy and depth, it is a

significant experience--one of-the-few-in modern life--in

which man communes With himself. And in such communion

man.comes to grips with-his own being.., He discovers life,

who he isiighat-Wereally wants, the meaning of-hit exis--;-

tence, the true nature pf his relations with others. He

sees and realizet for t e-first tiMetrUtht which have been,

obscured for a long t.imè. His distortions suddenly become .

naked and transparent.- H -perceives himself and Others

with.a clearer, more valid vision and understanding. -

, In absolutely solitary moments man experiences truth,

beauty, natUre, revetente,,humanity. Loneliness enables !

one to return.to A life with others with renewed.A6rie and

vitality, with a fullerdedication, with a deeper desire to

oome.to'a'healthy resolution-of problems and issues involv-:,

ing others-, with-possibility end:hope.for a rich; true life,

with others. . .
,

, Loneliness keeps open tneA'oott to an expanding life. In

utter loneliness, onescan find answers to living, one can

find hew values toli1re' by, ode can see a new path or direc-

tion. Something totally:new is revealed (17). .

.

,

These are the 1,;alueS,of experiending loneliness, all Of which are certain- 1 .

ly not derived from the solo, but Moustakas reveals the potential. It

'is an opportunity lor%reflection whirh, when coupled wtth total immersion

in the natural world and the sharing of an intense experience with a few

other seekers, can lead to the sort of insight iiito ill-being and its

alternatives that Fromm regards as essential for copind\with contemporary

problems.

From identifies wo other qualities of the "New Man" that can be

explored in the Thoreauvian Quest experience in general, and the solo

ih particular. 9ne of these is the sensing of a oneness With.life and
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decided that he could make the crossing. With a stout stiOk in handifor

balance, he waded in and went across withoUt mishap. Having done so,

having conquered-his fear and accomplished the riecessary feat, he'felt

good. The;experience reminded him of a lesson that he had been learning

throughout the Thoreauvian Quest, and it was a lesson about resppnsibility.

He realized that "ultimately I am responsible for my ideas ind actiOns."

An idea that he had read in Ca teneda's Journey to Ixtlan came to him,

Don Juad smiled and be an humming a Mexican tune. "When
a man decides to do something-he must go all the way;"
he said, "but he must take responsibility for what he
does. No matter what he does, he must know first why'
he is doing it, and then he must proceed with his actions
without havillg doubts or remorse about them (l9)."

This was an important insight for Dave. He testified to its_impikance

several times in hii journal and in ?011ow-up conversations about his

experience. It is an example of the type.of insight that can.come-from

5uch an experience, an insight.that can have great ramifitations later

when iperson returns.td-the'routines of normal life.

.The-purpose of ThoreauvianQuest is,not to provide an escape, bat ,i

an opportunity for insight that can be valuable in me ting the challenges

of normal life. It is, as has been said, an eons ational program which
.

might help a person to understand that there are o her ways of being

than those which they are used.tó. And there may be better.ways. Dave

once again provides an illustration. After his return from the wilder-
.

pess? he.observes the speed with which evelione goes;about their business,

and observes:

Everyone is so wound up and concerned with time that they
forget that it is made for them and not they for it. You \--

go to a-store and their main obj ctive is to move you
through and notto exchange words r feelings. I don't
expect anything so big as personal istories or philosophy
when I am buying a loaf of bread, but I. do want to see some

224
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sign of humanness in.my daily assoclations., There seems

to'beaCfear that if oneslows_aown he/she will,have to--

face sOmething horrible. Real huMan contact Jis,kebnas

a dangerous endeavor. And this isn't theonlylrush job.

Lick Of-exchange with people oUtside oneself is.only a

reflection:of the lack sehsliiiiitylo'oness,qwn

thoughts and feelings. donft know which conies first,

preoccupation with-time 'r fear of meeting oneself apd

others gebuihely. One thing is for sure-, with a little-,

experience in slow living and Teflectibn a persontwill

always feel.that that is hott they shOuld live (20).

1'

A

DaviOlas experienced time in a new way while in the wilderness, and he

is struck by the contrast with the "normal" relationship to ftme. He

has,Ar a short time, lived in unhurried fashion where he enjoyed the

opportunity to relate to his surroundings, be they human or other than

human, in a deep and intimate way. He notes elsewhere in iris journal

that he enjoyed his readingin a way new to ,him, for he could conceri-

trate on it without any:distractions, without any compulsion to put the '

reading aside and go on about other business. Thus he claimed to derive

more from reading,,becau e he could follow the flow of ideabetter and

could meditate on these ideas to a degree that he had previously found

difficult., Aeso, .he expertepced a patience that ims new to him., He

could,spend hours observing wiidlife,-sitting motionless and watching

bear, deer1 or.porcuOine go.about their busineSs. Again he felt no con-
.

pulsion to move on to other things. His awareness of his surroundings,

in short, was related to his experience of time, and that awareness was
,

sharper, in his opinion, thaq tt hap ever,been before.

All of this is not to 'say that David Or the others who engage in a

'workshop like ThoreauvianQuest will return tO their normal lives and

retain the qualit s that.they have experienced in the field.,But they

do have something to compare their lives with, to check their exPerience

against. And perhaps they understand Fromm's concept of "being mode"

.
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and go about attempting to bring their lifestyles into that mode. Per-
,

haps too they recognize that their action must go beyond theTurely

persoM orderingv dr-life to the broader social context, where they

v

will worWor social" change that OD help in solution to the problems

which concern.people like Fromm.

Thoreauvian Quest is Experiential HumAnistic,Environmental Educa--

tion. .It.uses a specifttype of experience to achieve specific environ-
.

mental education ofijectives, such,as understanding of person-as-nature,

increased.perceptual awareness, value clarification and change, and

'humanism. It is humanistic in the sen$e that the essen e of the ex-
*

perience is the person's groWth,.which he or'he facilitatei largely on

his or her own. 'The instructor sets up.the experience and is pesent as

4

a.helper, a provider of support when it is needed. But the participants
.

are cast onto their own revources and are'free to explore their-own

path. They areplaced in a new enviroment, one which is often alien

to them and even threateningeand are provided 'with resources such as
, 40

support and skill training that'allow them to successfully qppe with the
,

challenges they find there. The experience is modified to ret their

needs, the instructor constantly monitoring their progress, and insuring

as much as possible that-they are challenged, but not taken beyond their

limits. Everyone is encouraged to make their feelings knoWn to their

fellow' participants or to the instructor, and-the fmportance of doing so

is stressed. Everyone tries constantly to be accepting and.not judg-

mental, ,The nature of the experienc& is perhaps beSt captured in-these

few lines by Allen Drengson (21).
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Total Immersion

Baptism in a new life style,
submersion in a River,

Being reborn.ind coming aware
of other conscious locations.

Changing perspectives, shifting ideals,
needs reduced to near zero;

Autononly born within the soul
releases spirits' creations.

Become a centered harmony
of self and world* together'.'

Mese two programs,,the environmental education curriculum at'

Huxleji Coflege apd the Thoreauvian Quest workshop, illustrate holt./ EHEE

mi0ht appear, how experience and humanism maybe brought together to

'address environmental education Objectives. Other examples appeared

as illustration throughout diAcussions of humanfitic and experiential

education and complement these examples offered at some length in this

chapter. All of these examples, taken together, should indicite how

the EH44connection can be ilade.

r

6
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SECTION III

All that has been discussed to this point has provided a brief

description of the macroproblem tg.which environmental education is a

resOlonse and,suggestions,as,to the'forml that effective environmental

education migtit take. The intention has been to describe humanistic

and experiential learning as necessary elements of environmental educa-

him and to present arguments in support of this contention. What

remains to be done, of course; is to:describe precisely how these ele-.

ments cambe incorporated ihto environmental education in a systematic

way at All stages of a person's learninvexperience. The complete

treatment of this applied dimension of the model presented is beyond

the scope of this paper. A few general suggestions as to how peoplie---\.

interested inimaking the EHEE Connection might proceed can and will

be maae in this concluding sectfon. The complete task of describing

in detail how the EHEE Connection might contribute to attainment of

envirdnmePte education objectives must occur in another work.

225
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CHAPTER IX

SUGGESTIONS FOR MAKING THE EHEE CCNNECTION

.If an eduadtor has read this stidy'to this point-and believes the

arguments have some Merit he or she may...hope fer-suggestnins as tty how
, .

.to begin, to make the EHEE Connection.HWhat procedure tight be"f011qwe'd

in adapting'an existing curricuium Or creating anew curriculuM to

address'environmental education objictives with an integrated cognitive-
.

_

affective-experiential approadh? Some general- guidelinei may be-sug-

gested, thobe a. definitivediscusiion ofthe question will require book

-length treatment that reviews in depth the many resources that.might

be used.
,o

What might in.dividuals do who wtsh to utilize the EHEE approach

in their work? Several suggestions can be made that be useful in

a variety-of contexts. The obvious first point is that aspirants should

experience humanistic education and experiential learning as a first .

step toward underst,anding them tMdoubtedly most people have "experienced

them at varidus times but not with the awareness and'analytital stance

of a potential practitioner.

In the first case, humanistic'education, a setrch.should be under-

taken for programs offered under that rubric. Wo shops,-courses, and

other means are available to those interestedin learnini about humanis-

tic education. Several organizations that provide such programs are as
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National Humanistic Education Center, 116 Spring Street, Sara oga

,,Springs,1 N.Y,42.866. The Center offers programs ranging from

a-Master's Degree'to workshops and consultation On'values

clarification -creative problem-solving, peer counseling and

humahistic curriculum devel6Oment.

Center.for. Humanistic Education, Norman Hall, Un versity of

-, Florida, Gainetville," FL 32061. It engages in humanistic

.

education research Ind helpiinterested people and iroups

to humanize their e4cationa1 efforts.

Devefopment.and Research in,Confluent Education, Department of

Education, University Of Californta,,Santa Barbara, CA 93106.
. . ,

This university prograraworks.to bring the knowledge and

}
- .

techniques of the human potential movement into the traditional
-4

curriculum. Th-ey engage in teacher trdining and curriculum

, development;

These are just three source'S of exposure o human1stic education, :There

are others throughout the United States, Lists of organizations and

'periodicals may be found in Read and Simon's Humanistic Education Sourcea..

book, and Canfield and Wells!s 100 Ways to Enhance'Self-Concept in-qm

ClasiroOm (1).. The'NationalHumanistic Education Center.has recently

published-The First Catalogue for kUmani724ng Education wh,ich contains
r

oVer Ybo entries with detailed descriptions of bOoks., tapes, films',

, curriculum patkages, articles and resources for humanistic and'affectiVe

'education organizsd around 40 categories. This exhaustive resource is

up to date, which is important 'in this,field, for much work is cOnstantly
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being pone in many lécations. The Catalogue contains resources that

aspirants cap,tavit thiir search for humanistic educational experience.

At the same time that one is experiencing,a humanistic educatibnal

program, he or she should also be doing basic reading in the theory of
St

-
I k-

the approach. The literature is vast, and fecommended lists of bokks

may...be found in tWsources just cited.' Here are several suggestions

that provide a good start:

Arthur W. Combs and Associates, Humanistic _Education: Objectives
and Assessment. (Washington,'D.O.: Association for
Supervision and Curriculum Development, 1978), 55 pp.

% This short work proyides'an excellent, up-tb-date overview of

,humanisilc education: t succinctly Sates the goals and objectives

of the field,-reviews briefly the situation relativi to assessment

and research, and presents a very useful checklist for humantstic

schools. It is an excellent orientation to the scope of humanistic

educatión.

.Arthur W. CoMbs and Associates; Ferceivin Behaving, Becoming:

A New Focus for Education. Washington, D.C.:* Association
for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 1962), 256 pp.

-

ThiS ASCD Yearbook has become a classic in the field and is a good

introduction to the theoretical foundations of ,humanistic education.

Four,essays by "giants" in the field, Earl C. Kelly, Carl R. Rogers,

Abraham.Maslow, and Arthur Combs, open the volume and are usedsas

bases fo'r-discussion of,pch topics as motivation, self,Concept,

creativity, personal adequacy, an'd valuing. This work ekplains tin

introductory fashion the rationales for the goals and objectives
-

introduced in the first loorki-aild expands upon them.
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Carl R.-Rogers, Freedom to Learn. (Columbus, Ohio: Charles E.

Merrill Publishing Company, 1969), 358 PO.

Carl Rogers, a psychologist'and educator, here describes his

humanistic approach to teaching. He describes that approach'in

several cOntexts and explaies the assumptionslit makes, philosophy

he works'from, principles he foll:ows and the ramifiatiOnsois
.

approach tha; he perceives. This book emcdurages a broadening and

deepening of ideas introduced in the ASCD Yearbook.

Richard L. Cumin-and Barbara Schneider Fuhrmann; Discovering Your
Tiachin Self: Humanistic A..roaches to Effective Teachin
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: 'Prentice-Hall, Inc., 197

229 pp.

This book is intended for the practicing teacher and provides

exercises through which that teaaer can assess the humanism of

his or her approach. Exercises allow one to clarify his or her

values relative to teaching, to observe and analyze classroom

beAvior and attitudet, and to explore ways of humanizing,classroom

, 'behavior as in grading, commuhicating feelings and assessing needs.

Robert R. Carkhuff, David H. Berenson, and Richard M. Pierce. The

Skills of Teaching: Interpersonal Skills. (Amherst, -Mass.:

Human Resource Development Press, 1977), ?06 pp.

This is a manual for imdr;ving in teachers and thetr,students the

specific interpersonal skills thai comprtse thelcore Of humanistic

education It is a step beyond the asiesiment, that occurs through

use of Cumin and Fuhrmann's work, providiilg the educator who has

assessed his or her teaching effectiveness with a earefully designed

program for developing some of.the skills of humanistic education

that a neeaed.
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These readings will give aspir.ing humanistic educators the foundation.of

ideas necesiary to appreciate and.Understand their experience of human-
-

istic education acquiredin workshops and other settings. As has been

noted several times in this study, a person cannot become a humanistic

educator by following a recipe, adopting principles, or reading books

about:the approacht It: reqUires armitment and understanding, and, as .

tl'IeRogers"/ookinpardcoarpointsout,itrequiresaphilosophical
t.

stance that includes faith in the goodnest and growth potential of human

beings, and a willingness to trust them and to allow their freedom, which

means relinquishing any inclination to control people that might be

T ..

present. Humanism i education requires years to develop, but it can b

learned, as Aspy and h s colleagues have discovered (2). Any educator

who aspires to athieve.the Ekperiential Humanistic Environmental Education

detcribed' in this paper nust think long and hard about his or her con-

ception of'education. Roszak describes the scope of this task.

I return to the ideal 1 raised when we discussed the possi---

bility of an open childhood. A single word, an entire

philosophy of education: Socrates speaking of himself as

"midwife" to his students.. Agdwifer-one who t;rings forth

what is already there, waiting to be born: the hidden

splendors of self-knowledge. That is where a personalist
education Oegins, in this Socratic conviction that our
first;and rtighest object of study resides within. All

there. Given. Teachers may offer information, know-how,
technique, example. But until the student's innate calling
declares itself, we have nothing but mimicry, memory work,
superficial performance. _It is only after we have tapped
an authentic incentive that true education happens. Then,

.everything that lends depth.and distinction unfolds before
us--from the inside out. We have a mind that will seek

out, interpret, invent. We have a life that makes its-own
purpos'es*and.takes on its own interesting texture (3).

Aspiring huianistic educators Must follow theancient maxim "Know Thyself',

must 'dentify and release this "authentic incentive" in themselves, and

so come to und&stapOts Oresence in those they teach. When they have
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accomplished this, they are prepared to apply their insights in the,i)

educati'onal leadership.

The second element in HEE is, of course, experiential education,

and the opportunities for experiencing and studying this proeess are.

less abundant than in the case of huManistic education. Barely three

years ago, in 1977, a group of people interested in experiential learn-

ing met and formed a National Association for Experiential Education (4).

this fledgling organization now offers its members a quarterly news--

letter a-semi-annual journal, and an.annual conference. The people

who originally organized the association came largely from outdoor ex-

perfintial education programs, such as Outward Bound; Inc. and its

yarious adaptations. lhey came together because they were aware of a

high degree of'interest in many people in diverse localities and programs

in this process the.); called experiential learning. . People have joined

who are interested in using the experiential learning process as a tool._

in juvenile corrections work, as a part of teacher education programs,

and as 1,complement to classroom-based education it all levels, Some of

the programs described at conferences and in publications have included

the following:

Outward Bound, Inc.--People enroll in a course, the normal duration ,

of which is three to four weeks, in which they are placed in

si.tuations, usually in the outdoors, which challenge them

'physically, mentally, and emotionally. Participants learn

about the environments they livefin but particularly gain
. I

insight into themselves as social and dmotional beings.

Several schools are located in the United States and offer

special courses for educators interested in learning this

23
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approach. -The natiOnal qffice of the non:prOiit corporation

whi ch operates, tie schools -is Outisard pound, Inc. , 165

Weit Putnam AVe.. Greenwich, tonnecti6t 06630.

foxfire--A-deade. ago a young English teacher- ural Ribun Gap,

Georgi a , struck upon' an i dea 'Whi ch. mi ght 'break down the
,

reiistante to learning of ,his recalcitrant high school

studentS.. The idea was tp study and write about local

culture and to publish' a student magazine on the sObject.

lit The process came to be called "cultural.,journalism" and

the magazine' was the now-famous Foifire. The idea has been

adapted by' many schools as a potenf experiential learning
tdt 4

process.

At the very' heart of Foxfire is the conviction that

students can learn' about their community and about

humanity only outside the classroom. Iri the class-

room theY çn, with the help of their-teachers and..,..

lipeers, exai1ne, analyze, even celebrate what they've

discovered, and compare theiriAndings with those

of others; but they must have :thelworldL outside the

classroom as the primary motiva*fon for learning,

-and. at the heart and souT of whai they learn (6):

This approach is well illustrated in the various Foxfire books

and in Wiggintom's book Moments. Workshops in the approach

are atiffered, and information On activities around. the foxfi re

process is available through IDEAS 11800 Sunrise Valley

Dri ve , Reston , V i rgi ni a 22091.

Walkabout--Phi Deya Kappa's Task, Force on Compulsory Education and
. -

I

Transitions for 'Youth recommended that the experiential learn-

ing process they called "walkabout," be experimented with in

American Secondary schools (7). The inspiration for the

2:37
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1 "walkabout" idea eme :from a film of that title".'which depicted .

a young Australian'aborigine on the rite of passage front

childhood to adulthOod'that tested his skill and courage.

This young man saved the lives of two white children and pro-

vided an opportunity for reflection on the comParison between

an educational experience for transition to adulthood like

walliabout compared to the modern high school. Gibbons makes

the compariion as follows:

Imagine for-ailment two children, a \rung native
looking ahead to his walkabout and a ydung North
American looking ahead to grade 12 as the culminatin
expeniences of all their basic preparation for adult
life. The young native can ,clearly See that'his
life will depend on the Skills he is learning and
that after thertalkabout his survival and his Place
ip the community will depend' 'upon them,- too. 'pat
A%aning and relevance such a goal. must give to learn-
ing!. . .The native's counterpart looks forward to
such abstractions as subjects and tests sucked dry
of the richness of experience, In the end having
little to do dimptly with anything critical or even
significantthethe anticipatesbeini involved in
as an adult--except the pursuit of more formal
education (8). .

Gibbonssuggests that an experience analogous to the walkabout

but appropriate to the life and times of the modern American

high school student could be designed. It could contain ele-

ments of logical -inquiry; freativity, volunteer service,

adventure, practical skills, the world of work, and cognitive.

development (9), And it not only could, but does, for_a_

number of attempts are being made ,to incorporate the idea

into secondary education. Example's include programi at;

Mountain Open High School in the Jefferson County 'Public

t.

Schools west Of Denver, Colorado; and East-ManW High Schools

in Denver itself; North Central High School in Indianapolis,

23a .
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Indiana; and the Ames High School,Action-Learning Program

.at Ames, Iowa. These and other secondary schools are experi-

menting with the walkabout concept. Information on the '

.location of current experiments with the walkabout concept

may be acquired frpOhi,Delta Kapp Eighth Street and Union

Avenue, Box 798, Bloomington, IndI'Z74Ol.

These three examples of experiential education programs illustrate,oppor-
..

tbnittes available to educators intereited in exploring ways and means

of impleMenting expdOiential learning in their curricula. By contacting

the national Outward Bound offices, IDEAS, Inc.,,and Phi Dqta Kappa,

people may acquiftrinformation as.to where and when workshops in these .

approathes are being offered and participate in them. It dust be em-

phasized that these are by no means the only worth while eiperiments in

exgeriential learning that are%Occurring. They are only well-developed.

illustration's.

As for reading that would ,be helpful o the aspiring experiential

educator,'the literature is raitpr spa nd-cannot beorganized in

the progressiVe pattern possible wtth the literature of humanistic

education. There,are, however,'a few suggestions that can be made:

James S. Coleman,,"Differences Between txpertential and Classroom
Learning, in Morris T. Keeton and Associates, Ex eriential
Learnin : Rationale Characteristics and Assessment. San

Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 19 6 , pp. 49-61.

____Thi_s_briet_essay..describes experiential learning as clearly as .

anything in the literature and compares.it to'its necessary .

complement, information assimilation.

Arthur W. CoMbs and Associates, Perceptual Psychology: A Humanistic

Approach to the Study of Persons. (New York: Harper and Row,

1976), 492-pp.

23
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The ninth chafter, "Leirning: *Differentiation o4ersonal

_.

. Meaning," is particularlY helpful in understantling the importance
".

,of experience in learning. The entire book is woFthWhile and

really necesiary.to the fuflest, undepAtadding of,the recopmended. .

chaliter, but the ninth chapte0s centrgl: '

,*

Oarolctliowe; ."The Role of Experience in Education,P (paper pre-
,.

sented at the Conference on:Experiential Education, Estesyark,
Colorado, October, 1974), 15 pp.

Howe ranges widely through the subject of experiential educatjOn,

arguing whY\it is particularly iftiportant in the'curreT! world.

His review*of rationales forexperiefljiaYis brief'but clear and

useful.

Methodological workv,

A number of publicationi provide instruction in

experiential learning. Among useful ones are:

0

how to facilitate

Reldan S. Nadler,

Instructor's Guide to atonfluent Education Pro ram: Outdoor

Adventure PrOgrams (Isla Vista, CA: published by,0e author, 6543.

El COlegio Road., #104, Isla Vista, CA 94017, 1977), 44 pp.: David

Wolsk, An Experience-Centered Curriculum: Exercises) in Perception

Communication and Action.0 (Paris: The UNESCO.Press, 1975),52 pp.

These readings, coupled with participation in experienthl learning

programs, shouldfiroaden,the.educator's understanding of the experiential
,

a

element of EHEE. As noted at the beginning of the discussion, everybne

has experienced "'Warning by dicing." By experiencing it in an analytical

way and with the idea of using the approach, one wtll certainly acquire

greater insight into the approach. Then At is simplynecessary to
4

venture forth to experiment with mixing experiential learning with in-

,

3 24 6
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formation assimilation in such a way as to optimally achieve the educa-

tional goals of the curriculum.

The final el4ment in EHEE 'ft, of course, enviivnmêntal education

itself. As described in this study, the other, two elements become

. environmental education when they are directed toward achievement of

environmental education objectivei.' What would be lacking if only the

pr. esses of humanistic and experiential education were brought together

i& .

ithout environmental focus would,' of course, be the goals and sub-

4,o/stance of environmental educiiroZ Thus to be an e;;;ironmehtal educator

a person must know something about the environment, its problems, and

ideas as. to how those problems might be solved. This studyhascome

full circle Because it began with a brief review of those problems.
_

What suggesfions might be =dello the person.seeking to acquire the

facts alid concepts necessary to becoming an.ehvironmental educator?

It is impossible to conclusively answer this question here, for

as was-noted eartier the eqvironmental macroproblem is of great scope,

and there is by no means complete agreement asqo the elements and di-

mensions of the problem. Still, the content and substance of environ-

mental education are comprised of facts and toncepts aboutAhe environment,

so the environmental educator must adopt a conceptual framework from

which to build an environmental education curriculum. Most such frame-
_

works have so far been derived from the work of Roth, who identified opid

--------
ranked concepts of importance to what'he called "environmental management

education (10)." 'Dean B ennett and his associates in the Mai&-Envsiro n-
f &

mental Education Project, for example, identify the "Big Ideas" of

environmental education, and these-include attitudes, skills and teacher

. roles, and concepts 41)1. ehey note that their concepts are not newbut
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are "a synthesis and reorganization of concepts.which in most cases have

f' been identified and are being.taught in the-separate disciplines (12)."

4,
They note that environmental education is not a subjegtarea but ark

!emphasis and a way of teaching (13)." This whole study that is being

concluded here focuses on the "way of teaching" 'part, but the impurtance

of the emphasis on environmenta119 significant content must not be

underestimated.
-

No conclusive list ofconCepts will be offered here.. The.reader
*

is referred to Roth or to Bennett, also to Savelanb (14),and Harvey (15).

-The con(epts identified in these studies can beA51aced.in context,by

reading the works-cifilitler(16), tasmann (17),:drohUls (18) Brown (19),

and therwricerous other authors writing about' environthental-problems.

The prospective environmental educator must be interdisciplinary, bring#

ing the'perspectimes of various disciplines simultaneously to bear on

the task of understanding concepts and probleMs.

colleges and universities offer both undergraduate and graduate

programs and courses in environmental studies (20)._ Most offer courses

and workshops through continuing education which are often designed

. specifically forlhe would-be environmental-educator. Many environmental

education curricUlum develoPment projects offer workshops in the `methcids

necessary for effective utilization of Curriculum materials.. Whenever

a.teacher discovers useful curriculum materials, it is advi,sable to

inquire asito the availability of training in their use.

An educator or group of educators who decides to implement an EHEE

curriculum must, in addition to pursuing personal growth and development

along these lines, also often work within the educational iystem to

create conditions suitable for the adoption of such a curriculum. As
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noted in chapter four there exist constraintr.;, pa.rticularly in public

education systems, which must be overcome._ Stapp has described a

step-by-step process by' which an environmental education curriculun can

be established in a school system (21). The process he'describei might

be adapte0 to suit a variety of situations.

In conclusion of this chapter it must be admitted that establish-.

ment of EHEE on any.broad scale is not 'an immediate prospect only

because of the breadth of preparation necessa'ry for it: But in ddition

to that all thtee elements herein described are controversia nd not

in the current mainstream of educaiional*theory and practiee. Still,

----1there-are--powerfulif-re-lative

flowing in the directions desciibed in'this., paper, and anyone who.is

convinced of the importance of working in-these directions described

will find .ebundant comlianions -and resources with which to undertake the

adventure.

1.
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CHAPTER X

SMIARY AND CONCLUSION

This study has arguee( that envirOnmental problems occur because'

people ,debide'to act in their,viorld in ways hirmful to :it and to them-
..

selves. Sue!! decisians, occur because people ak in sqtne cases :'ignorant

of-the consequences of their choites for themselves and their envicbil

ment. They, are rot aware of_ the alternatives open to them because
,

ihey_have learned to choose; to value, in specified ways which they do

"nat quest*. This being 'so, education'has a'fundamental role tO play

in addressing 'erndronment.al, problems.- It can replace ignorance with

awareness and-knowledge. It can help-people to f,tecognize*environmental

. problems and their direct tnd indireCt efficts 'upon themselves as bio-
,

logical and.soCial Organisms. It can motivate them to seek`realization

of an ecological ethic, to incorporate into their decision-making a set

of behavioral limits which they agree to live within for the benefit of
r I.

the environment and its ,inhabitants,

Education is not the whole solution, Stienceand technology mu-St

move ahead with continued efforts to ameliorite'human. environmeotal
-
impact through understanding and intervention,. Law and administration

'must provide direation and control while the long-tenn efforts of

science, technology, and edeication are undertaken.. But in the end, the

efforts of people who seek to directly intervene in the millions of

4-7
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Ricro-dedisions that comprige a society's or,ig.ntation toward the world

and refle%t it'S ethos will depend on educatir for success in maintain-

ing envirOnmental quality:

.The stud/arguesgfilso for specific elemen s of that education., It

suggests that. humanism, a deep-caring for other people, is esseotial to

effective environmental education. Perhaps a humanistic etilic is pre-

..

requlstte to an ecologic ethic. Humanism.in environmental education.
.

is algo nedessacryt it l argued, because it contributes-rto effectiie

< education, and the. most effectiyeducation possible seems nece.:sary

for-coping with the complex problems...that comprise ihe world macroproblem.

An argument .is als6 made,. for;systematic utilization of the "learn-, -
ing by doing" approach in environmental education. It is suggested

that;experience of the concepts and Skills important to understanding

of the environment and fo cOing with Its problems m y be necess'ary

though ebt sufficient for efftctive environmental edu tion. Learners
.

mustItilizelhat what they study in envtronienta,l education is of

relevance to their ifves and not juSt another kcademic subject: It
suggested that experiene is necessary to effectfve establishment

of this personal ^moaning--.

What is presented here' is a m6del cf environmental edUeation and
, .

a rationale for it. It is a propoSal that is offered as a. passible

basis for action in'the field of environinental education. It is coM-

prised of 6erpt>31k-at1ons and principles., NO claim is rhade that the
..

model has been tested. It provides-tertile soil-for investigators who.

_

might HO tfl it.-6y0dtheses, the invgstigation of which veill contribute

much ig progressive development of the-field 'of environmentil education.
.-

That field 1sstIl1 in its infincy. It is in need of theory which might-
r
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unify diverse generalizations and prtnciples that have come' from many
.)

soprces. As indicated at the beginning of the Study, there is even

disagreement about the nature of the problem to which environmental

education is a response. The approach to environmental education

'sugdested here is offered humbly in hopes that it contributes to; in-
,

creased undepstAding* of the natur*e of the task facing environmental

eduiatOrs, It is intended as a starting point for extensive further

investigation, both for its author and hakfully for other scholars in

the field._ The detailed work of testing the theory presented here must
,7r

6ow begin.

We stand at't crossroads in the history of our species. In
a special way %Us like the crossroads at which the primate
stood when he-was compelled to leave his tree existence.
And yet it is also quite unlike any -previous experience of'
the species. While the creature who had been driven frbm
his home in the trees had milliont of years in which to ad-
just to new and danger-filled surroundings, we have been'
Nthrown by violeqly-accelerated technological development
into a sitUition_in which we must make our choice with the
utmost quickness and must choose deliberately, not hap-
hazardlyes always before. It was during the last §eneration
that our civilization reached the critical thteshold; Vip

may have but a single lieneratiOn 16 which to gain contre3
over.our collective conduct and to keep our world. from
coming one of those where evolution tested the possibilities
of mind--and failed.

We are moving over the narrowest isthmus of time, gued
by .knowledge bursting with risks. We can no more quit _our-
selves of it than we can leap over our own shadows. lndividyals
may4sptrn development', species cannot. The relevant questiori
is, how we make use of our knowledge,

An intelligent 4ping who 'gradually increases his resources
of knowledge probably always runs the risk of being so im-
pressed by how mUch.hc knows that'he loses sight of how much
he doesn't know at ail. Limited knowledge and limitless ig-:
norance are equally responsible,for man't predicament. Now,
when we are on the way to becoming the victimi of oUr own
successes, we have had an _almost electrifying reminder of our
knowledge's Frnntations ." t We have discovered how easily mis-
takes can be made. Vie begin to suspect that in the future
eyen the slightest mistakes may 'have catastrophic, consequenees.

Up to now we have used our kAowledge to try to "master"
nature. .We cannot accomplish this, and we are beginning to
realizeit,, The test that remains is to try to master ourselves (1).
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Footnotes

Chapter X

1. RolfIdberg, At the Foot bf the Tree (University, Alabama:#
The University of Alabama Press, 1971), pp. 142-143:

)
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